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Introductory Note

T his book was first conceived of and begun two years ago, at the
peak of what it is now commonly referred to as the Greek financial

crisis. As many well remember, it was the nadir of the financial crisis,
triggered by the chain of problems from Ireland, Portugal and then
Greece, resulting in state rating downgrades and endless discussions
in Brussels and Frankfurt about the way to solve the apparently
unresolvable liquidity troubles. All this while the Lehman crisis
was barely one year old. Then the contagion fear that affected the
Republic of Italy, one the largest sovereign debt issuers in the world,
spread and the troubles quickly also reached Spain, with the Bankia
and Spanish banking sectors in dire straits and receiving European
financial help. Many governments fell, dragged down by extremely
high refinancing costs, unemployment rates and falling growth rates.

Things have changed since. Mario Draghi’s appointment at the
helm of the European Central Bank and the pledge to assure unlim-
ited support by the ECB on CEE Euro state members in August
2012 have been turning points in the delicate and complex liquidity
transmission mechanism. Though liquidity market normalization is
still distant, significant steps forward in recent months, including
ECB Long Term Repurchasing Operations, have ensured liquidity
to banks and cooled concerns. At least for the time being.

Despite the exceptional environment and events, this book is not a
descriptive chronicle of crises and political or monetary fallouts, but
rather an attempt to present experiences and indications on liquidity
funding risks, starting from a detailed reading and commentary on

xiii



xiv INTRODUCTORY NOTE

the bulky and often cumbersome regulatory texts. The reminders
and references to regulations are a key driver as they will, in the end,
inevitably be dealt with and will constitute compulsory requirements
for most banks.

This thread is followed through the first five chapters. The first
is meant to present liquidity risk management in current financial
markets and banking, with a first indication of how funding liquidity
is an increasingly relevant factor to control and manage, together
with an overview of regulatory frameworks.

The second chapter focuses on funding liquidity in the shorter
maturities, up to one year and mostly within the immediate refi-
nancing time horizons that were so critical during the Lehman crisis
and are at the heart of the new regulatory liquidity frameworks.
The analysis will touch upon the construction and use of the cash
flow ladder, moving on then to the calculation of the liquidity cov-
erage ratio. Related to short-term obligations are the monitoring
of specific risk indicators and the intraday liquidity risk, which is
particularly important for banks’ treasury operations. The analysis
concludes with the funding concentration assessment, a necessary
component for a complete grasp of exposure and sound funding risk
management.

Liquidity risk is also a matter of balance sheet sustainability,
and the third chapter touches on structural funding strategies and
valuation. It is here introduced as the Net Stable Funding Ratio,
with a depositor’s modelling overview completing it, essential for
any meaningful analysis on funding stability. These are combined
with scenario and stress testing, cash horizons and liquidity buffers,
included here as components for the structural funding strategy rather
than in the short-term section.

Chapter 4 is included mostly for completeness and is a rapid
overview of liquidity value at risk models and measurement tech-
niques other than those in Chapters 2 and 3; it should indeed be
the subject of a dedicated work and presented here is a compact
and essential concept description, distinguishing liquidation adjusted
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value at risk on the assessment of impact on securities for forced dis-
posal of available amounts and the market liquidity Value at Risk,
measuring the VaR for different levels of market depth for different
security types.

Chapter 5 looks more at governance rules and processes to ade-
quately control liquidity risks, looking at regulatory indications and
providing insights on reporting and control standards, limit setting
and contingency planning.





CHAPTER 1
Funding and Market Liquidity

We introduce funding liquidity risk in this first chapter and the
stance of some regulators on the controls expected. The first
section highlights some facts, events and changes in market
conditions that have increased the importance of this risk type,
so relevant in recent years. It should also provide an overview of
the challenges that banks’ treasury functions will face and will
suggest how a financial institution could address and possibly
manage them, in particular when one is experiencing stressed,
difficult market conditions. The second section presents some
indications on the management of liquidity funding risk, based
on the author’s experience and lessons learnt. The third and
longest section describes and comments on regulatory frame-
works – focusing on the International Basel Committee, EBA,
PRA, USA FED – on liquidity and funding liquidity require-
ments and indications.

1.1 L IQUID ITY IN THE F INANCIAL MARKETS

Like seatides going up and down, the financial markets history shows
a recurrence of events and conditions can be seen as recursive. Fur-
ther, we can see that something influential at times of abundance

1



2 LIQUIDITY MANAGEMENT

becomes suddenly crucial and pricey under other market conditions
that are stable, and prices that are reliable when the tide goes out
could then change substantially as it comes in. So it was, for exam-
ple, in the money markets and interbank lending, with the exchange
of deposits and funds amongst banks and companies, and then across
government and countries. The term liquidity risk can refer to dif-
ferent aspects of risk exposure, indeed though generically indicated
as liquidity, one has quite a range of exposures. Possibly, the first
distinction we want to make is that between trading versus banking
book liquidity exposure, the market liquidity risk and funding liq-
uidity risk. We can define market liquidity risk as the impact on the
price of an asset when one disposes of it onto the market/liquidates
it. The varying market conditions at the moment of the liquidation
of that specific asset are commonly addressed as market liquidity
risk or liquidity at risk and this is usually an additional risk element
of the overall market risk that takes specifically into account the
cost of selling or trying to sell the whole stock of a specific asset.
It is quantified in terms of changes in the bid-ask spread and asset
price itself as a result of the sale. While many markets are very liq-
uid and deep, this is not the case for some securities and markets,
and situations vary depending on market conditions as stress market
conditions and rating deterioration will have a great impact. Funding
liquidity risk is instead conceptually related to the banking book and
the bank’s capacity to ensure its payment obligations as due con-
tractually. This is also referred to as the refinancing risk (Figure 1.1
below presents the European Central Bank official refinancing rate
from March 2008 through March 2013) and it can be divided, in
turn, into short-term refinancing – where banks have to meet dead-
lines in a few days or a few months, sometimes having to ensure
balancing of cash inflows and outflows of billions – and that of long-
term equilibrium or imbalances in funding maturity profiles and
invested assets.

For banks, liquidity represents the capacity to secure the nec-
essary funding, either through attracting deposits – wholesale or
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individual – or from their own immediately available cash or through
pledging unencumbered assets to other financial institutions that can
easily be converted into cash in the markets. Banks’ current opera-
tions also generate income flows that can be considered for liquidity
ends, as any means of attracting additional inflows over time can
also be considered part of banks’ cash sources.

So then, liquidity risk is the diminished capacity to gather cash
against payment needs in normal market conditions. The capacity for
meeting financing obligations ought to include sudden reductions in
funding capacity or unexpected peaks in cash demands. The assets
available for funding capacity should be sufficient to offset the net
outflow in both normal conditions and during financial market crises;
the available counterbalancing capacity is a measure of banks’ refi-
nancing, buffers or liquidity reserve that will permit banks to tackle
unexpected adverse net cash flows. However, on the government
side, systemic risk is the paramount risk; sudden deposit runs and
withdrawals may require larger buffers than banks might desire in
terms of risk appetite and cost efficiency.

Banks’ liquidity buffers encompass cash and securities, kept to
sustain liquidity needs in periods of market stress: these consist of
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cash and other unencumbered stocks and allow them to meet pay-
ments in critical market conditions, setting also a target minimum
survival period. One should build counterbalancing capacity dur-
ing normal market conditions, therefore anticipating this complexity
when a liquidity crisis heats up is a core part of regular liquidity
refinancing and target plans, balancing the cash inflows and out-
flows to guarantee adequate sources of funding are provided and
appropriately used.

Regulators typically address both sides of the balance sheet and
the importance of timing: liquidity becomes the ability to make
payments as they fall due and to ensure asset growth or lending
renewal. More recently, there has been a focus on the negative impact
on earnings and capital. Regulators may differentiate between sev-
eral subsets of liquidity risk depending on the time horizon con-
sidered (e.g. strategic vs. tactical), distinguishing between normal
and stressed periods (contingency liquidity risk) and types of risks
(e.g. funding vs. market liquidity risk).

1.1.1 Def in i t ion of funding and l iqu id i ty r isks

Liquidity risk is the current or prospective risk arising from an insti-
tution’s inability to meet its liabilities/obligations as they come due
without incurring unacceptable losses. This is usually referred to as
funding liquidity risk. There is also a market dimension to liquidity
risk that has become more relevant in recent years as institutions’
reliance on market or wholesale funding has increased.

Market liquidity risk is the risk that a position cannot easily be
unwound or offset at short notice without significantly influencing
the market price, because of inadequate market depth or market
disruption.

One way to cover a funding shortfall is through asset sales,
here the ability to obtain funds through the sale of assets mitigates
funding liquidity risk. Market illiquidity or reduced market liquidity
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can disrupt an institution’s ability to raise cash, and thus its ability
to manage its funding liquidity risk.

Expert discussion suggests this definition of market liquidity risk
might be considered too narrow, in that the absence of market liq-
uidity to unwind or offset a position, which only affects changes
in value, does not impact cash flows. The change in value could
result in liquidity demand via margin calls or additional collateral
requirements and could be of such a magnitude as to cause a mate-
rial erosion in the capital strength of the institution and/or a rating
downgrade.

Beyond the general definition of liquidity, attention should be
paid to the liquidity of each individual asset. The general liquidity
squeeze prompted by the Lehman crisis, during which presumed
highly liquid assets became completely illiquid for more than six
months, calls for fresh contemplation of what constitutes a liquid
asset and the definition and application in banks of sound liquidity
risk management.

In assessing the liquidity value of liquid assets, the time-to-cash
period (the time necessary to convert assets into cash) should be con-
sidered. A distinction can be made between assets pledged/deposited
at central banks, which can be drawn on immediately, and assets on
the balance sheet that may have been pledged as eligible collateral,
which may take some time to draw on. The time needed to convert a
drawn currency to the currency required should also be considered.

Central banks are an important potential provider of funding
through refinancing operations, which are distinct from intraday
credit. But institutions do not know in advance how much fund-
ing they will receive: they receive only what they are allocated in
the auction process. In addition, funds are distributed only once
per week. Banks can also draw on central banks’ overnight facil-
ities in the course of normal business, but liquidity management
should take into account the reputation risk (kind of stigma) poten-
tially associated with the possibility of extraordinary drawings.
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Thus banks should not rely too heavily on obtaining funding from
central banks.

In times of stress, market liquidity may deteriorate. Depending
on the type of stress, the deterioration may be specific to certain kinds
of assets or it may be more general. The central bank will continue
to provide liquidity against eligible assets. When the broader asset
market liquidity deteriorates, central bank eligibility may become
more important (Figure 1.2 presents the European Central Bank
official, lending and borrowing rates from March 2008), as observed
during the 2007–08 crisis or the later Greek crisis. Banks may tend to
pledge their relatively illiquid assets at central banks, when eligible,
in order to use their most liquid/marketable assets to extend their
liquidity buffer as much as possible.

Liquid assets are usually defined as assets that can be quickly
and easily converted into cash in the market at a reasonable cost.
In this respect, due consideration should be made of the time-to-
cash period. In order to analyse the liquidity of an asset, institutions
and supervisory authorities need to differentiate between normal
and stressed times, taking into account the role of central banks’
refinancing policies, particularly in times of stress.
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Liquidity risk can also be triggered by credit risk, the bank being
exposed to the failure of its counterparties and their obligations due;
as a counterparty to other market participants it may fail to meet
commitments at a reasonable and timely cost, and as a provider of
credit it is exposed to liquidity risk linked to the credit quality of its
portfolio.

Reputation risk can affect banks’ funding capacity; liquidity
problems tend to rapidly become visible to the market, seriously
damaging reputation or rating.

Market risk, mainly interest rate volatility, drives liquidity risk
management and the market value of securities depends on the num-
ber of market participants, their size, the frequency of the transactions
and assets’ ratings. Critical market conditions lead to uncertainty
over the value of assets; margin calls on derivatives in such cases
also have implications. Large banks also rely on regular functioning
of foreign exchange markets, while interruptions in that functioning
can trigger liquidity risk.

Concentration may also generate liquidity risk: funding concen-
tration risk emerges when withdrawal of a few liabilities could be
significant to the bank’s overall funding and difficult to replace in
a timely manner. Operational risk coming from payment system
disruptions or delays can be very dangerous during severe and pro-
longed liquidity crises.

A bank should not undertake imprudent liquidity risk manage-
ment and hold lower levels of liquidity owing to the expectation that
central banks will provide support in the event of a market-wide
stress and – for firms whose failure might have systemic conse-
quences – firm-specific stress. Although managers and shareholders
have strong incentives, arguably without regulation, to build in some
resilience to liquidity stress by holding sufficient amounts of liquid-
ity, these incentives may well prove insufficient. This would not be
a problem if the consequences of a firm’s insufficient resilience to
liquidity stress were confined solely to shareholders and managers.
But, as recent events have shown, this is not the case.
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A bank will remain liquid as long as creditors have confidence
in it, and believe other creditors also have confidence. A sudden loss
of confidence, whether rational or irrational, will result in liquidity
difficulties. We do not consider that holding a buffer of liquid assets
designed to protect against liquidity stress is sufficient. Each firm
should know its gross liquidity risk, not just the mechanisms to
mitigate the risk when crystallized. At all times, we would expect
firms to stress test their balance sheets against the stress test scenarios
outlined in Chapter 3 and, where any weaknesses are identified, to
limit or restrict the impact of the stress. The key is to ensure that the
entire liquidity profile of the firm is such that liquidity risk in the
firm does not exceed acceptable levels.

History has demonstrated that during a severe liquidity crisis
it is the individual position of the various legal entities within a
group that matters most. Supervisors, therefore, have to be satisfied
with the liquidity position of the locally incorporated entity or local
branch. While some major internationally active groups may strongly
disagree with this assertion, recent events have clearly shown that
internationally active financial groups can default and that, in
such an event, local creditors and customers can be significantly
disadvantaged.

The market turbulence of the last decade has also demonstrated
that many tend to underestimate the potential extremity of liquidity
stresses in their stress testing and CFPs. Regulation has to address this
potential shortcoming in firms’ liquidity risk management approach.
This will be of particular importance in the medium- to long-term
future, when the effects of the current crisis have abated and the
lessons once learned may have been forgotten.

Contrary to widely held assumptions, extreme liquidity events
are not all that rare in the global financial markets. While the length
and intensity of the current crisis may be unprecedented, name-
specific and even wider liquidity events occur with some frequency.
As noted above, any crisis of confidence will invariably have certain
liquidity implications. It is therefore necessary for our new regime to
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prepare for the next crisis and ensure that firms’ resilience to liquidity
stresses remains high, even during business-as-usual periods.

Models have only a limited role to play in liquidity regulation,
as liquidity stresses are heterogeneous events that make it difficult to
construct meaningful probability distributions. We agree that internal
models can play a useful role in a firm’s liquidity risk management,
however, they are only one of many tools a firm should apply.

1.2 MANAGING LIQUID ITY RISK

Funding liquidity is closely monitored by banking regulators and it
is increasingly the focus of internal projects as well as of staff search
companies and specialized training firms; it is nowadays considered
of strategic importance. It has followed somewhat the same devel-
opment as the operational risk in banking: once it was considered
somehow of lesser importance compared to credit or market risk
exposure, then liquidity risk management became a pivotal element
of banks’ strategic plans, investments and organization. Besides liq-
uidity risk measurement and control, the very change in relevance
of such a risk to banks has assured the greatest importance and man-
agement role. Banks then need to ensure a comprehensive review
and assessment of liquidity risk exposure, control and management
processes is in place. An integral element of the overall risk cul-
ture framework is ensuring that there is a widespread understanding
throughout the organization of liquidity exposure and how this needs
to be managed, and how liquidity is specifically reflected in the risk
appetite.

1.2.1 L iqu id i ty r isk ’s framework

We should first point out that banks should develop their risk culture
through policies, examples, communication and training of staff
regarding their responsibilities on risk. Staff should be fully aware of
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their responsibilities relating to risk management and this should not
be confined to risk specialists or control functions. Business units,
under the oversight of the management body, should be primarily
responsible for managing risks on a day-to-day basis, taking into
account the bank risk tolerance/appetite and in line with its policies,
procedures and controls.

As repeatedly addressed in previous Basel capital accords, banks
should have a risk management framework extending across all
their business, support and control units, recognizing fully the eco-
nomic substance of its risk exposures and encompassing all relevant
risks (e.g. financial and non-financial, on and off balance sheet, and
whether or not contingent or contractual). Its scope should not be lim-
ited to credit, market, liquidity and operational risks, but should also
include concentration, reputation, compliance and strategic risks.

The liquidity risk framework should enable the institution to
make informed decisions based on information derived from identi-
fication, measurement or assessment and monitoring of risks. Risks
should be evaluated bottom-up and top-down, through the manage-
ment chain as well as across business lines, using consistent termi-
nology and compatible methodologies throughout the institution and
its group.

The liquidity risk management framework should be subject to
independent internal or external review and reassessed regularly
against the institution’s risk tolerance/appetite, taking into account
information from the risk control function and, where relevant, the
risk committee. Factors that should be considered include inter-
nal and external developments, including balance sheet and rev-
enue growth, increasing complexity of the institution’s business,
risk profile and operating structure, geographic expansion, mergers
and acquisitions and the introduction of new products or business
lines. The remuneration policy and practices should be consistent
with its risk profile and promote sound and effective risk man-
agement. The bank remuneration policy should be coherent with
its values, business strategy, risk tolerance/appetite and long-term
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interests. It should not encourage excessive risk-taking. Guaranteed
variable remuneration or severance payments that end up reward-
ing failure are not consistent with sound risk management nor the
pay-for-performance principle and should, as a general rule, be
prohibited.

For staff whose professional activities have a material impact on
the risk profile of an institution (e.g. management body members,
senior management, risk-takers in business units, staff responsible
for internal control and any employee receiving total remuneration
that takes them into the same remuneration bracket as senior manage-
ment and risk takers), the remuneration policy should set up specific
arrangements to ensure their remuneration is aligned with sound and
effective risk management.

It is of the utmost importance that control function staff should
be adequately rewarded so as to ensure they fulfil their objectives
and that performance is not linked to that of the business they are
monitoring. In particular, where a variable component is included,
it should relate to that of the overall risk division compensation,
while defining individual valuation factors that are not purely eco-
nomic/results related is also necessary. The performance assessment
for bonus/variable pay should include adjustments for the differ-
ent risks, including that of liquidity risk. The bank’s management
should be ensured a balanced percentage of basic salary and vari-
able bonus payments. A significant bonus as a percentage of basic
salary should not be composed solely of cash but should be flex-
ible and include risk-adjusted weights, while timing of the bonus
payment should ensure it considers the bank’s risk performance.
We should have liquidity funding in the overall risk management
framework and this needs to include policies, procedures, limits and
controls providing adequate, timely and daily identification. It is
necessary to be assessing, monitoring and reporting the risks of the
individual desks and business lines as well as the overall exposure.
The risk management framework needs to encompass specific guid-
ance on the implementation of strategies, ensuring and maintaining
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appropriate risk limits given the set risk appetite, available capi-
tal base and strategies. The bank aggregate risk exposures should
respect these set limits; the bank’s management should follow up
any relevant breaches of limits and ensure these are escalated and
resolved (see Chapter 5).

When we are identifying and measuring risks, we should com-
bine forward and backward looking analysis with the monitoring of
daily risk exposures, considering the combination of different risk
types and businesses, so as to control concentration exposure. Sce-
nario analysis and stress testing are analyses meant to spot potential
risk exposures, while standard historical controls are designed to
identify the current risk exposure.

Management decisions on setting the risk limits should not only
rely on quantitative information or model outputs, but consider the
limitations of metrics and models following a qualitative approach
such as expert assessment or an internal analysis. Macroeconomic
trends and data are other important factors to include on exposure
and portfolio risk assessment, remembering that we also need to base
decisions on these analyses.

We need established regular and clear reporting to the senior
management, business and other control functions involved: we need
to design reports that are distributed in a timely manner, are accurate
and highlight the key risk factors, so that management can understand
anomalies or jump in exposures and proceed then to the necessary
course of action.

We need to bear in mind that the reporting framework isn’t
just a document for information, it is key evidence for auditors
and regulators and the base for presenting and assessing exposure:
so management attention and effort must be devoted to its regular
preparation and discussion and it needs to represent appropriately
the business set-up and its changes over time. We need to ensure
the reporting responsibilities are part of dedicated internal policies
and there are specific internal procedures. We must also consider
report production in the contingency plans. We need to make sure
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that the bank risk committee receives regular formal reports from
the designated risk control functions.

We need a structured liquidity internal control framework, inde-
pendent from business and risk takers, with appropriate skills,
staffing, systems and budget to ensure they comply with respon-
sibilities. The risk control framework should be designed to ensure
effective and efficient processes, adequate control of risks in compli-
ance with laws, regulations, supervisory requirements, internal rules
and decisions taken. The internal control framework should cover
the entire bank and should be tailored to its business structure, with
adequate administrative and accounting procedures.

In developing the liquidity internal control framework, we need
to outline a clear, transparent and documented decision-making pro-
cess, setting out responsibilities for implementing internal rules and
decisions. In order to implement such a robust liquidity internal
control framework in all areas of the institution, the business and
support units should be responsible in the first place for setting and
maintaining control policies and procedures.

A functioning liquidity internal control framework also requires
that an internal audit verifies that these policies and procedures are
correctly applied. Second level control functions must not report to
the risk-taking functions and also ought to be independent from each
other, as are those performing types of control (compliance, audit,
risk management). For smaller banks, risk control and compliance
functions may be combined.

In setting up the liquidity risk control function, four conditions
need to be respected: it must be separate from the activities it is
assigned to monitor and control; it should report to a function that
has no responsibility for managing the activities it is assigned to mon-
itor and control; it should report directly to the management board;
and remuneration of liquidity control staff should not be linked to
the performance of the activities that the control function monitors
and controls. We need to ensure the liquidity risk control function
is adequately staffed in terms of numbers and skills throughout the
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controlled legal entities that have such exposure. The risk control
staff must be regularly trained and have appropriate systems, access-
ing the data necessary to perform the control tasks.

The liquidity risk control functions should regularly report to the
management board and committees on identified weaknesses, and
follow up on previous risk management interventions and any rec-
ommendations. The liquidity risk control function is ensuring that
liquidity risk exposure is identified and properly measured, provid-
ing the relevant independent information, analysis and view on the
decisions made by the business, checking consistency of the bank’s
risk appetite, and recommending improvements if deemed necessary.

When banks are large, complex and sophisticated it might be
considered valuable to further articulate the liquidity risk control
functions; however, it is important that there is an overall central liq-
uidity risk control in charge of providing a consolidated view. The
liquidity risk control function needs to be actively involved in elab-
orating and reviewing the bank’s risk strategy and tolerance/appetite
levels proposed by business units. Preparing the bank’s risk strat-
egy and policy should be done together with the risk officer and
business units. The business units should comply with risk limits,
liquidity risk control should be responsible for ensuring the limits are
in line with the institution’s overall risk appetite/risk tolerance and
monitoring on an on-going basis that the institution is not taking on
excessive risk. Liquidity risk function involvement in the decision-
making processes should ensure risk considerations are appropriately
considered: responsibility for the decisions taken remains with the
risk-taking units and the management board. The liquidity risk func-
tion needs to analyse trends and recognize emerging risks arising
from market conditions, back-testing risk outcomes against previous
estimates to assess and improve the accuracy and effectiveness of the
liquidity risk management process. We are also expected to monitor
the liquidity exposures in the subsidiaries. The liquidity risk control
shall assess limit breaches or rule violation, informing the business
units concerned.
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1.2.2 Chief R isk Off icer’s role

The role of the bank’s Chief Risk Officer, a role that should be
present in all banks as well as the compliance officer and internal
audit, is one of exclusive responsibility for monitoring the different
risks and the set-up of the risk management framework across the
entire organization. The risk officer is in charge of ensuring com-
prehensive and understandable information on risks, thus enabling
the Management Board to understand the bank’s overall risk profile,
therefore he/she should have sufficient operating experience, inde-
pendence and seniority to face other senior business managers and
have the capacity, if necessary, to challenge or halt decisions that
could negatively affect the bank. The risk officer and the Manage-
ment Board (or relevant committees) are expected to discuss key risk
issues, including developments that may be diverging from set risk
tolerance/appetite and strategy.

When the risk officer has the right to veto decisions, we should
include within internal risk the circumstances in which the risk officer
is authorized to do this (e.g. a credit or investment decision or the
setting of a limit), indicating escalation procedures and Management
Board involvement. If the bank does not assign such responsibility to
the CRO, such a function must be assigned to another senior officer,
provided there is no conflict of interest. We need internal processes
in place to assign the position of the risk officer and to withdraw his
or her responsibilities, and if the CRO is replaced it should be done
with the prior approval of the Management Board.

1.3 REGULATORY FRAMEWORKS

In December 2010 the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
issued a new set of rules specifically designed to normalize liquidity
risk management in banks following the Lehman crisis and troubles
experienced then. This detailed set of rules, commonly referred
to as the third Basel capital accord or Basel 3, follows a previous
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recommendations document – the sound principles for sound liq-
uidity risk management, published in 2008 – where the Committee
indicated principles on management and control processes. The
two sets are meant to be integrated and their guidelines applied by
banks to liquidity risk management. The December 2010 standards
address two requirements: short-term liquidity refinancing to
guarantee bank survival in the case of very tense market conditions
and a long-term funding balance to ensure sustainable balance
sheet financing. The intention of the Basel Committee is that such
liquidity control standards should be adopted by national regulators
and compelled in financial institutions by January 2015 at the latest
for short-term liquidity and January 2018 for long-term structural
funding. Discussions are still taking place and final requirements or
deadlines for adoption may vary.

Basel 3’s short-term liquidity requirements assess and strengthen
banks’ survival capacity, checking the drain of funding under stressed
market conditions and imposing stocks of assets to counterbalance
such adverse conditions. The target is building a buffer of assets,
mostly securities, available for sale or refinancing and always in the
hands of the bank’s treasury to meet contractual set payments for a
period of 30 calendar days. The rationale of Basel 3 for setting this
to one month is based on the belief that a national bank, financial
authorities and the bank’s management will then have sufficient time
available to find means to meet their obligations. Whether this is a
sound estimate is one of the points this book will address, articulated
specifically in Chapter 4. The liquidity cover ratio, LCR, results from
the bank’s high quality liquid assets (see later) over the total net cash
outflows on the following 30 calendar days and it is set to be always
at least greater than one (namely stock high quality assets/net cash
outflows over 30 days).

The Basel Committee provides some minimum standards: rather
than being prescriptive and supplying parameters and detailed
approaches, the preferred approach – as in previous Basel require-
ments – has been more focused on the principles and drivers banks
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F IGURE 1.3 EU gross liquidity shortfall. Each line represents a country.
Source: EBA voluntary LCR monitoring exercise.

should follow. This has been the common approach as the Basel rules
are supranational and will have to be implemented and national rules
issued that provide more detailed indications. In any case, the indi-
cations listed before for stress testing are considered a base scenario,
banks are not only entitled but encouraged to further analyse and
develop their own scenarios and hypotheses, as that in Basel mostly
summarizes lessons learnt during market liquidity crises. The objec-
tive of the new ratio requirement is to ensure that banks, even in
extremely penalizing market liquidity conditions, have 30 working
days’ survival, especially the large, systemic international banks,
so allowing sufficient time for intervention and hopefully avoiding
contagion (see Figure 1.3 showing the results of an EBA volun-
tary exercise on potential LCR requirements’ liquidity shortfall for
different EU countries).

A fundamental element of all the regulation and the core of the
debate between banking industry representatives and financial regu-
lators is the stock of securities and cash that banks ought to keep at
any time available for refinancing. Clearly the debate focuses on the
amount: banks do not like the idea of being forced to keep low yield,
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large portfolios of securities at all times. Regulators would instead
favour large portfolios of bonds and cash, unpledged, to face poten-
tial shortcomings in funding. Other than a matter of capital standards
and deposits assurance, there is a strong debate on the banks’ prof-
itability and therefore economic sustainability. Large portfolios of
unsecured bonds will not only reduce profitability if these are of the
highest rating. They will also significantly reduce the bank’s capac-
ity to finance companies and private customers, hindering growth
in times of crisis. Holding liquid assets and securities defined as
high quality (see Chapters 2 and 3 for an extensive list and descrip-
tion), presents tradeoffs and I do not believe it is the solution to
liquidity crises: such assets experience varying prices and dynamics
if we look at US treasuries or German bunds, and these move at
different times following political and economic speculations and
expectations that then change substantially, even reverting valuation
extremely quickly. An interesting example in this regard is the fluc-
tuations since 2008 of gold prices, reaching an all-time peak during
the Greek and Italian crisis when the market feared European Union
breakdown, to post-August 2012 stability and then rapid decline:
discussions have taken place over the rationales, however the regu-
lators’ inclination to assume gold is the safest and most liquid asset
type for liquidity refinancing at times of crisis might be correct in
some circumstances but prove untrue if situations vary, as just pre-
sented. I am therefore of the opinion that the Basel 3 prescriptions
on high liquid stock need further analysis and that banks are more
likely to cope well at times of crisis with well-managed processes,
credit underwriting and careful strategic planning of their funding
needs rather than by increasing their holding of large quantities of
AAA rated bonds.

In Chapters 2 and 3 we will outline the LCR and net stable
funding ratio components and their calculation. In the first section I
will focus on the main rationales underlying the liquidity regulatory
framework: strengthening the banks’ available resource to withstand
market turbulence and unexpected liquidity needs. Securities of the
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TABLE 1.1 The new Basel liquidity regulatory framework application
phases.

1 January 1 January 1 January 1 January 1 January
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

min LCR 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Source: Basel Committee on Banking Supervision.

highest standing and liquidity are intended for pledging and to ensure
collateral facilities: in cases of their simultaneous disposal by many
banks, even the highest rated have incurred price decline and could
even actually collapse if there was a definite attempt to dispose of
large quantities and there were no buyers. Thus, the actual objective
is ensuring refinancing, rather than selling securities in the mar-
ket. The crisis in Europe presented a situation where banks simply
stopped lending to each other even against highly rated pledged
bonds and preferred using these for central bank facilities. Then
it was up to the European Central Bank to ensure money market
transmission and it was through this rather than normal interbank
lending that liquidity flows were ensured. It is therefore an element
to consider that holding the lowest yielding, highest rated securities
is not going to change the way banks ensure liquidity in stressed
conditions, this being through the central bank. There, the hair-
cuts applied to higher or lower rated securities were an issue and
hampered financing capacity; but it was through large refinancing
operations that the falling prices of some government bonds and
higher haircuts were, in the end, resolved. Table 1.1 shows the new
Basel liquidity framework implementation schedule for the Liquidity
Coverage Ratio.

The regulators found out that the event triggering Lehman’s
default was an intraday liquidity drain and the bank’s manage-
ment failing to regularly and timely verify funds available net of
those pledged either in repos or as trade collateral. Unencumbered
means not used to secure explicitly or implicitly other transactions
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(e.g. derivatives, repos, loans). The securities that the bank receives in
reverse repo and securities financing transactions that are deposited
at the bank and are available contractually to be reused can also be
practically part of the stock and can be added to own funds. Super-
visors, looking at the dynamic of the Lehman crisis, discovered that
another problem was the unclear attribution of securities for pledg-
ing to trading rather than for banking book payment flows netting:
at a time of difficulty this proved another dangerous element for
timely risk management intervention. So we should keep a stock of
liquid assets dedicated to payments on banking books and customer
deposits neatly separated from those securities assigned and used for
trading position collateral management: the bank’s counterbalanc-
ing capacity must be separated, clearly identified, monitored through
daily reporting and should be strategically managed as the bank’s
source of emergency or contingent liquidity (Figure 1.4 reports the
available high quality liquid assets that would become eligible for
counterbalancing with the introduction of the LCR, based on a sam-
ple of 357 banks).

450%
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250%

200%

150%

100%

50%

0%
All remaining countriesEU individual countries

F IGURE 1.4 Banks’ volume of high quality liquid assets eligible by
introduction of LCR as a percentage of gross liquidity shortfall, single
bars referring to an individual country.
Source: EBA voluntary LCR monitoring exercise.
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I want to mention here another issue regarding a bank’s available
securities for refinancing: regulators are indicating that client secu-
rities that have been used by the bank, typically against a fee, for
money market liquidity, cannot be included in the official counterbal-
ancing capacity stock. The point is clear: banks should not arbitrage
and transform clients’ funds to offset regulatory requirements. On
the other hand, offering such an option to retail brokerage clients can
be handy and prove convenient for the bank and its customer: here
risk management must be aware of the potential risk and must assess
the size and types of securities targeted, together with the neces-
sary compliance function valuation. The possibility of exposing the
bank’s customer to unwanted or unclearly disclosed risks must be
carefully understood and monitored.

1.3.1 Tota l net cash outf lows

The term total net cash outflows – the payments made and received –
is another pillar of the liquidity risk assessment in regulatory frame-
works. In the Basel 3 approach, the payments received and obli-
gations need to be projected for the following 30 calendar days,
applying predetermined stressed assumptions to verify the potential
impact and available resources to fund unexpected gaps; while the
total expected cash outflows are calculated by multiplying the out-
standing balances of various categories or types of liabilities and off-
balance-sheet commitments by the rates at which these are expected
to be withdrawn as the total expected cash inflows are determined,
multiplying the outstanding balances of various receivables by the
rates at which they are expected to flow in, with a set cap on total
expected cash outflows (total net cash outflows over the next 30
calendar days are calculated as outflows – minimum (inflows; set
outflows %)). We need to carefully verify the correct assignments of
cash flows to time buckets and apply consistent rules for mapping
into limited granular time sets, checking also that these are standard
across the different business lines and data sources (we need to take
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into account that roll-off, draw-down rates and similar factors will be
identical across countries as per the Basel 3 accord; some parameters
can be set by national regulators).

1.3.2 Long-term funding requirements

In the Basel 3 requirements there is a specific one on maintaining the
bank’s long-term balance of maturing assets and funding liability,
with the objective of ensuring that the banks are best prepared to
tackle stressed market conditions. The metric hinges on a minimal
acceptable amount of stable funding based on the characteristics
of assets for maturity over one year, the separation point of LCR
and NSFR measurements. The latter, or net stable funding ratio, is
the other side of the coverage ratio and completes the quantitative
requisites for banks’ funding liquidity.

In general, wholesale banks approach the balance sheet maturity
transformation as an integral part of their business. The medium
long-term standard is designed to ensure that long-term assets are
funded with a core set of similar longer term liabilities to ensure
balance. We will discuss again the problem of imposing such a
strict balance on banks’ profitability further on: the financial indus-
try’s worried reaction towards a strict application of the medium
long-term balance is driven by profitability concerns, especially dur-
ing economic recessions, low interest rates and many banks going
through heavy deleveraging asset programmes, such that it will be
uncertain and very difficult to ensure a stable and profitable credit
spread from companies and retail customer financing and at the same
time balance these with maturing financing liabilities.

The long-term ratio hinges on the net liquid asset and cash capital
methodologies used widely by international banks, equity analysts
and rating agencies. In computing the amount of assets that should
be backed by stable funding, the ratio calculation encompasses the
estimated stable funding for all assets and securities on banks’ bal-
ance sheets. This should be carried out irrespective of the accounting
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classification of assets into trading or available-for-sale or held-to-
maturity. The stable funding sources to be considered for the ratio are
also intended to be held for potential liquidity requirements deriving
also from off-balance-sheet posts. The long-term ratio is thus the
amount of stable funding for assets maturing in the longer term and
ought to be greater than one: funding considered stable is considered
to be the amount of equity and liability financing assumed to remain
as sources of funding over a one-year time horizon and primarily
in stressed market conditions; the amount needed to ensure stability
for asset financing will vary according to the types of assets includ-
ing off-balance-sheet exposures and changes in the combination of
the two.

1.3.3 Banks’ funding

A number of market developments have created new challenges for
banks, like the increasing reliance on market funding and the use
of complex financial instruments, combined with the globalization
of financial markets. More recently, large banks have shifted from
deposit-based funding to market funding sources, the originate-to-
distribute model: supporting banks managing new challenges like the
decline in the retail deposit base (especially long-term deposits) and
more volatile retail customer tendencies, it has increased reliance on
market sources of funding – banks are originating and underwrit-
ing credit assets and distributing them to various types of investors
through syndication, securitization and credit derivatives.

We know that retail deposit funding is relatively stable and
presents lower credit and interest rate sensitivity than other funding
sources. So the bank’s higher use of market funding sources leads
to a higher exposure to price and credit sensitivities for major fund
providers, like wholesale certificates of deposit. As the wholesale
funding pricing also tends to be more expensive than retail deposit
funding, this change will likely reduce the bank’s profitability:
most wholesale funding needs to be rolled over frequently, often
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daily, and it is therefore exposed to changes in the funding liquidity
conditions. The increasing share of interbank exposures and money
market instruments in banks’ funding can provide an additional
source of liquidity risk. We are now aware that in times of stress
reliance on the full functioning and liquidity of financial markets
may not be correct, and those banks that rely heavily on wholesale
funding, securitization or have significant contingent liquidity
commitments (e.g. conduits) will mostly be affected.

Based on experience we know that funding liquidity can be driven
by factors such as:

� The shortening of maturity in the interbank market, where the
borrowing gradually reduces to overnight or just a few days.

� A marked shift towards secured lending such as repos (i.e.
reduced unsecured lending) and cancellation of committed liq-
uidity lines by other wholesale banks.

� Reduced CDs and CPs funding market.
� ABS markets disappearing, irrespective of the issuer rating,

therefore reducing funding through securitization and impact-
ing greatly on SPV or conduit funding.

� Hampered issuance of medium- and long-term bonds.
� A decrease in liquidity on cross-currency swap markets also in

some major currencies (USA dollar, Euro).

These elements are typically also leading to an increase in the cost of
funding, and when there is an over-dependence on wholesale funding
this can lead to a great liquidity problem (e.g. Northern Rock bank).

We note that the originate-to-distribute model has increased
banks’ dependence on capital markets as the global financial sys-
tem increases the risk of a domino effect to the whole market. As
cost and availability of unsecured lending depends firstly on a bank’s
credit quality/rating, if it incurs significant losses (and these are pub-
licly known) then the bank might also struggle to obtain funding at
acceptable cost, unless posting guarantees.
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The use of complex financial derivatives is also exposing banks to
additional complex liquidity risk forms; where we need assessment
and understanding of whether the underlying liquidity of the market
will bear market stress conditions, mark-to-market values of the
positions may be difficult to determine during liquidity crises, likely
leading to additional funding requirements:

� Mark-to-market losses will affect earnings and the capital base,
then hampering access to unsecured credit markets possibly only
at higher prices, again further affecting earnings and capital.

� Adverse changes in mark-to-market positions, either from a
change in the value of the trading position or a decline in the
collateral, will result in additional margin calls.

In general, as complex products can be illiquid and prices difficult to
determine (e.g. see IFRS 13 Level 3 Fair Value Adjustments rules)
and given that valuation depends on data-intensive statistical models
and on scenario analysis, these will generate a greater model risk
meant as the possibility of errors in evaluating and pricing the posi-
tion. For example, an asset can be difficult to value if it is based
on dynamic parameters that can change with market conditions or
for which no external data are available. Market illiquidity gener-
ates additional risk types, like the so-called warehouse risk when the
bank is unable to find buyers and is then forced to keep positions:
in these circumstances, if the bank does not have sufficient available
assets, it will have to post a greater amount of collateral in order to
get additional funding sources, while additional asset pledging to get
more funding will decrease financial flexibility and affect its credit
standing. In the case, for example, of structured securities, it is dif-
ficult to forecast how the cash flows generated might behave during
market stress, as these are not actively traded and price transparency
is limited. Wider bid-ask spreads due to thin trading volumes and
the potential for sharp swings in demand can significantly increase
their liquidity risk, while for off-balance-sheet obligations this could
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result in price volatility and liquidity risk in other circumstances.
Derivatives and complex financial products pose significant chal-
lenges in terms of funding liquidity and should therefore be treated
with extreme caution, taking the interlink between the different risk
types they generate.

1.3.4 Funding through securit i zat ion

While traditional securitization allows banks to get liquidity from
previously illiquid assets (such as mortgage or loan portfolios), it
also makes them more reliant on the smooth functioning and stability
of financial markets. If the liquidity in the securitization market
disappears, one could expect some cascade effects; the originating
bank will be left with a sudden funding need – and during the
crisis some were forced to defer some securitization, so resulting
in asset stocks needing to be financed. It is common to first fund
the lending book with short-term funding and then replace shorter-
term funding with securitizations; if this funding market vanishes,
short-term funding will have to be rolled, thus increasing the funding
liquidity risk exposure.

All types of securitization also entail contingent liquidity risk,
this being the possibility that we might have to ensure liquidity sud-
denly and likely at a time when it is already harder to access the
market. Banks offer liquidity facilities to ensure timely payment of
principal and interest if certain set conditions occur (e.g. in the case
of a rating downgrade). Some banks have faced additional liquidity
calls to support off-balance-sheet investments, as not providing such
support would damage their reputation and, in turn, affect their fund-
ing capacity (this is discussed at length throughout the book). When
the securitized assets are long-term assets, such as residential mort-
gages, and we are exposed to roll-over risk or the assets are taken
back on the balance sheet, this will deteriorate the bank maturity
mismatch and short-term funding may come at a higher price. If the
overall credit rating deteriorates, or the market illiquidity condition
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deteriorates, or the liquidity requirements are urgent, we may be
pushed to sell assets at then market prices, affecting earnings. Con-
sidering that own asset securitization has considerably high origi-
nation and management costs and that it is quite a regular funding
source for companies, then it may be from here that significant
liquidity problems are triggered, especially when there is financial
market volatility; securitizations can also generate unexpected out-
flows when they are required to ensure liquidity to meet contractual
commitments.

Linked to securitization are the covenants, the legal clauses
relating to specific financial conditions or events that affect the
terms of a contract. Financial covenants are commonly included in
financial contracts to protect creditors. If the conditions are met, the
creditors are allowed to waive the normal terms of the contract on
a discretionary basis. In such cases they may require, for example,
ending the contract or some other contractually specified action
or consequence – such as the posting of additional collateral or a
step-up in the interest rate. Covenants can be regarded as a kind
of purchased trigger option for the creditors, as they give them a
discretionary contingent right. Typical financial covenants included
in corporate loan contracts give institutions contingent rights without
increasing their liquidity risk. It is not only the covenants included in
complex financial instruments used for innovative funding structures
that raise liquidity risk management issues, especially during times
of stress. For example, various kinds of market adverse condition
clauses in securitization contracts contain downgrade triggers and
performance triggers (relating to recourse provisions leading to early
amortization) that can impose collateral requirements. Drawings
on liquidity back-up facilities provided to conduits are based on
trigger covenants included in the contracts, and additional collateral
requirements could be based on sponsor-linked rating triggers in the
context of credit enhancement. The liquidity risk posed by this kind
of covenant is often of a low probability–high impact nature. Various
triggers can have a substantial liquidity impact, due to extended
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back-up facilities, early termination/buy-backs, or collateral require-
ments or margin calls in cash. Even when the conditions of covenants
are not fully met, an institution may be forced to buy back assets
because of reputation risk. Active management of this reputation
risk may avoid additional liquidity risk. Documentation risk can be
an element in the liquidity risk of covenants if a dispute arises due to
unclear covenant language, for example regarding received liquidity
facilities. Due to the limited information available, business activ-
ities using complex financial instruments with low probability/high
impact liquidity risk may not be visible to the treasury function and
thus may not be included in liquidity plans and stress tests. In securi-
tization documents, covenants link to regulatory actions or breaches
of thresholds – for example, providing that such actions or breaches
trigger early amortization – and could undermine the objectives of
those supervisory actions and thresholds. Early amortization can
exacerbate liquidity and earnings problems as well as collateral
demands and margin calls: for large positions, this may lead to dis-
posal and then impact market liquidity, affecting prices and, in turn,
affecting funding capacity for all market participants using the same
collateral.

1.3.5 Behavioural changes of customers or investors

Several changes can be observed in retail customers’ responses. First,
there has been a long-term change from bank deposits to investment
or pension funds; this determined deposit bases that were not follow-
ing loan dynamics, leading to alternative funding sources for banks.
There is also a trend of higher price sensitivity and awareness, higher
volatility of retail deposits, weaker relevance of the customer rela-
tionship, and an increased importance of electronic banking. Many
direct obstacles to possibly more volatile cross-border investments,
such as restrictions on foreign purchases of domestic assets and lim-
itations on the ability of domestic residents to invest abroad, have
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been contained: indirect obstacles to cross-border flows – such as
high costs of foreign transactions, inadequate information on foreign
investments, linguistic obstacles – declined significantly, diminish-
ing the habit of holding on to domestic savings. Another new chal-
lenge to liquidity risk management is the uncertainty regarding the
degree of commitment to the market of increasingly active unregu-
lated providers of liquidity. There are also doubts over the willing-
ness to invest in credit derivatives and over structured products, such
as hedge funds, holding on to their investments in adverse market
conditions.

1.3.6 Payment systems

Payment settlement systems process a large part of banks’ liquidity
flows and have a fundamental role in ensuring smooth functioning of
financial markets; their importance has increased with globalization,
European integration and Asian countries’ greater relevance in the
world economy. For liquidity purposes, it becomes clear that regu-
lar functioning of these systems is essential to ensure there are no
impacts on financial markets and the banks. Larger value payment
systems settle predominantly in real time gross settlement, while
retail payment systems instead apply net settlement: technological
improvements have allowed net settlement systems to become faster
and very reliable, decreasing the time for netting and becoming
very close to a real-time payment, combined with a reduction and
improved efficiency in the collateral posting when gross settlement
applies. There has been a move from net towards real-time mech-
anisms, supported by regulators as gross models are less exposed
to systemic risk. Netting reduces credit and liquidity risk, including
intraday liquidity requirements, as it lowers the positions held with
other banks to a net position, it also has a positive impact on nec-
essary capital. Close-out netting settles with one single payment all
claims for the counterparties subject to the netting: these are made
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on the occurrence of a defined event (e.g. insolvency). We should
verify that close-out netting arrangements are legally recognized. We
also need to remember that settlement is completed only at the end
of day and we should consider payments final only then: if a bank
does not ensure payment, other payment orders could be closed with
other banks being, in turn, affected. If we are using netting arrange-
ments to mitigate risks, institutions should consider and take into
account legal and operational elements to ensure that liquidity risk is
measured. Banks use several payment systems, increasing the com-
plexity in intraday payment management as net payment systems
need collateral posting to ensure transaction processing. In the case
of gross settlement systems, individual payments are processed one
by one, thereby containing the settlement risk. We are required to post
ensured adequate intraday funds for the smooth processing of trans-
actions. In addition we can use intraday credit facilities, monitoring
collateral availability during the day. Trade settlement requires banks
to provide funds and collateral as per set contractual agreements and
banks’ internal functions must verify that contractual requirements
are well understood and monitored, and that the correct calculation
of margins and collateral requirements are performed.

1.3.7 Correspondent and custody act iv i t ies

Correspondent banking also funnels payment flows, in particular for
intraday liquidity risk, as the collateral posting in terms of securities
and/or cash through the corresponding banking may determine the
provision as part of the intraday settlement of transactions and it
can determine an increase in the intraday exposure. Liquidity expo-
sure will depend on transaction type, securities available for posting
and time of day, credit facilities and counterparty rating of those
involved. It is important that we control intraday payments carried
out through correspondent and custody, looking in particular at the
concentration: unexpected changes in payment flows can trigger a
domino effect on cash or collateral posting or credit facility use,
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affecting the correspondent or custodian exposure. Transactions in
foreign currencies are typically processed through CLS clearing pay-
ment, settling individual payment against others and allowing limits
to liquidity risk, especially in foreign currencies. As several foreign
exchange trades are settled through correspondent banking, liquid-
ity risk can be contained by the CLS settlement system. We must be
aware of the payment systems we are using and their functioning;
we should also identify indicators to spot anomalies and duly inter-
vene to avoid correspondence banking impacting our cash flows and
liquidity position.

1.3.8 Account ing treatment and l iqu id i ty

According to international accounting standards (IFRS), financial
assets and liabilities can be classified as held for trading when these
are kept for speculation; we can also keep assets to maturity (Hold
to Maturity) when we intend to keep them until their contractual
expirations and these will then be valued at amortized historical cost.

These classifications for securities are also linked to their liquid-
ity purposes: if we classify a security as H-t-M, it cannot be sold
for liquidity purposes (only in specific exception cases, however it
can be pledged as collateral for repo transactions. Irrespective of
how banks classify securities for accounting purposes, the level of
liquidity will still be driven by accounting classification but on finan-
cial market valuations. There may be some negative liquidity impact
if assets are held in the H-t-M or as loans and receivables but this
impact is not that significant.

1.3.9 Diversi f icat ion of funding sources

Funding concentration materializes when we are overly reliant on
one or few funding sources, either a customer or a preferred liquidity
channel. Liquidity funding concentration depends on risk appetite
and the bank’s funding mix. We can define funding concentration as
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the fund amount that, if withdrawn, would force structural changes
in the funding sources. Liquidity funding concentrations typically
include:

� Dependence on a restricted number of interbank market
providers or large corporate customers.

� Concentration on specific funding purposes.
� Funding concentrations on certain maturity.
� Focus on secured funding.
� Geographical or currency concentrations.

1.3.10 Rat ing agency approaches to internal
methodolog ies

Broadly speaking, liquidity risk is not a significant determinant of
ratings, in comparison with other factors such as profitability and
capital. This is especially the case for the largest banks, where the
probability of liquidity problems arising is relatively low because
of the quality of the banks’ risk management systems and their low
potential for solvency concerns, which can be a leading indicator of
liquidity problems. The methods used by different rating agencies
to assess liquidity risk can be quite diverse. The most common
quantitative test applied by rating agencies is the assessment of how
long a bank could survive without access to market funding; rating
agencies allow banks to benchmark against their peers specifically
on their liquidity risk systems.

1.3.11 Transparency to the market

We need to pay great attention to the level of disclosure on liquid-
ity risk, taking into account the fact that the bank’s reputation is
critical to market funding and the funding costs: disclosure to the
market becomes crucial. For accounting purposes (IFRS 7), financial
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liabilities must be disclosed by contractual maturity, undiscounted
cash flows and managerial available data. For derivatives, IFRS 7
indicates net amounts should be presented for pay float/receive fixed
interest rate swaps for each contractual maturity category when only
a net cash flow will be exchanged; a currency swap would need to be
included in the maturity analysis using gross cash flows. Investors,
customers, depositors and regulators need to be informed of the
bank’s liquidity risk, as well as the liquidity risk exposures or liq-
uidity buffers.

There is no question of the need for qualitative indications on
banks’ liquidity risk management: specifically on internal gover-
nance and the policies and procedures for managing liquidity risk, a
description of systems available and liquidity controls in place. This
will help assess the capacity to manage liquidity.

1.3.12 Cont ingency plans

It is important to have dedicated policies and procedures in place
for crisis management, in particular the existence of appropriate
stress tests, the composition and robustness of liquidity buffers, and
the effectiveness of contingency funding plans. One should check
that robust and well-documented stress tests are in place, that their
results trigger action and that the assumptions used are appropriate,
conservative and regularly reviewed.

Regulators may regard quantitative requirements as a first step
and integrate them within the qualitative part of their regime. Other
supervisors consider that beyond a certain level of complexity the
quantitative approach is less useful in assessing the level of liq-
uidity risk and the quality of risk management than information
defined on a case-by-case basis. These allow internal methodologies
to replace quantitative requirements at some institutions. Prior to
granting any form of recognition to internal methodologies in their
approaches, they will assess them and gather supporting evidence
that will give them the necessary assurances as to their adequacy.
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Regardless of whether internal methodologies are subject to formal
approval, assessment will cover:

� Governance, the definition of liquidity risk, risk strategy, involve-
ment of senior management, organizational embedding of liq-
uidity risk management, the structure of limits, interaction with
other risks, reporting.

� Sound methodology, useful ratios in assessing the short-term
and structural liquidity position of institutions, the composition
of the liquidity buffer and the assumptions used, the definition of
material cash flows, diversification strategy, internal validation
of outcomes, consideration of off-balance-sheet positions, new
product process, and the design and embedding of stress tests.

� Conservatism, the use of sufficiently conservative assumptions
in calculating ratios.

� Completeness, internal methodologies sufficiently covering the
institution’s scope of consolidation, and ratios sufficiently cov-
ering all material anticipated and unanticipated future inflows
and outflows of cash and liquid assets.

� Timeliness of the liquidity overview: data refreshing require-
ments, sufficiently high frequency of calculation of the ratios.

� Use test, institutions should actually use ratios in their liquidity
management.

� Liquidity crisis planning: the contents of the contingency plan,
time horizon, strategy for selling assets.

� Cross-border aspects of liquidity management: centralization vs.
decentralization, cross-currency liquidity risk management.

Ratios should be useful for assessing both the individual and the
aggregate liquidity position in the most important currencies. When
using internal methodologies for supervisory purposes, supervisors
should assess the adequacy of governance, the soundness of metho-
dologies – including their conservatism and completeness – the
timeliness of reviews, the robustness of stress testing, and resilience
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to liquidity crisis, taking into account external constraints on the
transferability of liquidity and the convertibility of currencies.
Regulators could explore the possibility of developing a minimum
set of common reporting requirements, applicable to all credit
institutions and possibly to investment firms that are not restricted
to activities on behalf of third parties.





CHAPTER 2
Short-Term Funding

Funding liquidity risk differs at a glance from the more generic
liquidity risk, for it is intended as a measurement of immediate
survival risk, the possibility that in the days or weeks to come
a company might fail in its financial payment obligations. It
is a kind of binary risk, and is mostly focused on the closest
time maturities. This chapter is thus central for understanding
and assessing funding liquidity risk. It presents the cash flow
ladder, the survival method applied by treasuries to check
inflows and outflows. It moves on to Basel 3’s Liquidity
Coverage Ratio analysis, also meant for shortest term control.
Then, different indicators or sensors of liquidity are presented,
taken from internal and external market sources, aiming to
measure the temperature of funding liquidity and possibly
anticipate anomalies and future difficulties in refinancing. Such
exposures are mostly driven by intraday payment flows, and
this is covered in a dedicated section. This chapter on funding
liquidity risk management closes with an analysis of sources
of liquidity and their concentration.

2.1 CASH FLOW LADDER

Liquidity risk measurement can be split into two components: the
short-term one for refinancing contractual obligations up to one year

37
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and which is focused on the most immediate of those – overnight, one
week or 30 days, or two or three months – is the focus of this chapter
as the risk measurement methodologies differ substantially from
those for long-term liquidity, discussed in Chapter 3. The long-term
liquidity risk must consider and measure the sustainability of a bank
over a longer time frame of five to ten years, thus giving consideration
and actions a more strategic stance. Short-term liquidity risk of up
to one year and mostly focusing on three months will deal with the
immediate necessity of raising funds to meet contractual obligations
maturing in such limited time available and typically will require the
warehousing of securities or of other emergency funding.

Cash flows are therefore crucial to control and manage short-
term liquidity risk. Contractual maturity mismatch identifies the gaps
between the contractual inflows and outflows of liquidity for given
time bands. The maturity gaps indicate how much liquidity a bank
would have to ensure in each of these time bands if all outflows
occurred at the earliest possible date. In managing short-term liquid-
ity risk, commonly a bank treasury uses the cash flow ladder, or just
simply the liquidity ladder (see Figure 2.1), where contractual cash
and security inflows and outflows from on- and off-balance-sheet
items are mapped to set time buckets.

Some indications of the ladder components are provided in the
new Basel accord and other regulatory documents, as presented in
Chapter 1. There isn’t a definitive structure and methodology, how-
ever some core elements are the same and are held in common among
different approaches. Given the scope of the short-term ladder to
allow treasury and risk management a view on the next payments
due or expected, in order to address adequate funding needs our
approach is to identify all the key elements one needs to take into
account; thus, we present and describe how to model:

1. Contractual maturing obligations, in and out cash flows.
2. Rules for mapping flows on the maturity ladder.
3. Flows without contractual certainty.
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contractual
inflows

contractual
outflows

expected inflows

expected
outflows

unexpected
outflows

funds available

net balance net balance net balance

1 week 3 months

Maturity time buckets – short term ladder

1 year

F IGURE 2.1 Liquidity ladder structure.
Source: The author.

4. Unexpected cash flows.
5. Funds available for refinancing.
6. Fund transferability.
7. Total ladder construction.

The short-term ladder components are presented in Figure 2.1. I
suggest that the cash flow ladder should be updated at least daily,
possibly at same-day closing. Intraday updates may be beneficial,
especially in difficult market conditions.

A bank should report contractual cash and security flows in the
relevant time buckets based on residual contractual maturity. A more
articulated and detailed time bucket structure will provide a precise
cash flow position; given the daily or intraday monitoring required
by the treasury, one should have a granular representation for the
closest maturity (one or two weeks). A detailed interval structure
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up to one year, updated daily, will be important for monitoring and
managing flow dynamics. One could possibly include cash flows
for overnight and for each day until the end of the week, then two
weeks and monthly to half year; then a quarterly bucketing would
be sufficient.

Instruments that have no specific maturity, such as share cap-
ital, should be reported separately, with details on the instruments
and no assumptions applied to maturity. Information on possible cash
flows arising from derivatives such as interest rate swaps and options
should also be included to the extent that their contractual maturi-
ties are relevant. Some additional accounting information, such as
capital or non-performing loans, may be reported separately. An
exemplificative ladder is presented in Table 2.1.

2.1.1 Contractual cash f lows

Contractual cash flow mapping rules are the foundations of the lad-
der, whether assumptions of rollover are accepted or hindered (Basel
3 proposals allow liability but hamper the assets, therefore consid-
ering term deposits beneficial and renewal of financing uncertain).

Contingent liability exposures – such as contracts with triggers
based on a change in price of financial instruments or a downgrade in
credit rating – need to be individually assessed. The cash flow ladder
is preferably built on contractual maturities for operative reasons,
so the treasury can precisely manage funding. Contractual maturity
mismatches do not capture outflows that a bank may make in order
to protect its franchise, even where contractually there is no obliga-
tion to do so. Banks should conduct their own maturity mismatch
analyses, based on assumptions of the inflows and outflows of funds
in both normal and stress conditions.

When there are material changes to the company or to the busi-
ness models, it is crucial to forecast cash flow reports as part of the
assessment (i.e. in the case of major acquisitions or mergers or the
launch of new products).
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2.1.2 Rules for mapping f lows on the maturity ladder

The ladder will have a substantially different shape depending on
the set time buckets’ granularity. For funding liquidity, greater atten-
tion should be paid to the closest deadlines, such as overnight and
one day to one week. We might find it useful to maintain such a
daily breakdown for ten working days and then move onto a week
to one month, and from then onwards have a monthly bucket ladder.
Indications have been given by regulators and most banks tend to
follow a ladder with buckets daily to one week, then on to a monthly
one until three months, and from there quarterly until one year –
considered the separating point of short to medium long-term fund-
ing profiles. Such a decision is often driven by data availability, as
per the representation this is also a matter of managerial needs: so
whether one keeps a monthly deadline to one year or quarterly will
not make a great difference. I prefer and suggest a daily bucket until
ten working days and then monthly until eighteen months: this way
the rollout dynamic is easier to monitor. One important aspect is
the flow mapping when this falls between set time buckets: as an
interpolation will not be needed for short-term funding risk control
and management, unlike interest rate risk sensitivity, we can follow
the rule of assigning the flow to the nearest next maturity interval
in full.

2.1.3 F lows without contractual certa inty

In banks there are flows with contractual maturity, such as term
deposits or repos, addressed in previous sections. There are also
cash flows that will occur with certainty and need the bank’s timely
forecast and planning (e.g. tax payments, predictable but not easily
allowing a certain ex/ante flow placing in the ladder). For such
flows, a model predicting time and amounts, based on historical and
empirical data evidence, is useful and should be applied to include
the flows in the ladder.
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Rollout assumptions should also be assessed and considered
carefully: in the Basel 3 proposal these are explicitly hindered, mean-
ing that the patter or experienced trend or verbal indications that a
customer will renew the obligation or a deposit should be considered
part of the rollover assumptions, but the contractual maturity should
prevail. This is understandable, especially in difficult market condi-
tions and should be seen as a prudential approach. Still, case-by-case
analysis and sharing with management and regulators may lead to
different choices and result in a different representation of the ladder.

As for so-called commercial network transactions – the retail
and corporate network loans and deposit flows – these should be
kept separate from the wholesale ladder cash flows as they do not
necessarily imply fund transfers, and are then captured in the net
commercial deposits balance at the end of the day in the banks’ trea-
sury evidence, and as such are reported in the short-term ladder. The
principle here is keeping separate the sure cash in/out flows that the
bank’s treasury must manage, from the account booking of the com-
mercial branch networks and the ongoing customer deposit changes
(new, rebated, renewed loans) and banks’ treasury cumulative flows
that are to be included in the ladder. Rather different will be the
cases of large, new corporate transactions, if directly handled by the
bank’s treasury given the transactional size.

2.1.4 Unexpected cash f lows

Transactions like large commercial financing, own bond issues or
other capital funding are not treated as regular flows and will require
case–by-case handling. They will have to be mapped on the cash
flow ladder once terms and timelines are set. In addition to such
transactions, as part of the management activity of planning and the
bank’s treasury it will be necessary to treat other flows that cannot
be anticipated but may occur, such as rating downgrades. These will
need gauging in the cash flow ladder as being part of the unexpected
flows that need to be included.
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2.1.5 Funds avai lab le for ref inancing

Another element that should be included in the ladder is securi-
ties immediately available for repo or refinancing in the wholesale
market. The securities and other marketable assets that are not yet
pledged (referred to as ‘unencumbered’) at closing date should be
included as a distinctive component and presented against the net
result of cash flows.

We need to consider the haircut to assets and securities, reducing
their value in the case of deteriorated market conditions: central
bank (ECB, FED) haircuts or Basel 3 proposed haircuts must be
considered in internal assessment and managerial valuation of the
securities’ marketability.

2.1.6 Funds transferabi l i ty

In combining the flows of separate legal entities, the sum of the
parts can be misleading as the legal transferability of funds across
companies is not always permitted, at least fully. Greatest attention
should be given to cross-border transferability, where limits both at
company and regulatory level can severely hamper fund movements.
Such analysis will be relevant for large banking groups with inter-
national legal entity presence: recent market crises have revealed
that these are severe constraints that must be considered and valued
before presenting consolidated evidence to management that could
otherwise be misleading.

2.1.7 Tota l ladder calcu lat ion

We previously indicated a relevant factor to be considered in obtain-
ing the cash flow ladder of diverse entities to get the group total
cash flow ladder. In addition to actual funds transferability, other
elements one needs to assess are currency conversions (the currency
to use for group total versus the representation of each currency in
the ladder separately), and the treatment of neither core currency nor
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domestic ones for the various legal entities that are part of a group.
It is also important to present the assets available for refinancing
as total available funds; but this too should be done to reflect the
transferability assessment across entities and countries.

2.2 L IQUID ITY COVERAGE RATIO

We describe in this short-term funding chapter two main approaches
to monitor and manage liquidity. The cash flow ladder, presented in
the previous section, articulates the liquidity net flows in the coming
days and months, supporting the bank treasury’s timely and prompt
intervention in the case that it is necessary to offset negative gaps.
The liquidity cover ratio adds further elements such as the outflows in
the next 30 calendar days. This way the LCR introduces an element
of forecasting in the bank’s prudential liquidity management. While
the cash flow ladder is the actual gap position by maturity at the
moment of calculation, the LCR is a limit given on cash flows versus
available assets, adjusted by some prudential haircut or conservative
factors that should take into account the asset’s actual liquidity in the
financial markets (see Chapter 3). The LCR is an important indicator
of short-term liquidity exposure and allows management to consider
the possible effects of deteriorating market conditions. For regulatory
purposes, LCR should be recalculated on a daily basis, though for
managerial purposes its calculation can be at less frequent intervals
than the ladder, weekly rather than daily or intraday.

2.2.1 Regulatory prescript ions

Indications are given of the elements necessary to calculate the
numerator and denominator of the LCR: the total stock of high
quality liquid assets and the estimated outflows in 30 days:

LCR =
liquid assets available

net cash outflows over 30 days
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For regulatory purposes, banks should try to always maintain
this ratio above 100%. It is plausible that the LCR will produce
different results depending on the markets where the bank operates
and depending on the balance sheet structure. This will be down to
national supervisors setting further LCR sub-limits.

2.2.2 L iqu id assets avai lab le for ref inancing

The first requisite for assets to be included in the ratio is that they
must not be pledged. It is necessary to know which securities are
used for repo in the market. Highly liquid assets are the ones that
can be easily converted into cash at little or no loss of value, the
characteristics ensuring high liquidity being:

� Of large market in terms of volumes and participants’ quotations
(there are reliable market makers).

� Of contained credit and market risk (rating of the issuer and
subordination) and correlation to other assets.

� Short maturity, contained volatility, inflation and currrency risks.
� Limited price uncertainty (in terms of valuation and price

availability).

Liquid assets for secured funding are grouped into classes of vary-
ing credit quality. The most secure will likely keep their value and
marketability. Weights for securities available for secured funding
presented in the Basel 3 accord vary according to levels of decreas-
ing quality: first-level assets being the highest in standard receive a
weighting of 0%, second-level assets are assigned a 15%, 25% or
50% weighting, depending on the type of asset (regulators distin-
guish between Level 2A and Level 2B and list types and assigned
haircuts). Some valuable statistic information is presented in
Figure 2.2, taken from the European Banking Authority.

The stock of high-quality liquid assets should comprise assets
with the characteristics outlined above. Here we describe the assets
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F IGURE 2.2 Most relevant liquid asset types in European banking,
December 2012.
Source: EBA voluntary LCR monitoring exercise.

that are considered liquid and have the right characteristics to be
included in the stock. For regulatory standards they are split into
two classes or levels and can be included in the ratio’s calculation:
first-level assets can be included without limit, second-level assets
can only count towards 40% of total stock.

The total amount of liquid assets is the impact on assets that
would result if all short-term secured funding transactions, secured
lending and collateral swap transactions were unwound. All high-
quality liquid assets should ideally be central bank eligible for intra-
day liquidity needs and overnight liquidity. In Figure 2.3 one finds
each country’s cumulative LCR.

F irst - level assets (a lso ind icated as Level 1 assets) Most
liquid assets can include an unlimited share of the pool, are held at
market value and are subject to a 5% haircut for the LCR; the highest
liquidity assets are just the ones listed below (see the Basel 3 accord
for further details):
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F IGURE 2.3 LCR by country: 2012 EBA exercise. EU
aggregates – each column represents a country.

� Cash and central bank reserves that are not subject to prudential
haircuts.

� Securities that are guaranteed by sovereigns (including central
banks, public sector companies), the BIS, the IMF, the ECB and
European Community, or multilateral development banks and
that received a 0% risk weight based on the Basel II Standardized
Approach for credit risk.

� In those circumstances when the sovereign has a non-0% risk
weight, the domestic sovereign or central bank debt securities
issued in foreign currencies are eligible up to the amount of
the individual bank’s stressed net cash outflows in that specific
foreign currency (these being those in the jurisdiction where the
liquidity is being withdrawn).
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Second- level assets of h ighest qual i ty ( ind icated as Level
2A) These assets can be included in the stock as long as they
do not surpass 40% of the overall stock, calculated once prudential
haircuts have been applied. A minimum 15% haircut is applied to the
market value of any second-level asset held in this Level 2A class,
taking into account that these:

� Are marketable securities guaranteed by sovereigns, central
banks or similar with a 20% risk weight under the Basel II
Standardized Approach for credit risk (see above).

� Have a reliable record of liquidity source even during stressed
market conditions (this is set as the maximum price drop
below 10% or an increase in the prudential haircut under 10
percentage points over a 30-day period at times of liquidity
stress).

� Are corporate debt securities (including commercial paper)
and/or covered bonds. In the case of corporate debt securities,
they should not be issued by a financial institution or its affiliated
companies; for covered bonds, these too shall not be issued by
the bank itself or its affiliated; securities are expected to have
a AA-long-term credit rating of a recognized external credit
assessment institution (ECAI) or a short-term rating equivalent
in quality; alternatively, they can be rated by the bank with prob-
ability of default akin to a AA- rating. For these too there must
be a record of transactions/liquidity during stressed market con-
ditions, intended again as a maximum of 10% price drop or hair-
cut raised over a 30-day period at times of significant liquidity
stress.

Lower t ier second- level assets (Level 2B) In the new regu-
lation, high-quality liquid assets can also include additional assets:
these will be considered in the calculation of the resources available
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for liquidity funding and are indeed relevant for refinancing pur-
poses. These additional assets are listed below:

� Securities guaranteed by residential mortgages1 that received at
least a AA credit rating.

� Securities issued by corporates rated from A+ to BBB-.
� Equity shares traded in the exchanges that are not issued by

financial institutions (or affiliated companies).
� High-quality liquid assets that are pledged for a period of

6 months to one year.
� Interbank loans with banks under prudential supervision, also

maturing in 6 months to one year.
� Interbank deposits that are kept for operational means.
� All other high-quality liquid assets maturing up to one year,

including loans to non-financial, corporate clients, retail clients
or small businesses, sovereigns and central banks.

The corporate debt securities will get a 50% haircut and will be
included if they are not issued by a financial institution, have reliable
market liquidity records, a long-term credit rating between A+ and
BBB- from a ECAI or an equivalent short-term rating or an internal
PD alike of between A+ and BBB-.

Equity shares will also get a 50% haircut and can be included if
they are not issued by a financial firm, are exchange traded, centrally
cleared, are part of the major stock index in the home jurisdiction, are
traded in large and active markets, have a statistical liquidity record
where, for maximum decline of market indexes price or increase in
haircut, they stayed below 40% over a 30-day period.

The haircut applied then is 50%, much higher than those applica-
ble to second-tier financial instruments but with higher ratings. The

1The underlying asset pool must be residential mortgages, cannot have structured products
and must be of the kind that, in the event of foreclosure, the mortgage owner must remain
liable, have a maximum loan-to-value ratio of 80% on average.
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TABLE 2.2 Summary of levels and weights of the high-quality liquid
assets.

Asset Weight Stock of high-quality liquid assets

Level 1 100% Securities issued from sovereigns, central banks, public
entities, develpment banks; coins & banknotes
central bank reserves

Domestic sovereign or central bank debt for non 0%
risk-weighted sovereigns

Level 2A 85% Assets with 20% risk weight isseued by sovereign,
public entities, central banks, development banks

Qualifying corporate debt securities rated AA- or higher
Qualifying covered bonds rated AA- or higher

Level 2B 75% Qualifying residential mortgage-backed securities
50% Qualifying corporate debt securities rated A+ to BBB-
50% Qualifying common equity shares

Source: The author and EBA.

total of a bank’s assets held in the so-called Level 2B is subject to a
maximum limit of 15%.

High-quality liquid assets that are eligible and the haircuts
applied are summarized in Table 2.2.

2.2.3 Tota l net cash outf lows in the upcoming month

The LCR’s denominator is to be calculated as follows:

Total net outflows over the next 30 calendar days =
total expected cash outflows − min (total expected cash inflows;

75% total expected cash outflows)

Outflows and inflows must be calculated according to a set of
rules, presented hereafter (see the summary tables). More details are
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TABLE 2.3 Cash outflow types and weights applicable – first set.

Weight Outflows

3% Retail stable deposits with insurance scheme
5% Retail stable deposits

10% Retail less stable retail deposits
0% Retail term deposits with residual maturity > 30 days

5% Stable demand & term depos of small business with maturity
< 30 days

10% Less stable demand & term depos of SME with maturity < 30
days

25% Operational depos generated by clearing, custody, cash
mgmt,

5% Operational depos generated by clearing, custody, cash mgmt
with insurance coverage

25% Cooperative banks in an institutional network

40% Non financial corporates, sovereigns, development banks,
public entities

20% Non financial corporates, sovereigns, development banks,
public entities with full coverage by deposit insurance

100% Other legal entity customers

0% Secured funding with central bank or backed by level 1 assets
15% Secured funding backed by level 2A assets
25% Secured funding with domestic sovereigns, development

banks, public entities
25% Secured funding backed by level 2B residential mortgage

securities
50% Secured funding backed by level 2B securities

100% All other secured funding

Source: The author and EBA.

in the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision documentation for
Liquidity Coverage Ratio of January 2013.

Outf lows The bank needs to determine, according to the set per-
centages presented in Tables 2.3 and 2.4, the financing outflows for
the 30 days to come, and these will feed into the ratio calculation.
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TABLE 2.4 Cash outflow types and weights applicable – second set,
follows from previous table.

Weight Outflows

3 notch down Liquidity needs related to financing transactions, like
collateral calls

20% Valuation changes on non level 1 collateral posted on
derivatives

100% Excess collateral held by a bank related to derivative
transactions that could contractually be called any time

100% Liquidity needs related to collateral due from derivatives
transactions

100% Liabilities from maturing SIV, conduits, SPVs
100% Asset-backed securities applied to maturing amounts
5% Retail & SME undrawn committed credit & liquidity lines
10% Undrawn committed credit lines to non financial corporates,

sovereigns, central banks, development banks and public
entities

30% Undrawn committed liquidity lines to non financial
corporates, sovereigns, central banks, development banks
and public entities

40% Undrawn committed credit & liquidity lines to banks
subject to prudential supervision

30% Undrawn committed credit lines to other financial
institutions

100% Undrawn committed liquidty lines to other financial
institutions

100% Undrawn committed credit & liquidty to all other legal
entities

0–5% Trade finance contingent funding liabilities
50% Customer short positions covered by other customers’

collateral

Source: The author and EBA.

Unlike earlier consultative papers, the indications from the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision are indeed detailed and also
prescriptive on behavioural elements such as deposit stability. As
we can see, the stickiness weights are assigned according to clear,
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detailed rules, ensuring a level playing field: only a very few param-
eters will be left to individual banks’ and local regulator’s determi-
nation and then full disclosure shall be provided. In assessing and
classifying deposit stability, an important element will be describing
and analysing the government insurance programme in force, veri-
fying that it has the ability to ensure prompt payouts for which the
coverage is clearly defined and awareness is high amongst depositors
(here an awareness campaign or questionnaire could prove useful).
In particular, the rules set to identify which retail deposits are to
be considered stable and then get a 3% weight prescribe that these
ought to have a state insurance scheme covering them in full; in addi-
tion, the insurance scheme to allow a 3% outflow rate (rather than
a higher 5%) must be based on a regular and specific government
levy on banks and rely on adequate cash and reserve stock in case
of large withdrawal by depositors, with clear legal terms and in the
absence of long-term notices.

As we can see, there is a 10% or higher outflow rate for less
stable retail deposits, these being the ones that do not fall within the
fully covered types (3% or 5% rates) and are either private banking
or wealthier individuals that as such might be expected to be more
volatile and more likely to react faster in the case of a liquidity crisis.
This also applies to retail deposits that we cannot clearly assign to
the lower outflow rate categories.

Regarding term deposits, if there is no legal right to withdraw
within the 30 days or this results in a loss greater than the due
interest, then we can exclude it from outflows. If, instead, we let
customers withdraw cash and do not apply the penalty for commer-
cial or reputational reasons, then these shall be considered demand
deposits.

The case for deposits of small corporates or local business cus-
tomers is slightly different and experience shows here that their
behaviour is akin to that of the private customers. Supervisors are
indeed assuming so with outflow minimum thresholds for stable and
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less stable customer deposits. The definition of a small business in
Basel is one with deposits below one million Euros.

For derivatives, including interest swaps that are the largest part
of banks’ treasury OTC activity, contractually set amounts payable
and receivable must be considered in the flows and these should
also be net of specific collateral posting, making sure the collat-
eral is not counted twice in the counterbalancing capacity stock
(we must be sure the securities available for refinancing are not
pledged).

An important risk factor to consider is the additional/unexpected
liquidity needs in the case of a downgrade of the institution’s ratings
by an agency: here the effect varies depending on the derivatives or
other transactions in place and the contractual terms. Impacts vary
substantially depending on the severity of the downgrade and confir-
mation of downgrades by several agencies. Financial transactions of
the bank with other institutions typically require additional collateral
(usually highly rated securities, so affecting the available stock for
refinancing) or cash or even repayment/partial termination in case of
downgrades. Though these can be anticipated to a certain extent as
agencies pay regular visits and their assessment is an ongoing pro-
cess, downgrade additional collateral posting can barely be forecast
and managed more than six months in advance: this leaves some
time to arrange the posting or find the necessary corrective actions,
but might prove complex in rapidly deteriorating market conditions
as these result in a domino-like effect, so exponentially penalizing
weaker banks.

Another important factor we must assess is the credit lines con-
tractually assured to clients, those that are contractually binding
and irrevocable obligations to provide liquidity to retail or corpo-
rate customers. These are typically off-balance-sheet facilities, often
provided as part of the commercial relationship with customers and
regularly rolled over. In stressed market conditions, such facilities
must be closely monitored as lines still available could be withdrawn
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by clients in difficulty. Likewise, contractual loans with contractual
binding facilities expected to be granted should be fully included in
the outflows forecasts.

There are then also some contingent funding obligations that
may be contractual or non-contractual and are different from credit
arrangements. Amongst these are instruments like unconditionally
revocable uncommitted credit and liquidity facilities or guarantees
and letters of credit; potential requests for debt repurchases of the
bank’s own debt or that of related conduits; structured products like
adjustable/variable rate notes; managed funds like money market
mutual funds or other collective investment funds distributed to own
clients. For banks ensuring securities’ market-making bid and offer
prices, there may be a need to include a number of securities to cover
the potential repurchase of outstanding securities.

In f lows Similar analysis as that performed to estimate the out-
flows must be carried out to forecast inflows. The Basel Committee,
in setting the inflows rate, set limits to inflows trying to assure a
prudential balance with the total expected cash outflows, this is to
force additional prudential requirements and a larger amount held of
liquid assets (supervisors apply a prudential logic based on contrac-
tual obligation and assume full or large outflows or limited inflows in
the cases of no explicit binding obligations). Though understandable
from a prudential standpoint, more customer statistical-based analy-
sis and knowledge in order to gauge the flow prediction in different
market conditions would probably provide a better estimate (like-
wise for the capital at risk calculation, allowing for internal models
would have been a preferable approach). As anticipated, for super-
visors the bank should only include contractual inflows from credit
which are fully performing and where there is no evidence that a
default may occur in the short term (and surely in the coming 30-day
horizon). As part of inflow liquidity management, an important con-
trol is the concentration of clients, both in terms of size and number,
ensuring an unexpected difficulty with a large customer may pose
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TABLE 2.5 Cash inflow types and weights applicable.

Weight Inflows

0% Maturing secured lending backed by level 1 asset
15% Maturing secured lending backed by level 2A asset
25% Maturing secured lending backed by level 2B eligible

RMBS

50% Maturing secured lending backed by level 2B other assets

50% Margin lending backed by all other collateral

100% All other assets

0% Credit & liquidity facilities provided to the reporting
bank

0% Operational deposits held at other financial institutions

50% Amounts from retail counterparties
50% Amounts from non financial wholesale counterparties

100% Amounts from financial institutions and central banks

100% Net derivatives cash inflows

Source: The author and EBA.

a severe problem to the institution refinancing. The weights applied
are presented in Table 2.5.

Supervisors assume that banks will not be hampered from using
credit lines or liquidity facilities granted to them by other banks.
Here it might be difficult to ascertain in practice the management and
utilization of these facilities: as the lines will be typically unsecured
and uncommitted, the market conditions will vary and might have
a gradual impact on interbank relations such as to render such a
prudential stance partially unrealistic at some stages of crisis.

For all other types of transactions, either secured or unsecured,
the inflow rate will be determined by counterparty type. Regulators
are assuming that the bank will get all performing contractual inflows
from retail and small business customers, this being the case unless
a bank experiences a repeated deterioration of customer repayment
capacity. Whether this is a proper prudential approach remains to
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be seen, as small businesses proved the most affected in countries
like Italy, Spain and Portugal during the recent crisis and performing
loans rapidly deteriorated in many banks’ credit portfolios. At the
same time, however, regulators for the liquidity requirements calcu-
lation want banks to continue to provide loans to retail and small
business customers.

For derivatives contracts in place, inflows can be assumed in full,
and amounts payable and receivable should be accounted on a net
basis, as indicated for the outflows before.

An important variable to control, especially for international
banks, is the different currency in which it operates and the specific
liquidity: we discussed this in presenting the cash flow ladder anal-
ysis and it also impacts the ratio calculation. Regulators require the
ratio to be reported in a single common currency, banks must meet
their liquidity needs in each currency and maintain high-quality liq-
uid assets in line with these needs by currency: the treasury should
clearly monitor liquidity exposure by currency and set aside separate
securities stock for each, ideally issued in the same currency, as the
bank might be expected to use the stock to gain liquidity in the cur-
rency and country where the cash outflows occur. The ratio is then
to be calculated by the individual relevant currency and each should
be monitored and reported to the treasury and control functions. The
bank will identify currency mismatches in this way and intervene
if necessary: being exposed to foreign exchange liquidity require-
ments, we ought to remember that there is a concrete risk that the
possibility of swapping currencies or accessing the relevant foreign
exchange markets may deteriorate under stressed conditions and the
exchange rate movements could affect our liquidity exposure. This
is particularly relevant for less liquid or minor currencies.

2.3 L IQUID ITY RISK INDICATORS

Useful information and signals for managing risk can also be found
in specific market indicators. As per other risk types, it is common
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practice to monitor several market data indexes that will help in fore-
casting or anticipating changes in risk levels. There is no definitive
literature on the funding liquidity topic, a generic approach is pre-
sented in the Basel 3 document, thus it will be left to the individual
organization and risk manager to identify meaningful liquidity risk
indicators. Of foremost importance is making clear that the liquidity
risk indicators are neither a standard list of separate specific indexes
nor a minimum regulatory requirement; the stance is to add addi-
tional monitoring and assess whether it is adding any further value
and information to the other reporting and measures calculated (LCR,
NSFR, VaR, etc.).

We deem some market information useful for monitoring, pri-
marily we would recommend a regular check, amongst others, on
macroeconomic data releases and trends (such as production lev-
els, unemployment, inflation, house sales, consumer confidence),
commodities’ levels (crude oil and grain prices, gold and base met-
als, gas), main foreign currency levels, government bond curves,
spreads, credit default swaps for sovereigns and banks and central
bank refinancing statistics. This is surely merely an indicative list
and will need careful assessment and internal review for risk man-
agers to select the most appropriate information; we will now address
some elements we believe to be useful for the valuation of relevant
market data.

2.3.1 Using ind icators

Needless to say, indicators of many sorts are widely used in com-
panies. As per banks, indicators for risk monitoring are widespread.
Identifying which indicators are best to monitor liquidity risk is often
a matter of selecting from a vast number of reports and market data
produced and distributed internally every day from many functions’
front to back offices. So the very first thing to have in mind when
approaching liquidity risk indicators is that it is more a matter of
selecting from existing sets than searching for new, specific types
(for these we propose some at the end of the chapter). Once we have
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identified a range of meaningful liquidity indicators, we consider
some critical issues:

� The possibility of getting these (feeding) daily and/or intraday.
� Applicability and/or articulation into subsets for business lines

and countries.
� Benchmarking to competitors.

It is important that the data feeding is easy and does not require
complex technology infrastructure and investment, and ideally infor-
mation should be retrieved from market sources during the day too.
Likewise, it is also relevant to consider (i) whether indicators are
available for many markets and countries, and (ii) if it is possible
to articulate these into sets applicable to individual business lines
(indicators could prove useful in spreading and allocating liquidity
charges internally and to customers). Lastly, (iii) the comparison of
results is often a plus or a necessity, as understanding where one
stands versus the industry is particularly important in driving strat-
egy and management decisions (it is also useful in regulatory and
rating agency discussions).

2.3.2 Test ing ind icators

Standard statistical techniques are good for assessing an indicator’s
predictive power in terms of liquidity risks, I will not list them here
or go into detail on those one should prefer, as they are available
in many specific time series analysis papers and texts and standard
statistics books. Here we shall look at the decision process one should
apply and follow in the selection process. First, one should aim to
split the indicators into predictive ones – the kind that can anticipate
possible future dynamics and are then capable of predicting to a
certain extent a financial crisis (assuming these repeat themselves
in similar forms) – and those of a more risk-monitoring type –
measuring the changes in risk levels.
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2.3.3 Government bond yie ld curves and cross-spreads

The shape of the government curve is a revealing indicator of liquid-
ity market conditions. Analysing dynamics of the yield curve shape,
the way the shape changes before and during a crisis, can help in
forecasting the development of liquidity markets. In particular, one
should follow the historical changes of major markets before and
following each crisis and see how the yield curve for government
bonds both prices liquidity and sovereign risk. If we look at govern-
ment curve behaviours then we see the changes at first glance. The
things we notice and are held in common are the change in volatil-
ity, the shape of the curves (curve shape structural changes, e.g.
steepening/flattening), the sudden modification of historical ranges
in correlation and spreads between maturities, countries and curren-
cies. In short, the crisis is reflected in these rate changes, both in
the months beforehand and during. As the exact time of beginning
and ending might be uncertain, one should look at time frames and
structural breaks that are easier to identify.

2.3.4 Credit defaul t swap levels

As markets reflect risk assessment, CDS spreads on government
curves are important for monitoring possible deterioration of credit
worth. Both the absolute value and the volatility of CDS spreads on
government curves are interesting indicators and should be moni-
tored. CDS are not always a definitive valuation of actual risk as
they also depend on market volumes; for most liquid markets and
G7 countries these are indeed a good track of risk premium levels.

It might be useful to look at CDS levels on individual banking
stocks, mostly large international banking groups, as the liquidity
risk is transmitted through the wholesale financial markets.

2.3.5 Foreign exchange cross-values

The relative strength or weakness of an individual currency indicates
market sentiment. Past liquidity crises show common elements and
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trends, for example commodity prices or cross-currency rates, market
indexes and economic confidence levels. Likewise, as liquidity is
a concern for payment capacity, cross-currency rates will reflect
countries’ refinancing capacity as perceived by the markets. There
has often been a redirection of funds away from riskier countries
and their currencies towards safer, or so perceived, ones. Possibly,
clustering countries’ currencies, for example the G7 and G20 ones,
and monitoring the cross-rate volatility within the groups and across
groups, might be useful.

2.3.6 Central bank ref inancing

Refinancing rates and deposits held at central banks are key to pre-
dicting liquidity shortages. As trust in wholesale markets wanes,
evidence shows lending to market counterparties reduces or halts
and deposits at the central bank peak. In addition, monitoring it is
valuable to monitor the bank’s overall monetary aggregates, and in
particular its short-term deposits and overnight deposits position. It
is useful to look at the variation of M3 counterparties’ central banks
money market rates.

2.3.7 Cris is ind icators

Some indicators – or indexes – have been developed and regularly
published that can prove useful for anticipating a financial crisis,
then a liquidity stress condition. We would like to look more closely
at some, presented hereafter, this being an indicative list rather than
an exhaustive one – which would require a dedicated work in itself
(see bibliography) – and presented as an additional type of variable
one could be looking at in forecasting liquidity risk.

1. Arouba Diebold Scotti Business Conditions Index (ADS BCI
in the Bloomberg). This is maintained by the Federal Reserve
Bank of Philadelphia, and it is designed to monitor business
conditions at regular and close intervals. It relies on a mix of
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major economic indicators (e.g. the US weekly initial jobless
claims; monthly payroll employment, industrial production, per-
sonal income less transfer payments, manufacturing and trade
sales; and quarterly real GDP; we must be aware that these
statistics are frequently revised and updated at different times,
so affecting the index). It allows one, on its update, to have a
feeling of the overall level of US economic activity, therefore it
is indeed indirectly providing a liquidity risk signal when it dete-
riorates. Importantly, it is available in real time from standard
data providers (e.g. Bloomberg). It is modelled to get an average
value of zero: if we got a value of −0.7 then this would be an
alarm signal and it might be interpreted as an increased liquidity
risk or a risk of a liquidity crisis occurring.

2. The Eurocoin Growth Indicator, New Eurocoin. This index
focuses on the Eurozone economic activity and it is commonly
quoted as one of the major indicators of European business con-
ditions. This is also an indicator available real time from common
data providers. It is a monthly updated forecast of Euro area GDP
growth: it is constructed to take into account seasonality elements
and it is soon available once official data are published. These
first two indicators, including the Arouba Diebold Scotti, focus
on the economy conditions (GDP, unemployment, manufactur-
ing levels): there are other ones that can also be used and might
be better suited, the important element to consider is whether
data are timely and frequently updated and parameters applied
(e.g. weights) are also disclosed.

3. Germany ZEW indicator of economic sentiment. For this very
important indicator, a survey is carried out of 350 financial
experts and it is meant to show the difference between those
that are optimistic and those that instead feel pessimistic for
the economic condition in six months’ time. Though it is coun-
try specific, it is highly regarded and it has a major impact on
market sentiment given the importance of Germany within the
Euro zone.
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4. US Economic Policy Uncertainty indicator. This is based on the
concept that political instability is negative for prices and that
political volatility reflects badly on economic conditions. The
uncertainty indicator is based on three different sets of param-
eters: first we have the monthly news articles containing the
words ‘uncertain’ or ‘uncertainty’, ‘economic’ or ‘economy’,
and policy-relevant terms; these are then scaled by the num-
ber of articles containing ‘today’. We then combine the number
of tax laws expiring in coming years and lastly we include a
mix of quarterly updates on government expenditure and the
one-year consumer price index (here it is the Philadelphia Fed
Survey of Forecasters). This index differs from the economic
data-based indexes or economic sentiment measures and adds a
further parameter to our forecasting tool: the qualitative assess-
ment of political development, this being a major element that
could trigger high market volatility (an example is the rapid and
extreme swings linked to quantitative easing by the European
Central Banks, and how this is impacting asset valuations – and
in turn banks’ counterbalancing capacity).

5. Citigroup Surprise index is a measure of whether typically the
economic reports have been better or worse than the economists’
consensus. This is another kind of qualitative and forward-
looking indicator on macroeconomic changes. Like the ZEW,
this is a benchmark of data results versus expectations of sur-
veyed financial analysts and economists. Whether this fares bet-
ter than other, similar types of indicators is of lesser importance:
we should indeed select a few of these indicators and combine
them to more standard, financial market data (index levels, infla-
tion and rates) and start monitoring them in a combined fashion.
Through time, the set should evolve, adding or replacing indica-
tors or parameters, changing the frequency of some and possibly
combining each with weights and correlations. The real test will
be future events, from there we shall take empirical indications
and modify our forecasting indicators tool set.
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2.3.8 Risk aversion indexes

Many have computed and proposed indices to measure risk aver-
sion. Fluctuations in investor risk aversion are often cited as a fac-
tor explaining crises on financial markets. The alternation between
periods of bullishness prompting investors to make risky invest-
ments, and periods of bearishness when they retreat to the safest
forms of investments, could be at the root of sharp fluctuations
in asset prices. One problem in the assessment of these different
periods is in clearly distinguishing the risk perceived by agents
from risk aversion itself. Some analyses use raw series to estimate
changes in investors’ perception of risk. For instance, the price of
gold may be used if we assume that, during periods of uncertainty,
investors will reallocate their wealth to assets traditionally perceived
as safe, such as gold. The same would be true of the Swiss franc
exchange rate.

The implied volatility of options is also used. For example,
the volatility index (VIX) created by the Chicago Board Options
Exchange in 1993 is the implied volatility on the S&P 500. It is
regarded by many market analysts as a direct gauge of fear. Sev-
eral indicators have been created by aggregating elementary series.
These measures are relatively simple to put in place and can be easily
interpreted. In most cases, they are weighted averages of a number of
variables. Indicators of this type are JP Morgan’s liquidity, credit and
volatility index, the UBS risk index, Merrill Lynch’s financial stress
index and the risk perception indicator of the Caisse des Dépôts et
Consignations.

Theoretically, an increase in risk aversion should lead to an
increase in risk premia across all markets, but the increase should be
greater on the riskiest markets. This is the idea on which the global
risk aversion index (GRAI) is based, devised by Persaud (1996).
Changes in risk aversion are represented by the correlation between
price variations of different securities and their volatility: if the cor-
relation is positive, risk aversion has decreased; if the correlation
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is negative, it has increased. In practice, if we wish the GRAI to
increase with risk aversion, the correlation must be given a nega-
tive sign. Instead of a correlation, a regression coefficient between
price variations and volatilities may also be used (which is also
given a negative sign). The indicator is then called the risk aver-
sion index (RAI). From a theoretical standpoint, the construction is
based on simplifying assumptions that are probably not borne out in
reality; notably, the independence of excess returns and the indepen-
dence between expected future prices and variations in risk aversion.
Another limitation of this indicator is that it does not measure levels
of risk aversion but rather changes in it. The correlation coefficient
only makes it possible to distinguish periods in which risk aversion
has increased from those in which it has fallen.

From an empirical point of view, the GRAI and RAI also display
some limitations. First, the measurements show that these indicators
are extremely volatile. This seems counter-intuitive, as a good indi-
cator should be stable during quiet periods. Second, changes in the
indicator over time differ quite markedly depending on the period
chosen for the calculations of volatility of returns as well as on the
market concerned.

2.4 INTRADAY LIQUID ITY RISK

So far we have discussed liquidity requirements in terms of end of
day nets and projected cash flows for the coming days and weeks.
Probably as important is the intraday management and that collateral
posting and assurance payments are met in a timely manner is also
fundamental and must be controlled. The assumptions that the next
day requirements are captured in the liquidity net cash flow pro-
jections still cannot anticipate intraday volatility and volumes. The
possibility of an exceptional event in particular needs evaluating, as
these can occur suddenly and force exceptional collateral posting or
drained market funding.
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When managing intraday liquidity, we must rely on cash and
collateral management systems that take into account the wholesale
payment and settlement systems to ensure actual intraday monitor-
ing, as the payments funnel through these.

2.4.1 Intraday l iqu id i ty management

Liquidity sources for intraday financing are reserve balances at the
central bank or eligible collateral not pledged with another bank
that can be freely transferred to the central bank and converted into
central bank money; committed or uncommitted credit lines available
intraday and balances with other banks that can be used for settlement
on the same day.

The size, nature and speed of payment regulations are such that
banks – and especially large international ones – have huge regu-
lation flows in terms of nominal value and numbers of transactions
during the day. Over the last few decades, changes in payment and
settlement systems have followed these needs and increased intra-
day liquidity requirements, increasing intraday monitoring/control
awareness. For international banks and most active financial institu-
tions, this implies foreign exchange operations, different time zones,
real-time settlements and flow patter through the day.

Intraday management of cash flows must ensure the balance of
cash in and out and collateral valuation control to meet operational
needs: clearly, considering the amounts and the frequency that a
bank’s treasury needs to manage, this requires adequate and reliable
technology systems; accurate day net flows planning, addressing
peaks and seasonality; matching information from payments and
settlement networks; simulation of different stress/scenario based
anomalies on these; and dedicated control functions and dispute
management processes.

Intraday liquidity management of flow payments hinges on a
sound process involving front and back office functions. As it is struc-
tured for close monitoring of the expected payments and involves
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direct contacts with counterparties – especially for misalignments
and possible disputes – the mechanism in place should ensure a
rapid and effective management of problems hampering payments
and settlements. We can be managing the settlement systems by
applying either net or gross netting, however of the utmost impor-
tance for liquidity risk is that intraday payment obligations are met
and match the expected flows. We should therefore have a back office
process and monitoring mechanism in place allowing for immedi-
ate intervention in case problems emerge during the day, and also
have a set of alert indicators that allow forward-looking and pre-
ventive intervention. Going back to the section on liquidity risks,
the statistics on intraday payments will prove extremely useful and
are therefore worth analysing: we might be looking for averages,
volumes and volatility by groups and individual counterparties, type
of transactions, collateral posted and liquidity line intraday utiliza-
tion. These are particularly useful combined with market information
and credit indications on counterparties provided by internal credit
departments, analysing the overall exposure and a breakdown on
issuer, short-term, long-term, pre-settlement and settlement risks.

We are required by regulators – and indeed this is a sound man-
agement practice – to include intraday liquidity management in the
overall liquidity risk control processes. We should have it as part of
the risk management framework, with specific internal procedures
and policies for intraday liquidity that ought to be presented and
approved by the bank’s relevant functions and bodies, including the
Board of Directors. The intraday liquidity management processes
should then encompass the following:

� The monitoring and control of intraday liquidity positions, fore-
casting intraday timing of payment and inflows.

� An adequate intraday source of funding to meet the intraday
needs.

� Emergency or contingency procedures to tackle unexpected
operational problems in the payment systems.
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We are typically managing intraday payment flows so that they end
the day matched and the value of incoming payments is aligned
to the outflows: the bank’s treasury function manages the liquidity
of intraday exposures, ensuring these are closed within the work-
ing day. Intraday exposures can be very significant in nominal and
risk amounts and banks can often have significant intraday liquidity
exposures even to individual counterparties; this would usually be
towards other banks and such intraday risk exposures can reach very
significant levels such that bilateral liquidity needs might be huge,
requiring relevant collateral posting.

Another factor we need to closely monitor is the intraday facil-
ities provided by the settlement banks to the active members: the
latter can be leveraged on the settlement bank to ensure liquidity
needs, once again generating potentially significant liquidity expo-
sures. This is particularly the case for banks providing settlement
services, thereby exposing them and therefore the payment systems
as a whole to the largest intraday liquidity risk. Thus we should
also include the intraday payments in the stress testing and scenario
analysis and have an assessment of the potential impact of ham-
pered credit facilities from our settlement banks: this must be part
of the regular stress testing and scenario analysis and be the base
for sound contingency planning (see Chapter 5 for more on liquidity
contingency funding plans).

One can even anticipate from anomalies in the payment or the
settlement systems whether a financial crisis risk or some abnormal
market condition could be occurring. The monitoring of intraday
liquidity was a key indicator and survival factor during stressed mar-
ket conditions, so there was a strong argument supporting holding
additional security buffers for intraday unexpected claims. As the
cost of intraday liquidity was very low, such practices led to situa-
tions where settlement banks provided liquidity to the entire system
and allowed payments to be settled throughout the day smoothly
and without delays (see Table 2.6 for the trend on transactions pro-
cessed through central payment systems). Banks are now required to
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TABLE 2.6 Payments processed by selected interbank fund transfer
systems.

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Payment system a) total transactions sent in millions
b) value transaction €bln

TARGET a) 83 99 89 88 87
b) 539 675 611 538 634

EURO1/STEP1 a) 48 54 64 58 59
b) 48 58 73 65 62

STEP2 XCT a) 66 91 73 54 46
b) 267 361 315 224 204

STEP2 ICT a) - 221 265 287 301
b) - 995 1305 1193 1226

Source: European Central Bank.

calculate their intraday liquidity needs and just to hold a proportion
of the requisite assets. Sound liquidity risk management will see
security buffers gradually increased to cover intraday liquidity risk
too, this will affect the cost of intraday liquidity and the willingness
of banks to ensure liquidity.

Banks are nowadays settling payments on a gross basis and it
is necessary to have sufficient funds in their settlement accounts
immediately available for these payments. Banks can rely on liq-
uidity coming from inflows to match dues and this proves use-
ful during the day as timing differences can result in problematic
payment issues: here the back office or the bank’s treasury should
look at the schedule of flows during the day and plan both the funds
buffer in their settlement account and also the optimal timing to
ensure due cash outflows and inflows match, as the absolute overall
value of the intraday flows typically outsizes the net at the end of the
day. Settlement banks meet intraday liquidity needs using their own
funds and reserves but can rely on repo using available collateral or
directly through the money markets. It is important to know that for
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most payment systems the settlement does not need to be carried out
at a specific time during the day, so leaving some intraday flexibility
to banks to ensure payments, so that we can get additional liquidity
if necessary (exceptions to this flexibility are, for example, CLS for
the global foreign exchange markets and the central counterparty
clearing, CCP, as one can see in Figure 2.4).

For settlement banks, it is possible to forecast large payment
flows so their matching flow management is much easier than for par-
ticipating banks and can predict liquidity requirements – benefiting
from their pivotal role in payments especially when it comes to the
largest transactions. The settlement banks can also apply statistical
techniques similar to those used to predict sight deposit behaviour to
payment flows, so also simplifying the process, reducing costs and
optimizing liquidity stock requirements. In cases of market stress
conditions, the settlement banks might reduce or even be forced to
halt transaction handling: here, too, the possible use of indicators
to anticipate problems or anomalies at market or counterparty level
can prove extremely valid. On the other hand, banks participating
need to have detailed operational procedures to reduce the risk of
error occurring and also to have appropriate back-up mechanisms if
problems occur.

2.4.2 Cooperat ive mechanism

Intraday payment systems function by relying on a mutual trust
mechanism where participants can use the inflows of payment made
by one bank to fund, in turn, their payments during the day for free;
this being the convenience of building a cooperative exchange. Such
a mechanism works as long as there is a mutual benefit and fair, coop-
erative behaviour of the members: if one participant instead stops or
delays payments due, while still receiving those the other banks are
obliged to give, it will affect the system as a whole, kindling a chain
reaction that might affect all the banks in the system, as gradually all
will experience delayed payments and thus reduce the possibility of
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F IGURE 2.4 1 These orders are routed from the Investment Firms (one
is a buyer, the other is a seller) to their respective Executing Brokers.
2 The Executing Brokers send the orders to the appropriate Marketplace
for the security being traded. The Marketplaces respond with executions
(‘fills’).
3 The Executing Brokers send the fills to the Clearing Broker that was
designated by the Investment Firms. Many Executing Brokers are
themselves Clearing Brokers, a process which is called ‘self-clearing’.
4 The Marketplace(s) and the Clearing Brokers compare their
shares/money to make sure that they match. This is referred to as
‘Street-Side matching’.
5 The Investment Managers inform their respective Custodians what
they should expect to receive/deliver from the Clearing Brokers, and the
Custodians perform this comparison. This is referred to as
‘Customer-Side matching’. This occurs the day of the trade (T+0).
On the Settlement Date (which is usually up to 3 days after the Trade
Date, the date when the actual trade occurred), the Clearing Brokers will
deliver/receive the match amount of shares/money to settle the trade
with both Investment Firms.
Source: Wikipedia. Flowchart explanatory notes.
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matching intraday payments as scheduled and according to a typical
refunding liquidity mechanism. It is a delicate equilibrium, based on
trust, which, if breached, could trigger a chain reaction.

The participants tend to avoid delayed payments because there
will be fines and reputational impacts, as well as the risk of liquidity
chain reactions as described before. Systems or settlement banks
charge a fee for the use of intraday liquidity, varying from case to case
(size and length of time, country, exchange); in some cases, intraday
liquidity can be free of charge but requires eligible collateral posting.
Here banks should consider, both in funding liquidity management
and in their strategy for counterbalancing capacity securities stock,
the potential buffers for the intraday liquidity requirements too. It
must be said that in normal market conditions, securities clearing
and smooth intraday flow replenishment during the day ensure the
intraday liquidity cost for banks remains very low: in short, for
the system to work, banks ensure timely payments during the day,
limiting functioning risk to the system as a whole but also to the
settlement banks.

2.4.3 Analys ing the possib le impact of the stressed
scenario on intraday l iqu id i ty r isk

Payment systems are exposed to conditions and events producing
delays in intraday matching payments between participants, as this
forces an increase in the stock of intraday securities to ensure timely
payments. There are different stress situations that the bank should
assess related to intraday funding liquidity:

� Difficulties on the side of the bank itself, where some events
like the bank being downgraded or reputational impacts could
hamper its capacity to get credit or financing.

� An operational problem or other type suffered by one of the major
counterparties in the payment system, so leading to problems and
delays in the entire system.
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� Significant deterioration in assets posted as collateral, reducing
the capacity of many participants to ensure smooth payment
settlement.

� Technological or electrical outages of some sort, including pro-
gram errors, as experienced in some exceptional cases, could
also trigger exchange-wide problems.

As described above, banks rely on intraday payments from coun-
terparties to ensure cash outflows, contractual obligations combined
with statistical intraday timelines applied to manage intraday cash
stocks and collateral posting. This mutual or chained behaviour
mechanism allows intraday liquidity payments matching and reduces
significantly the actual need of banks to inject cash and securities: it
works as a natural netting scheme, substantially lowering the gross
value of payments in the end. If a bank is mostly reliant on netting
and incoming payments, though, then it may also be very exposed if
there are liquidity market stress events or any situation that hampers
the cooperative trust mechanism. Particularly alarming are reputa-
tional events that could affect one of the participant banks as this
can lead to the other member banks reducing or stopping intraday
payments towards the one affected: when such a situation occurs,
the bank hit by such a reputational exposure will be suffering from
other counterparty banks, questioning its capacity to meet payments.
In such a situation, other banks’ credit officers might demand that
they receive payments before they make any, so interrupting the vital
mutual intraday exchange mechanism. The effects for the bank are
delayed or reduced cash inflows and intraday mismatch of expected
in and out cash flows.

Such an event, striking first one of the payment system mem-
bers, could generate a credit crunch where the settlement bank does
not get liquidity as expected and even stops ensuring payments to
the participating counterparty in difficulty. The troubled member, in
turn, will have to use more of its own funds to ensure payments. In
these situations the correspondent banks provide intraday credit to
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clients and payments are met using the settlement bank resources: in
these cases, the settlement bank will be the one then exposed, adding
then the many counterparties it could be providing such facilities to,
it might end up bearing a system of credit exposure. The chain effect
is then triggered and if one of the largest banks participating in
a cooperative mechanism delays or halts payments, it might ham-
per the mutual trust-based process, subsequently hampering system
payments and triggering a domino effect: the settlement banks could
end up having to guarantee intraday payments and in the extreme
situation if they stopped providing payments to individual troubled
banks, it could trigger a rapid decline in the possibility of them meet-
ing payments. In turn, this will have a multiplier effect on payment
capacity.

2.4.4 Haircuts to pledges

We also need to monitor and manage intraday liquidity needs in the
securities portfolio immediately available for refinancing, assess-
ing the possible impact of stress testing and scenario indications
on payment requirements. As described, when systemic problems
occur, the market value of securities used for collateral posting or
refinancing could diminish significantly in some cases. This could
widen the bid-ask spreads and may impact the banks’ capacity to
sell large individual positions (see Chapter 4). This then will gen-
erate a higher haircut to securities or require the bank to set aside
greater stock requirements as the market value diminishes. There
could also be a situation where some asset may no longer be eli-
gible for central bank refinancing facilities, if specific credit rating
criteria are affected. Difficult market conditions, deteriorated repu-
tational perceptions of some banks or any delayed payments could
lead financial counterparties to demand additional collateral posting
to ensure payments. Typically, settlement banks use sophisticated
models to optimize intraday payment flows smoothly, as well as
diminishing the impact of intraday liquidity stress. Such models
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may automatically stop payments to some counterparties, as they
are set up and linked to specific limits on funds ensured, considering
intraday liquidity facilities utilization: we must remember that such
intraday liquidity and credit lines are often uncommitted.

2.4.5 Monitor ing requirements

Supervisors are aware of the relevance of intraday liquidity risk and
require financial institutions to closely control such exposure, in
combination with the overall liquidity needs of the bank, ensuring
there is the capacity to measure expected inflows and outflows as well
as forecasting the intraday timing and the range of potential net fund-
ing for additional unexpected needs that might arise during the day.
The importance of monitoring intraday liquidity for the scheduled
payments, measuring in a timely manner the available resources and
managing the available liquidity of unpledged financial resources
available accordingly is also stressed, so we are relying on sufficient
intraday funding to meet the intraday payments. Another important
factor to manage and plan carefully is the possibility of managing
and having immediate collateral available to obtain intraday funds.
We are also asked to set up intraday liquidity limits and report-
ing for the various payment flows. We must also carry out regular
stress and scenario analysis, filing payment statistical data for such a
purpose.

2.4.6 Structural and intraday l iqu id i ty needs

If a bank is in funding liquidity difficulties or has structural prob-
lems that could even lead to deposits being withdrawn, this will
end up affecting its intraday payments and available securities for
refinancing too. Such an unfortunate case (such as the Northern
Rock bank case) should be seen as rare and extreme. In such an
event the central bank will have to step in to reassure markets and
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depositor trust. Central banks may use available assets to meet the
payment need and reassure depositors, banks and market partici-
pants. This can further increase problems in ensuring payments both
at interbank and to depositors, as happened to Lehman Brothers
when its correspondent banks demanded increasing collateral post-
ing for their intraday needs and these assets were taken from the
bank’s counterbalancing stock and thus couldn’t be used to pay
creditors. In normal conditions the probability of this happening is
low, as banks keep a large enough stock of unpledged securities, far
larger than intraday liquidity needs. One ought to build in normal
market conditions security stocks to withstand longlasting liquidity
stress too. We should be encouraged, therefore, to include as a sep-
arate item in the estimation of counterbalancing capacity stock the
portion that it is meant for the liquidity funding of intraday needs,
including the stress condition estimates. When using all of the secu-
rities available, particularly in times of stress, the bank’s responsible
function must be to carefully keep track of the two components: the
structural stock to offset balance sheet deposits and payment require-
ments, from the intraday. The latter are surely a component of the
overall balance sheet ladder but as they have the immediate result of
exposing the bank to actual payment default the next day, we believe
they are best managed as conceptually separate. Evidence that the
intraday separated buffer is regularly fully used might be a strong
indication that this needs rebalancing, thus increasing the preference
for separate monitoring and management of this portion of available
securities and cash. This should also appear in the intraday liquidity
risk internal framework, and so in the internal policy, limit setting
and reporting.

An intraday liquidity buffer should ensure that there are suffi-
cient intraday funds to match due payments and that liquidity shocks
do not hamper this capacity; so, as indicated before, it should be
considered a key risk driver to determine a bank’s asset buffer struc-
tural requirements. A distinct intraday liquidity buffer will permit
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the best handling of market stress conditions. Payment systems data
are the starting point to calibrate intraday specific buffers. Some
may argue that ring-fencing the assets held for the specific require-
ments of intraday payments is inefficient and will just lead to higher
stock of highly rated but low-yielding securities, affecting banks’
profitability without an actual practical benefit at times of crisis as
banks can always rely on unencumbered stock to ensure refinancing
also for the intraday. If applied as a regulatory rule, it could also
hamper prompt payments in the cooperative system as banks will be
increasingly trying to minimize this burden’s impact. As it stands,
there is a trade-off between risk aversion, prudential regulation and
sustainability. The point here is to make sure in times of stress and
market difficulties that there are the resources to ensure stability,
payments and regular business.

2.4.7 Payment systems’ l iqu id i ty saving features

Liquidity optimization mechanisms hinge on common features, one
being an offsetting model that finds groups of payments that can
be settled at the same time, greatly reducing liquidity requirements.
Another useful element is a liquidity reservation mechanism indi-
cating to the bank when to build liquidity stock for specific intraday
large payments in order to settle these promptly, and at the same
time to maintain a larger portion of liquidity available so that we
are given a liquidity optimization process where one knows suffi-
ciently far ahead when we need to ensure large payments, when
this will occur and to what extent it overlaps with other relevant
payments. Well-managed payment system participants handle cash
flows according to priority and their urgent payments are processed
first, while less relevant ones are settled through a queue-like mecha-
nism, typically managed using a model that processes the payments
due and offsets those to be settled at the same time. Penalties for
delayed payments or collateral posting could help prompt settlement,
and schemes of increasing costs for delayed payments, possibly
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weighted by size, are also designed to encourage such behaviour in
the participants.

2.4.8 Intraday l iqu id i ty r isk in the case of Lehman
Brothers

As many remember, and as also frequently mentioned in this book,
on 15 September 2008, Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. filed for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Evidence presented in the auditor report
suggests that insufficient liquidity available was a major factor that
led to its default. On September 14, the bank was no longer capable
of funding its daily operations due to its clearing bank’s collateral
claims as it was using most of the available resources to meet intra-
day liquidity requirements. The bank used several correspondent
banks and each ensured an intraday liquidity and credit facility to
smooth payment settlement. They increasingly used their available
resources to cover intraday and shorter term liquidity requirements;
by the end of the first quarter of 2008 these assets amounted to
$34 billion and at the third quarter of 2008 they totalled $42 billion.
Over time, Lehman used these resources to post with its correspon-
dent banks to ensure intraday payments: when its correspondent
banks started reducing the intraday liquidity and credit lines and
higher haircuts were applied to tri-party repo collateral, a domino
effect triggered larger collateral requirements and some then asked
for cash deposits to ensure intraday payments. Towards the end, as
more and more of its assets were pledged for intraday payments to
correspondent banks, Lehman was left with just $2 billion of avail-
able assets and on September 15, when it had a net due outflow of
$4.5 billion, it didn’t have enough liquid securities and cash avail-
able. The bank didn’t correctly forecast and assess or estimate the
necessary resources for refinancing the intraday payments as this
was the most significant element affecting its refinancing capacity
asset pool, and it found out just too late that it didn’t have sufficient
resources.
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2.4.9 Some intraday l iqu id i ty monitor ing ind icators

The problems that can arise from intraday liquidity management are
not always predictable, and though sophisticated, there may be some
elements that can be included in control systems. As the Lehman case
showed, there are cases that can hamper sound liquidity management
processes in place, including the ones designed to tackle stress con-
ditions. Therefore, forecasting and preparing for possible difficult
market conditions will prove very useful. It will prepare the bank’s
management and address action plans with a preventative focus: this
will give precious time for analysis and discussion within the orga-
nization that will not be possible to carry out during crisis. There
are many factors affecting the usage of intraday liquidity in payment
systems and the wider the scope of dedicated controls, the more
likely a revealing indicator anticipating problems. Supervisors have
also made suggestions for valid intraday liquidity indicators, among
these the daily maximum liquidity usage and the available intra-
day liquidity, both dedicated to intraday needs and overall stock,
the total payments carried out in size and numbers and different
counterparties (see earlier on in this section on counterparty anal-
ysis for intraday liquidity management). Other factors to consider
are time-specific and other critical obligations and the value of cus-
tomer payments made on behalf of financial institution customers.
Intraday credit lines extended to financial institution customers
and their utilization statistics are also important to verify, along
with the timing of intraday payments for the different settlement
systems.

An important indicator to monitor is the maximum requirement
for intraday liquidity in normal market conditions, calculated as its
net cumulative intraday liquidity position over a period of time.
The net cumulative intraday liquidity position of a bank is the dif-
ference between the value of its payments received and made at
any point in the day. The bank’s largest negative net cumulative
position during the day will show the maximum intraday liquidity
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requirement on that day, where a positive figure indicates that the
bank got more inflows than outflows at a point in time during the day,
best calculated on actual settlement times rather than on the posting
to the correspondent bank. One way we can use this indicator is to
calculate the minimal amount of intraday liquidity requirement to
match the largest negative net cumulative position. A positive net
cumulative position, a surplus of intraday liquidity available, could
occur if it is relying on payments received from other system partic-
ipants to fund its outgoing payments.

The available intraday liquidity is the amount of intraday liquid-
ity available on a daily basis and in normal market conditions; we
will have to monitor the resources available at the beginning of every
business day and measure the minimal amount available during the
day, according to predefined time intervals.

We should set liquidity management such that it identifies and
prioritizes time-specific and other critical obligations in order to
meet them when expected; these are obligations that must be settled
at a specific time and if we cannot meet these obligations then we
will be sanctioned. We then need to identify the volume and value of
critical payments and verify they are promptly ensured; we should
also keep statistics of the obligations that for some reason fail to be
settled, reporting the different anomalies or errors in order to address
problems.

Another variable we need to monitor is the value of payments
ensured on behalf of customers: as the correspondent bank con-
trols the gross value of daily payments made on behalf of its bank
member, it is important we control the value of payments we pro-
vide for our customers and we should also have a list of the most
relevant ones.

Monitoring the total sum of intraday credit lines granted to finan-
cial institution customers is also an important indicator: here the cor-
respondent bank monitors the value of the credit lines used by type
extended to the largest five banks, and their maximal daily usage of
credit lines granted, by type of line.
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The timing of intraday payment, relevant for direct participants,
determines the average time of payment settlement through time,
and we should monitor whether there are relevant changes to these
levels. The indicator is calculated as the value-weighted average time
of settlement,

∑
(Value ∗ Time of settlement)∕

∑
Value

Banks can also use the underlying data of timing inflows and
outflows to set up stress scenarios that take into account possible
changes in the settlement dynamics.

2.4.10 Intraday l iqu id i ty stress scenarios

Intraday liquidity requirements and usage of available financial
resources can increase significantly during market difficulties, so
we should gauge the set stress to quantify the possible impact on
the intraday liquidity needs of the changing conditions, looking first
at changes in securities’ values. The regulators have outlined differ-
ent types of stress scenarios for intraday liquidity risk: a customer-
driven stress where the customer correspondent bank suffers a stress
event, forcing the other banks participating in the payment systems
to delay payments and so reducing further intraday liquidity avail-
able. We also have to assess a market-wide credit or liquidity stress
that affects the value of all the assets available for refinancing: this
could be a widespread reduction in market value or credit rating
of available assets for intraday payments. The indications obtained
from these stress testing and scenario analyses need quantifying for
the maximal daily liquidity requirement, also measuring the actual
residual available intraday liquidity and the possible modification in
total payments. We need to distinguish the analysis for the various
relevant intraday time periods, we also need to assess the payments
ensured on behalf of our own customers and the intraday liquidity
and credit lines granted to customers.
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2.5 FUNDING CONCENTRATION

Concentrations of funding sources can have a significant impact on
liquidity risk as well as systemic implications for the entire banking
system. Concentrations in market funding increase liquidity risk.
Increased reliance on market funding sources leaves institutions
more exposed to the price and credit sensitivities of major fund
providers. As a general rule, institutional fund providers are more
credit-sensitive and will be less willing than retail customers to pro-
vide funds to an institution facing real or perceived financial diffi-
culties. An institution’s ability to access capital markets may also be
reduced by events not directly related to it. For example, the Asian
crisis of 1997 and the collapse of the Russian ruble in 1998 increased
volatility and reduced liquidity for various capital market products:
following international sanctions on Russia for its Crimea annexation
and support to the Ukrainian civil war, it looks like we are now back
in a similar situation. Wholesale fund providers will likely refuse
to rollover existing funds at institutions whose creditworthiness is
(or appears to be) deteriorating. As a result, the institution may find
it more difficult to rollover its maturing short-term liabilities, espe-
cially any unsecured and uninsured borrowings such as commercial
paper. In addition, market funding has an effect on funding costs and
profitability, since it is more expensive than traditional core deposit
funding.

Concentrations in interbank funding entail contagion risks (see
Figure 2.5). Interbank funding can be a volatile funding source, espe-
cially in times of crisis, when confidence among institutions is lost
and they become reluctant to lend to each other. Concentrations in
a few providers of liquidity pose the risk that one significant inter-
bank or wholesale provider will withdraw from the market, or that
a large depositor will withdraw large numbers of deposits. Concen-
trations in secured financing sources pose the risk that funding will
not be available at all times or when needed. Institutions that depend
too much on securitization may encounter funding difficulties when
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markets are unable to absorb new asset-backed security issues and
institutions are forced to hold assets on their books. Possible returns
of receivable balances to the balance sheet, as a result of scheduled
or early amortization, may result in large asset pools that require bal-
ance sheet funding at unexpected or inopportune times. In addition,
adverse events in credit markets may result in liquidity and the sud-
den withdrawal of credit lines granted to asset-backed commercial
paper programmes, depleting banks’ cash reserves or liquid assets.

Institutions should actively monitor their funding sources to iden-
tify potential concentrations, and they should have a well-diversified
funding base. Potential concentrations should be understood in a
broad sense, encompassing concentrations in terms of providers of
liquidity, types of funding (secured vs. unsecured), marketplaces and
products, as well as geographic, currency or maturity concentrations.

The specific metric is meant to identify those sources of whole-
sale funding that are of such significance that withdrawal of this
funding could trigger liquidity problems. The metric thus encour-
ages the diversification of funding sources. Key elements to consider
in analysing funding concentration are:

� Funding liabilities sourced from each significant counterparty.
� The bank’s balance sheet total.
� Funding liabilities sourced from each significant product/

instrument.

Banks and supervisors should monitor both the absolute percent-
age of the funding exposure and significant increases in concentra-
tions.

2.5.1 Sign i f icant counterpart ies

The numerator for counterparties is calculated by aggregating the
total of all types of liabilities to a single counterparty or group of
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connected or affiliated counterparties, as well as all other direct
borrowings, both secured and unsecured, which the bank can deter-
mine arise from the same counterparty, such as for overnight CP/CD
funding.

A significant counterparty is defined as a single counterparty or
group of connected or affiliated counterparties accounting in aggre-
gate for more than 1% of the bank’s total balance sheet, although in
some cases there may be other defining characteristics based on the
funding profile of the bank. A group of connected counterparties is,
in this context, defined in the same way as in the Large Exposure
regulation of the host country in the case of consolidated reporting
for solvency purposes. Intra-group deposits and deposits from related
parties should be identified specifically under this metric, regardless
of whether the metric is being calculated at a legal entity or group
level, due to the potential limitations on intra-group transactions in
stressed conditions.

2.5.2 Sign i f icant instruments/products

The numerator for the type of instrument/product should be
calculated for each individually significant funding instrument/
product, as well as by calculating groups of similar types of instru-
ments/products. A significant instrument/product is defined as a
single instrument/product or group of similar instruments/products
that in aggregate amount to more than 1% of the bank’s total bal-
ance sheet.

2.5.3 Sign i f icant currencies

In order to capture the amount of structural currency mismatch
in a bank’s assets and liabilities, banks are required to provide a
list of the amount of assets and liabilities in each significant cur-
rency. A currency is considered significant if the aggregate liabilities
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denominated in that currency amount to 5% or more of the bank’s
total liabilities.

2.5.4 Time buckets

The above metrics should be reported separately for the time hori-
zons of less than one month, 1–3 months, 3–6 months, 6–12 months,
and for longer than 12 months. In utilizing this metric to deter-
mine the extent of funding concentration to a certain counterparty,
both the bank and the supervisors must recognize that currently it
is not possible to identify the actual funding counterparty for many
types of debt. The actual concentration of funding sources, there-
fore, could likely be higher than this metric indicates. The list of
significant counterparties could change frequently, particularly dur-
ing a crisis. Supervisors should consider the potential for herding
behaviour on the part of funding counterparties in the case of an
institution-specific problem. In addition, under market-wide stress,
multiple funding counterparties and the bank itself may experience
concurrent liquidity pressures, making it difficult to sustain funding
even if sources appear well diversified.

One must recognize that the existence of bilateral funding trans-
actions may affect the strength of commercial ties and the amount
of the net outflow. These do not indicate how difficult it would be to
replace funding from any given source. To capture potential foreign
exchange risks, the comparison of the amount of assets and liabilities
by currency will provide a useful analysis on currency mismatches
through swaps, forwards and so on.

2.6 MEASURING ASSET L IQUID ITY

Quoted prices for bonds and other assets acceptable for refinancing
as collateral only partially reflect the true value, especially when
markets are under strain. This is more likely valid for lower credit
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rating and less liquid markets, but it can also affect the portfolio of
normally liquid securities. There are several factors that we should
consider in determining the degree of liquidity of our available assets.
Regulators are also addressing the parameters to ascertain and quan-
tify the liquidity levels for the calculation of haircut and LCR, but
also for IFRS 13 Fair Value Adjustments and Additional Valuation
Adjustments as these need evaluating. Credit spreads versus risk-free
curves and bid-ask spreads are the two most important parameters
that need controlling and modelling: different levels of credit and
bid-ask spreads will set the degree of price certainty. As a result,
these will then provide necessary prudential price adjustments in
comparison to market quotes (fair value adjustments) but also capital
buffers for market uncertainties, close out costs and large positions
concentration (additional value adjustments) and the value of our
counterbalancing stock. The key variables to measure are therefore
the speed of trade execution, the size of transaction, the width of
bid-ask spread and bid-ask spread volatility both intraday and end of
day, and transaction costs. Applying such liquidity modelling to our
asset portfolio, we will be able to identify which are of the best qual-
ity for liquidity risk management in times of crisis and which might
be affected in terms of market quotes if there’s a credit worsening
or liquidity conditions deteriorate. For the determination of asset
liquidity, we should assess and quantify whether there are sufficient
market data available, looking at parameters that in various studies
and literature are proving robust liquidity risk measures. Hereafter
we will present some useful models to measure liquidity in financial
markets. We find some recurrent parameters that apply, these being
the dynamic of the bid-ask spreads as a key element to take into
account and to be modelled. Bid-ask spread data should be measured
during the day, the end of day indication being static and therefore
missing important informative power. We also have an interesting
element of information from the bid-ask spreads’ volatilities, which
is best if we can calculate on the intraday data rather than just that
at closing.
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Another useful and recurrent element is trade volumes for the
different financial instruments. The market-maker quotes for differ-
ent quantities can differ substantially from the actual listed official
ones, however: larger sizes or varying market conditions will affect
the prices. When analysing traded volumes, we should consider aver-
ages, seasonality effects, minima and maxima.

2.6.1 Standard l iqu id i ty rat io

A widely applied asset liquidity measurement is what I define here as
the standard liquidity ratio (SLR, to distinguish it from the regulatory
LCR), and quantifies the asset volume (V) needed for a percentage
change price (P):

SLRit =
∑T

t=1 PitVit∑T
t=1

||PCit
||

In the SLR above, the denominator is the absolute percentage
change of the asset price in the time interval considered. The reading
is that the greater the SLR, the higher the liquidity of an asset.

The Amihud and Mendelson (1986) model is also useful to deter-
mine market liquidity for a specific financial instrument and is based
on the average bid-ask spread over a set time interval. Indicated Rt(j)
as the average monthly return on an individual portfolio j’s asset, in
excess of the 90-day return on US Treasury bond, 𝛽 t(j) is the beta
coefficient for j’s portfolio, St(j) is the average bid-ask spread:

Rt(j) = c + 𝛼𝛽 t(j) + 𝛾 log St(j)

The Amihud and Mendelson (1988, 1991) model-tested results
indicate that average portfolio returns are getting higher together
with spread.
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Amihud, in 2002, proposed a measure for market illiquidity
(ILQ), analysing trade volumes and the correlation to liquidity
conditions:

ILQi
T = 1

DT

DT∑
t=1

Ri
t,T

Vi
t,T

DT represents the number of days of data available; R the return
on day t for year T; V is the daily volume applied to the same. The
day-t impact on the price of one currency unit of volume traded is
given by the ratio R/V. This index can give an indicative measure of
price dynamics and it is far easier to implement than models relying
on bid-ask spreads.

2.6.2 Determin ing impl ied spread

A popular and widely used liquidity measure is the one proposed by
Roll (1984) where we try to derive the actual spread from the market
price time series: the idea is that the return data also include the
spread components and therefore we can implicitly calculate it. The
Roll approach assumes market efficiency and the same information
for the participating counterparties, the spread component we can
therefore get from the return series as the trade volume-related one.
In order to get the spread element, we need the price series, Pt at
closing time t, oscillating between bid and ask quotes that depend
on the side originating the trade. We assume that this reproduces the
negative serial covariance observed in actual price changes and that
the equilibrium price is a random walk process, Vt = V + Vt−1 + 𝜀t

and the actual market price is Pt = Vt +
S

2
Qt, the spread being S,

constant through time, Q is a variable equal to +1 or −1 if the trade
is closed at bid or ask price. The change in the price is given by
ΔPt = Vt +

S

2
ΔQt + 𝜀t, if we assume that cov(𝜀t, 𝜀t−1) = 0 (market

information efficient) and that buy or sell orders are equally likely
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cov(ΔPt,ΔPt−1) = −1, we can derive the Roll spread measures in
the two equations below, where we get that the more negative the
return autocorrelation, the higher the illiquidity:

cov(ΔPt,ΔPt−1) = −s2

4

and the serial covariance estimator is obtained:

cov = 1⋅

n

n∑
t−1

ΔPt ΔPt−1 − ΔP2

The last term in the equation is the mean of the ΔP. Roll’s measures,
given the two assumptions set to obtain it, can be used to determine
the implied trades’ order spread but cannot be used in the quantifica-
tion of spreads where the information on market participants is not
symmetrical.





CHAPTER 3
Long-Term Balance

Funding liquidity is a risk that arises in the short term but
the seeds for this to become a major exposure for a financial
institution are spawned in the medium- and long-term strategic
management of the interest and refinancing of the bank’s bal-
ance sheet. Funding liquidity therefore becomes hard to manage
in cases where the bank hasn’t correctly taken into account the
dynamics of deposits, refinancing, asset re-pricing and growth.
This third chapter tries to address both the metrics and the risk
management elements to consider for a sound long-term bal-
ance of assets and liabilities. In the first part we analyse the
net stable funding ratio as set by the Basel capital accord and
assess the implications and validity for the bank’s funding con-
trol. In the second, an insight into sight deposits modelling,
looking then at the statistical methods and assumptions banks
can make on their private customers’ behaviours and the reli-
ability of such assumptions in stressed market conditions. The
third section then looks at stress testing and scenario analysis
for both the assets and liabilities, looking at the impact of such
hypotheses on funding liquidity, these being useful to address
longer term balance. Lastly, in the fourth section, the size and
quality of the securities available for refinancing are analysed,
as this is also an element to consider for longer term balancing
and liquidity management.
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3.1 STRUCTURAL FUNDING

While the very survival of banks is immediately concerned with
liquidity crises and day-to-day refinancing, and has been the focus
of Chapter 2 on short-term liquidity risk and the securities port-
folio set up against unexpected market developments and adverse
conditions, or that should be; the structural balance sheet of a bank
reflects its willingness to refinance with matching funds assets as
well as the market interest rate conditions and, more strategically, its
risk appetite and view on spread and liquidity risk. The short term
is unquestionably the most immediate commitment and obligation,
however this can be somewhat tackled using emergency central bank
financing, while the very survival of an institution and its profitability
depend on its long-term balance sheet maturity profile – say the dis-
parity or degree of difference between maturing assets and similarly
maturing liabilities. This will sound much the same as the traditional
ALM discipline and modelling, and indeed it is the very same logic
but taken on its liquidity impact: this is the meaning, then, of the net
stable funding ratio introduced in the new Basel 3 accord proposal.

The concept of a balance between maturing assets and funding
liability isn’t new at all, and indeed it is a core element of standard
ALM techniques. Here the supervisors have reviewed the weighting
and components to be included or excluded from the calculation to
improve banks’ shock and stress testing assessment and awareness.
In the Net Stable Funding Ratio the funding elements are set as the
sum of these liability elements:

� Equity and reserve capital, including preferred stock, as long as
there is no maturity or this is greater than one year.

� All liabilities with contractual maturities over one year.
� The portion of sight deposits and term deposits with con-

tractual maturities lower than one year but that the bank can
prove with strong statistical evidence will stick to the institution
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even during extreme market conditions, such as those recently
experienced.

� A part of the interbank money market funding maturing within
one year where the bank can demonstrate it will also be kept in
stressful market conditions.

In line with the coverage ratio, this coefficient is also intended to
be kept by banks at over 100 per cent to ensure a balance of fund-
ing sources over investments. It is a calculation to be performed
less frequently than the coverage ratio and it should be ensured
over time rather than punctually: it is important to ensure stabil-
ity over time, though it might occur that on some days it could
be standing below the minimal level. Another relevant element to
keep in mind is related to the ratio’s application to the individual
legal entity part of a group and the possibility of temporary differ-
ences in the ratio between these and the group overall; such a pos-
sibility should be discussed and agreed with the various regulators
involved.

3.1.1 Determin ing the avai lab le funding

The criterion for funding elements is to consider those over one year
and apply the contractual maturity for those expiring in over twelve
months or statistical modelling for sight and term deposits. These will
then be articulated by regulators into different categories of resilience
and for each a weighting factor will be indicated: the products for the
different categories will be added. Structural borrowing from central
bank lending facilities outside regular open market operations are not
to be included in the calculations as this would be misleading and
such facilities are intended as a temporary support (it is interesting
to assess the treatment of the European Central Bank’s long-term
financing operations offered to banks).

As explained, the available amount of long-term funding is
calculated by assigning the value of equity and other liabilities
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TABLE 3.1 Components of stable funding and weighting factors.

Weight Type of liability

100% The total amount of capital, including Tier 1 and Tier 2 as
defined in existing global capital standards issued by the
Basel Committee.

The total amount of any preferred stock not included in Tier 2
with maturity greater than one year, considering any explicit
or embedded options that could reduce it below one year.

The total amount of secured and unsecured borrowings and
liabilities, also including term deposits, with remaining
maturities greater than one year and excluding instruments
with embedded options reducing them below one year, such
as options exercisable at the investor’s discretion within one
year.

95% Stable non-maturity sight or term deposits with maturities under
one year of retail and small business customers.

90% Less stable non-maturity deposits and term deposits with
maturities below one year by retail and small business clients.

50% Unsecured money market funding, non-maturity deposits and
term deposits under one year, by non-financial corporates,
sovereigns, central banks.

Operational deposits.
Other funding not included in the categories above, secured or

unsecured, maturing within six months to one year, including
those from central banks and financial institutions.

0% All other liabilities not listed in the above categories, including
those without a contractual maturity.

Soruce: The author and EBA.

to one of five categories, as presented in Table 3.1. The amount
assigned to each category is to be multiplied by a weight (called an
ASF factor) and the sum of the weighted amounts will be applied to
the ratio.
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3.1.2 Required stable funding for assets

Consistent with the approach applied to liabilities, assets with matu-
rity over one year are articulated in groups or categories, multiplied
by a scaling factor (the required stable funding factor, RSF). The
multiplying factor applied to asset values is to determine the portion
of each that requires stable funding from some maturing liability:
assets considered by supervisors to be very liquid or available to act
for refinancing (repos, central bank and collateral pledge) in stressed
market conditions are considered to need lower liquidity for refi-
nancing and will get a lower weight or RSF factor. The weights for
the different assets entering the ratio are meant to represent or cap-
ture the portion of the bank’s balance sheet that would be less liquid
and could encounter difficulties being reduced or sold, or could not
easily be accepted as collateral, or, more simply, does not have the
legal characteristics for such refinancing.

Banks typically rely on sources of secured funding guaranteed
by their own assets often in one year, and in these cases they need
to verify their own secured issues’ maturing profiles. If the bank
will receive cash then the weight will be 0%, otherwise if it instead
receives another asset, then the weight to that specific asset needs to
be used. The assets that are pledged will be weighted in full (100%)
unless these return beforehand and within one year.

As per the liabilities, the weights and assets are presented in
Table 3.2. We need to take into account that the portion of amortizing
loans paying back within the one-year period can be treated as having
lower maturity.

Many potential off-balance-sheet exposures do not require direct
funding though they can lead to significant liquidity requirements in
stressed market conditions: for those of a weight as per the other
categories, the liquidity risk regulators deemed it appropriate to
address these too; a specific list of assets and weights is presented in
Table 3.3.
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TABLE 3.2 Asset stable funding weights and categories.

Asset category Weights

Cash reserves (coins and banknotes), central bank reserves,
unencumbered loans to banks subject to prudential
supervision with maturity lower than 6 months.

0%

Available, unpledged Level 1 assets 5%
Available, unpledged Level 2A assets 15%
Unencumbered Level 2B assets 50%
HQLA encumbered for a period of 6 to 12 months.
Loans to banks subject to prudential supervision with maturity

of 6 to 12 months.
Deposits with other financial institutions for operational

purposes.
Other assets with a maturity lower than 12 months including

loans to non-banks, non-financial corporate customers,
retails and SMEs, sovereigns, central banks, public entities.

50%

Residential mortgages of any maturity that would qualify for
the 35% or lower risk weight under the Basel 2
Standardized Approach.

Other loans, excluding loans to financial institutions that
would qualify for the 35% or lower risk weight under the
Basel 2 Standardized Approach.

65%

Loans to retail customers and small business customers as
defined in the LCR with a maturity under one year, other
than those that qualify for the 65% RSF above, excluding
those to financial institutions.

Unencumbered securities, including exchange traded equities,
that are not defaulted and do not qualify as HQLA.

Physical traded commodities, including gold.

85%

All other assets unencumbered for a period of one year or
longer.

All other assets not included in the categories listed above.

100%

Source: The author and EBA.
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TABLE 3.3 Off-balance-sheet categories and weights.

Category Weight

Conditionally revocable and irrevocable
credit and liquidity facilities to any
client

5% of the undrawn portion

Other contingent funding obligations,
including products and instruments such
as:

� Unconditionally revocable
uncommitted credit and liquidity
facilities.

� Guarantees and letters of credit.
� Other trade finance instruments.
� Non-contractual obligations such as

potential requests for debt
repurchases of the bank’s own debt
or that of related conduits, securities
investment vehicles; structured
products where customers
anticipate ready marketability, such
as adjustable rate notes and variable
rate demand notes; managed funds
marketed with the objective of
maintaining a stable value such as
money market mutual funds or
other types of stable value
collective investment funds.

National supervisors can
specify the RSF factors
based on their national
circumstances.

Source: The author and EBA.

3.2 CUSTOMER DEPOSIT MODELL ING

As our discussion is on liquidity funding risk management, we ought
to treat to some extent the matter of research on retail customers’
deposit stability and its modelling. One can find extensive literature
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on this topic and it is the subject of dedicated texts. Here we want
to present both the regulatory standing and assumptions on deposit
stability – the ratios imposed or assumed, and on the other hand the
actual impact of depositor behaviours and their actual volatility or
change in resilience impact on banks’ funding.

Funding through individual customers other than corporate and
wholesale markets is a core source of cash inflows for commercial
banks. With the exception of pure investment banks, most finan-
cial institutions nowadays depend on retail funding. The dynamic
of retail funding depends on many factors and is of paramount rel-
evance for the very survival of a bank but also for the new regu-
latory framework coming into force following the Basel 3 accord
(all the new prudential ratios have a core component addressing cus-
tomer deposit patterns or resilience). Funding through retail or indi-
vidual non-corporate customers differs substantially from the latter
through:

� Typically being of smaller amount.
� Numbering thousands or millions of individual separate

accounts.
� Resilience or reluctance to closing or moving the cash.

It is in particular the resilience part that will be addressed here, the
pattern or behaviour of customers when it comes to their bank cash
and savings funds. As we might observe with our own bank account,
we are bound to it through the many habits or services attached to
it: our mortgage is provided by the same bank, our credit cards are
issued by the same institution, we have banked at the same branch
sometimes since we first opened the account when students, house
bills are served through standing orders again given to the same
bank. In short, changing bank is not an easy and immediate act as
would be changing supermarket or holiday destination. The extent to
which one customer or millions of customers are loyal or stay with
the same bank depends on many factors, amongst these one could
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list historical time, country, region, personal income, risk awareness
and, increasingly, the bank’s own reputation or perceived strength
(these days one immediately quotes the example of Northern Rock’s
customers queuing to withdraw their funds; the images broadcast
on television of queues waiting their turn to get to the local branch
made people think of 1929).

Modelling resilience, often addressed as sight and savings
behavioural models, has been studied for decades and can be con-
sidered a well-covered and extensively researched field. One can
find statistical model types, social or behavioural assumption theo-
ries and a combination of the two. Rather than presenting a review
of the literature or research on these, we would like to analyse the
resilience pattern of such deposits on the banks’ liquidity ratios and
funding exposure.

Non-maturity deposits, such as sight, current accounts, savings,
demand deposits accounts and so on, are a major source of funds
for all banks. The characteristic feature of these kinds of deposits
is that they have no stated contractual maturity and the balance of
these funds can increase or decrease throughout the day without
any warning (although in practice the balance is quite stable) as
the depositors always have the possibility of adding or withdrawing
funds at any time (the embedded options that clients may exercise)
at no penalty.

The behaviour of non-maturity deposits reflects rational
decision-making on the part of customers based on two factors:
received value and perceived value. Higher interest rates paid rel-
ative to competitor rates and more consequential barriers to exit
create longer term indeterminate maturity deposits. One can often
observe that the volume of a non-maturity deposit position fluctu-
ates as clients react to changes in the customer rate and the relative
attractiveness of alternative investment opportunities:

� When interest rates rise, the total balance of non-maturity
deposits tends to fall as customers become more careful in
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sweeping their funds into long-term investments to lock up the
high level of yields (withdrawal).

� When interest rates are low, non-maturity deposits become more
profitable compared to alternative short-term investments. Their
perceived value is the answer to the question of why balances
remain on deposit for long periods of time even though the
financial advantage is negative. There are cases when clients do
not react to changes in the customer rate. Non-maturity deposit
funding costs generally demonstrate less volatility than market
interest rates. As a result, high non-maturity deposit volumes
may actually reduce reprising risk and moderate overall interest
rate risk. The cash flow modelling of non-maturing deposits
requires dividing deposits into stable and unstable balances.

The stable fraction of the current balance is called the core level
and is modelled as a permanent balance (long-term outflows), while
the volatile fraction is viewed as overnight money and serves as
a buffer for volume fluctuations. As observed in other cases, the
results obtained for the value of core deposits vary substantially by
institution, depending on the individual bank’s supply of deposits and
ability to retain deposits. This is important for financial decisions in
order to distribute over several years the total value that can be used
for investment proposals.

There are many factors to be checked and valued in projecting
the future pattern of individual customer deposits. When addressing
long-term maturity profiles for funding, outward to five years, one
should verify not only the past resilience and the country average
statistics, one should also discuss and profile a strategic scenario on
interest rate outcomes as well as depositor stability. The liquidity
cost component was often underestimated in such sight and savings
modelling, as it was mostly the core distribution and rate sensitivity
driving the sight’s possible time distribution, such that one could
sterilize or hedge the rates’ forward possible changes upwards or
down, by maturity, to lock or stabilize bank commercial spreads.
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Indeed the recent crisis has changed the focus and weight for sights
and savings funding, it is now more the assurance of maintaining –
or the statistical assumptions behind such funding projections – these
funds rather than their actual rate sensitivity that is increasingly the
focus of greatest attention. The 2009 Greek crisis brought a funda-
mental change into banking markets that had thus far proved rela-
tively unscathed by financial crises, like Italy or Spain, showing that
depositors can actually flee and withdraw money that one consid-
ered stable or resilient. Therefore, regulators are correct in asking
any bank, irrespective of its past performance or structure, to perform
funding deposit stress testing where depositors can leave and can do
so in a relatively short time (30 days or 90 days; whether there is a
definitively correct countdown is unsure and depends on the gravity,
intensity and the specific crisis and country affected, still it might
well be very fast, as the Spanish case proved, with billions of sight
and savings retail deposits being sent abroad to safer countries like
Germany or Holland).

3.2.1 Regulatory approaches on deposit stabi l i ty

Driven by experience of cases of sudden customer withdrawal, the
regulators imposed in the Basel 3 standards a tight stability coeffi-
cient, as discussed in the stress testing and liquidity coverage ratios.
These assumptions fall short of specific valuation both on the histori-
cal depositor behaviours and on the differences across countries. The
rationale is to ensure the central banks and governments have suffi-
cient certainty that the banks are not overly leveraging the deposit
base, as ultimately the assurance on deposit guarantee falls on them.
So, rather than being accurate in modelling, the drive has been more
likely a conservative assessment. As the crisis has shown, historical
patterns prove quite dubious and easily fail once the concrete risk of
banks not being able to meet their obligations and ensure payments
spreads. Any assumption in such circumstances might be generous,
as we saw in the case of Greek depositors and then Spanish. The real
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question then is the role of central banks in assuring deposit pay-
ments and in their surveillance. The possibility, therefore, that such
stringent assumptions on depositors will prevent a crisis remains to
be proven. Indeed, it is more likely to penalize bank profitability and
the possibility of ensuring convenient financing to the economy, as
the cost of liquidity buffers will translate into either higher spreads to
customers or reluctance to lend per se on the corporate customer side.
The experience is a two-sided story, one where corporate customers,
primarily the financial institutions accessing the provisioning mar-
kets on a daily basis, have the first impression and evidence of other
banks’ difficulties. This will anticipate private depositors and, in the
form of reduced lending, will rapidly drain corporate liquidity. The
regulators have addressed this correctly. The second aspect, more
related to costs and crisis length and peculiarity, results in likely
increased facilities amongst institutions with similar problems at
times of drained money market flows.

3.2.2 Depositor behaviours

The government deposits insurance protection scheme is assured
typically for private individuals. We mentioned corporate behaviour
and predictable reactions when crises or difficulties in the markets
loom, more rapidly averting or shifting sums or hampering lend-
ing. The case is quite substantially different for private customers,
here generically addressed though major differences will be seen
for affluent private banking depositors, typically assuring millions
of base sums, and the more general mass market depositors. The
affluent will be better informed and tend to be investing in a more
sophisticated product range than plain sight or term deposits. They
are also more likely to be fleeing rapidly like corporate deposits,
therefore addressing these inflows differently from the mass mar-
ket one is quite correct. Mass market depositors span students to
pensioners, throughout the general population. They will likely be
with one bank, rather than multiple relations as might be seen for
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corporate and affluent customers. In many countries, especially those
where there have been few or no bank runs or large banking fail-
ures that have led to depositor losses, the trust in governments and
central banks ensures stability for mass funds. Thus, the very first
analysis the liquidity risk manager ought to perform is a country-
specific assessment of previous crises and banking stability, central
bank intervention and media standing. An aspect often left aside or
unmentioned is the government’s capacity to drive communication
or, put differently, the influence on media, as mass markets’ trust
in institutions when it comes to banking deposits depends largely
on this perception, panic often leading to irrational actions. Contin-
gency plans then should be drafted both at individual bank but also
at regulatory level. We can see in Figure 3.1 the historical levels
of a bank’s sight items (the data presented are in billions of euros).
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Historical variations might depend on several different factors, like
for example central bank inflation targets or the monetary base, the
economic cycle, etc.

The increased relevance of internet accounts and therefore the
facility to open, close or transfer across banks is changing mass
depositor behaviours, and these are adding speed and volatility to a
large chunk of small accounts. They ought to be monitored, statistics
of sudden or unusual patterns analysed and discussed at managerial
level when likely experienced during liquidity crises, and should be
regularly presented to group strategic committees, such as the group
Alco. Accounts that are just offered online with special conditions
or features in terms of remuneration should indeed be kept separate
from traditional ones.

Communication is the main trust and stability driver, news with
a negative outlook on the institution affects deposit behaviour; infor-
mation coming from penalties of any kind, operational problems
and frauds, senior management reputation, rating agencies’ assess-
ment and updated releases, and quarterly reports are all important
elements that may affect the reputation and perception of a bank’s
soundness.

3.2.3 Model l ing assumpt ions and impacts on funding costs

Given that it isn’t the intent herein to address the mathematical mod-
elling and statistical assumptions of any deposit stability (sight and
savings viscosity), we shall analyse the possible impact on funding
of such assumptions. There are different degrees of sophistication
and complexity in modelling resilience or stability over time of mass
customer deposits. The first question and assumption relates to the
estimate of the portion at any given time of the percentage of deposits
that are stable, though they legally and contractually can be with-
drawn at any time. Apart from risk aversion and a regulatory pruden-
tial stance, as indicated before the consumer attitude towards bank-
ing and deposits can change rapidly and is also affected by changes
in spending patterns, strong seasonality factors and demographic
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factors. All of these elements assume that a significant portion of
deposits at sight or short term is indeed renewed and maintained at
banks as times goes by. It is also worth noting that inflationary rates
will have a dramatic impact on the modelling. The second aspect
to assess is the supposed forward maturity; again, these have to be
consistent to banks’ set risk appetite and structural balance sheet’s
interest rates exposure. The longer the estimated maturity and the
larger the portion of sights and short-term deposits assumed stable,
the greater the impact of yield curve shifts of the balance sheet. In
brief, the greater the willingness to believe and trust the stability
and validity of such models, the more likely the balance sheet merits
management intervention accordingly. I deem a cautious approach
preferable, there being too many variables and elements that might
in the medium term invalidate hedging taken. Non-maturity deposits
have a few common characteristics:

� Account holders can add and subtract balances at any time with-
out costs.

� There is no specific maturity.
� The interest rate of these accounts usually follows the open

market interest rate.
� The stock usually changes in response to changes in the open

market interest rate.

Evaluating the mark-to-market value of non-maturity deposits is
difficult. However, it is important information when evaluating the
bank’s exposure to interest rate risk. Theoretically, the maturity,
duration and interest rate risk are zero because the assets can be
withdrawn at any time at their face value. This means that they do
not have an effect on the bank’s interest rate risk at all. In practice, the
opposite is true. The difference between the interest rate of the non-
maturity deposit and the market rate varies the most when compared
to other deposits.

Banks generally make three different assumptions about the rate
indexation and maturity of non-maturity deposits. For example, the
bank may consider them fully rate sensitive and as short maturity
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because the bank may at any time elect to change the rates paid
on those funds. Other banks consider these to be fixed-rate funds
with longer maturities because management only rarely changes
the rate paid on the deposits. An alternative view to non-maturity
deposits is to view them as products with embedded options whose
maturity or rate indexation will depend on the behaviour of customers
and competitors and the pricing policies of bank management. The
assumption of embedded options implies that management’s view
of the maturity and rate indexation can change with the interest rate.

Non-maturity deposit rates are usually much lower than market
interest rates. Moreover, the interest rate earned on these accounts is
usually market-driven but with various paces of adjustment. In some
cases, the interest rate is near zero while some savings accounts have
interest rates set at a notional level with low correlation to market
interest rates. The deposit rates for some accounts tend to be also
somewhat discrete. Furthermore, the general market competition has
an impact on the bank’s pricing behaviour.

There is also empirical evidence that the total funds in non-
maturity deposits move in response to changes in market interest
rates. The general interest rate level has an impact on the customer
behaviour, because the customer’s opportunity cost increases with
interest rates. In practice, a holder’s objective is to keep a min-
imum positive balance in their account to be able to meet their
liquidity or short-term savings needs. Usually, when market rates
increase, holders tend to keep their current accounts at their min-
imum balance and transfer unnecessary money to more profitable
assets. In contrast, when market interest rates decrease, customers
are likely to keep their savings in current accounts. This implies that
the stock of deposits might also respond asymmetrically to market
rate changes. In particular, this is the case when the deposit interest
rate is reviewed rarely or is fixed forever. The sensitivity of deposit
stock to market interest rates is a relevant source of interest rate risk
and should be taken into consideration when planning a hedging
strategy.
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3.2.4 Dynamic regression models

We can further explore demand deposit modelling and assumptions,
as they are such a key element in liquidity management. The lit-
erature here is ample and consolidated, some references are listed
in the bibliography and many more can be found easily through
a web search. I am mentioning here just one: the Jarrow and van
Deventer (1998) dynamic regression sight deposit mechanism. The
authors link the demand deposit rates to the domestic banking mar-
ket dynamics (these are the beta factors in the equation below) and
to the actual interest rate levels (r):

i(t) = i(t − 1) + 𝛽0 + 𝛽1r(t) + 𝛽2(r(t) − r(t − 1))

where the change in the demand deposit rate is a function of both the
level of market rates (r) and of the 𝛽0, 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 that are the domestic
sight deposit market characteristics (e.g. the degree of banking sector
concentration, private customer loyalty, internet banking develop-
ment/penetration); Jarrow and van Deventer imply serial correlation
to be one.

In order to take into account varying interest rates on non-
maturity demand deposits versus treasury securities, Jarrow and van
Deventer make the assumptions (I deem pretty simplified but still rea-
sonable) that we have two types of buyers/sellers in the non-maturity
demand deposit market: banks and financial institutions and private
investors. Jarrow and van Deventer assume here that there are rele-
vant restrictions in force and some mobility resistance in the demand
deposit markets (e.g. historical fidelization towards banks; market-
ing, residential mortgage clauses imposing current accounts to be
kept at the financing bank, indirect account closing costs like chang-
ing billing address or issuing a new credit card). On the financial
operators’ side, it is the trading experience, the wholesale customer
bases, expensive technological requirements and regulatory capi-
tal that constitute the constraints/barriers in competing with banks.
This entails that only few banks access the demand deposit markets;
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individual investors do not have such limitations. Jarrow and van
Deventer also assume that private investors and banks have the pos-
sibility of getting liquid treasury securities and that short selling is
possible for both.

Jarrow and van Deventer assume that zero-coupon bonds are
freely traded and so are money market accounts, and that the return of
a money market account is aligned to the shortest maturing treasury
bond and this will distinguish it from a demand deposit. We can then
determine the risk-free interest spot rate, r(t), as follows:

r(t) = 1
P(t, t + 1)

− 1

where P(t,T) is the zero-coupon bond reimbursing at maturity T, with
the price at time t. Then the value of the money market account (B)
can be obtained by rolling the shortest maturity zero-coupon bond
over:

B(t) = B(t − 1)(1 + r(t − 1)), where B(0) = 1

The Jarrow and van Deventer model assumes that there are only a
limited number of banks and that these can issue demand deposits
with a periodic rate i(t) and that the costs are included in the rate
i(t). It is assumed that demand deposits are floating-rate instruments
paying i(t), net of administrative expenses.

Jarrow and van Deventer show that a demand deposit for banks
can also be presented as an interest rate swap, where the principal
is dependent on past market rates and deposits are considered as
non-defaulting instruments. The net present value of such a swap
will then be:

V(0) = D(0) + E

(
𝜏−2∑
t=0

D(t + 1) − D(t)
B(t + 1)

)
− E0

(
D(𝜏 − 1)

B(𝜏)

)

−E0

(
𝜏−1∑
t=0

i(t)D(t)
B(t + 1)

)
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Here, V(0) is the net present value of demand deposit from time 0 to
time 𝜏, calculated as an initial deposit at D(0) plus the changes over
time. It is netted of the return of the 𝜏 −1 deposit at time 𝜏 and of
the present value of administrative costs.

The net present value is an estimate of the bank return from
issuing demand deposits. The equation can also be expressed as:

V(0) = E0

(
𝜏∑

t=0

D(t)(r(t) − i(t))
B(t − 1)

)

This being the discounted cash flows from investing D(t) into
short-term investment and receiving r(t) at a cost of i(t) each time.
At time t+1 the payment of D(t)[r(t)− i(t)] is assured. This is like an
interest rate swap maturing after 𝜏 periods, where one gets floating
at r(t) and is paying floating at i(t) and an amortizing/expanding
principal of D(t) at t.

This can also be applied to identify the optimal hedging for
demand: Jarrow and van Deventer would then be going long on the
shortest bond with D(0) and shorting the interest rate swap. We can
also add the reserve requirements to the model:

V(0) = E0

(
𝜏−1∑
t=0

D(t)(1 − m)(r(t) − i(t))
B(t − 1)

)

Where reserve requirements are (1− m)r(t) and the interest paid
i(t) is the funds the bank must hold against specified deposit as per
the national regulation in force.

3.3 STRESS TESTING AND SCENARIO ANALYSIS

As applied to banks, stress testing is the assessment of their liquidity
position and changes in the risk exposure when we assume severe
market conditions. Stress testing is necessary to support strategic
decision making and to set aside the necessary prudential financing
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means. The term stress testing also often refers to the analysis and
specific tests that take into account the potential impact of severe but
still plausible changes in the macroeconomic and financial market
conditions.

Stress testing can be performed to assess whether there are ade-
quate financial resources, valid processes, limits or IT systems. Liq-
uidity stress testing will need to ascertain that our liquidity man-
agement and controls system are capable of enduring market and
economic shocks. Liquidity stress testing needs to verify the validity
first of the governance and control systems. We should also eval-
uate our contingency and emergency plans (see Chapter 5). It is
also important to test the validity of the liquidity risk measurement
methodologies in place and check the changes on risk calculations.
Further, we need a stress testing analysis performed before new
systems and procedures or products are released, considering the
liquidity risk component explicitly and as a separate element.

Scenario analysis further completes the stress testing: these are
ad hoc analyses where custom designed shocks or changes in market
parameters are tested and results analysed to gauge systems or limits
or other relevant variables.

3.3.1 Using stress test ing to improve banks’ own risk
governance

The role of the board and senior management once again is crucial
in the stress testing framework: it needs to take into account the
indications provided in the liquidity risk governance framework
(including control, contingency funding plan and stock of high
quality liquid assets). Liquidity risk control is expected to present
to the board and senior management the results of the stress testing
and a suggested action plan derived from this. The objectives and
specific relevant scenarios should also be indicated from the senior
management, the company’s board should proactively discuss the
results of the analysis and the strategic implications.
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Experience clearly shows that the more articulated the stress
testing analysis and the senior management involvement in the dis-
cussion, the more likely the company will be able to cope with sudden
changes in market conditions. The stress testing analysis should also
be subject to regular thorough review so that it is itself experienc-
ing a re-assessment (often this is not done or it is performed rarely,
providing eventually a pretty meaningless analysis).

The involvement of the company’s board eventually becomes
necessary not just for the required formal awareness of potential risk
exposures but also to ensure the necessary investments are granted
budgets and the strategy case is reviewed and implemented (thus
the necessity of such a high-level sharing process). Unfortunately,
it is the problematic and unwanted that emerges from stress testing
analysis, and as it is very complicated to prevent or get ready for
such rare or extreme events, the management will be facing tough
strategic impacts and decision processes.

3.3.2 L iqu id i ty stress test ing rat ionale

Many financial crises have shown, especially when it comes to liq-
uidity risk, that banks in general are not adequately prepared (though
some are). An important factor is that the stress testing or emergency
and scenario shocks were not adequate or, in most cases, did not serve
their purpose. It is fundamental, apart from the validity and logic
applied in performing stress testing, that the results and the ratio-
nales do not remain as an isolated analysis or confined to a reporting
process: we should make sure the stress testing results are an integral
part of the company’s strategic decision-making process. We should
ensure that there is an active discussion amongst the senior man-
agement on the results presented and that the analysis is regularly
challenged. We should seek feedback from the various divisions and
businesses most affected and those that apparently are unscathed.

A common perceived weakness or reason for the ineffectiveness
of stress testing analysis is related to the extreme and, at times,
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completely unrealistic events considered: in short, the exercise was
totally hypothetical and lacked the critical feedback of the relevant
functions involved, it was a kind of sterile reporting process. Stress
testing can also be of no advantage if, though well designed and
carried out, it remains an additional reporting factor that is never
challenged nor reviewed and no decisions ever follow from it. This
actually is an indicator to be monitored: if no decisions nor review are
taken from the analysis results, then its set-up and content must be
changed, but it might even be necessary to rethink the whole internal
process. We might experience improvements through adding some
new elements to the analysis (changes should be quite frequent in the
set-up and the parameters applied) or forcing some decision making
as routine following its presentation to the relevant risk committee
or the board.

Both the regulators and best practice envisage a change in
approach for the different stress tests performed within banks, mov-
ing forward from single risks and stand-alone analysis (e.g. single
business line or legal entity testing) and implementing instead wider,
group or cross-risk types and divisions analysis. This will improve
correlation impact analysis and unexpected decoupling assessments,
possibly identifying unconventional situations that one could mea-
sure. It is the case that devoting time and effort to regularly challeng-
ing and improving these analyses will likely result in more experi-
enced checks and valuable results.

Another valuable lesson learnt is that stress testing was not suffi-
ciently flexible to market, political and economic condition changes
(e.g. difficulties in combining, new scenarios or parameter setting).
We should ensure, then, that there are adequate budgeted investments
dedicated to stress testing analysis so that databases and calculation
engines permit flexibility on portfolios and parameters, as well as
different frequencies including intraday if needed. The test com-
plexity can vary significantly as we may have single-factor analysis
to very articulated multi-factor analysis. There may be additional
analyses to assess the impact of stressed macroeconomic changes to
earnings or credit quality.
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We need to address stress testing data requirements and ensure
there is adequate availability in terms of timing and completeness. It
might be a substantial challenge for the largest financial institutions
with multi-country operations: data might differ across different legal
entities and could be difficult to transfer consistently. In this book
we have not reserved a dedicated section to data quality and the
possibilities for enhancing – other than via improved technology –
the information set available: I am of the opinion that the prob-
lems related to technology are unfortunately not the first and major
obstacle to the limitations that hamper banks, as the greatest obsta-
cles typically come from within the organization where there isn’t a
strong and systematic habit to challenge the information presented
in reporting. At lower and higher managerial levels it is not common
to ask the source, the date of closing consistency, the parameters and
assumptions made in the data reported. If such a practice was regu-
larly applied, the operational and qualitative limitations would then
be addressed in a timely fashion and, in brief, the technology teams
would have far greater time to sort out weaknesses and problems
rather than rushing in at the last minute. It is also a matter of openly
sharing across divisions problems and limitations in the analysis,
this would also focus attention on data quality over time.

Another important factor to be considered in stress testing analy-
sis is that banks’ risk models and pricing tools rely mostly (or solely)
on backward-looking historical time series. This unfortunately is not
sufficient for predicting problems, as time series suffer additionally
with the further limitation that the relations or correlations amongst
risk factors are not necessarily identifiable from historical patterns
and might change structurally. There is also a complexity in weight-
ing the historical time series shock phases and data, some disruptive
ones or anomalies can last for limited periods and be outweighed
by long time frames or perceived inadequately: deviating reactions
occur suddenly and might be relatively short lived, then normality
or structural new conditions can emerge. Indeed, financial market
history helps and is needed, but a valid stress-testing programme
nowadays cannot solely be structured on time series analysis and
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requires careful forecasting add ons. This implies that the stress
testing model cannot be a pure quantitative application and needs
qualitative judgement inputs. In sharing the results and validation of
the stress testing methodology, the regulator and internal functions
involved must challenge purely quantitative approaches and be wary
of the assumptions made in developing the programmes.

Another mistaken or questionable approach to stress testing mod-
elling is to assume financial products, especially those where the
market prices are less liquid and infrequent and the derivatives over
the counter are designed ad hoc for few clients, behave somehow
similarly to other financial products with similar features: here, too,
the recent crisis and abnormal conditions proved these assumptions
were not applicable.

Specific risks for liquidity funding should be taken into account
in stress testing programmes, like the possibilities, for example, of
a company always being in a position to issue own debt, or able to
raise funds at relatively stable spreads. We need instead to challenge
these hypotheses and include in the stress testing additional possible
requirements in terms of collateral posting in cases of multiple credit
notch downgrading on the counterparty credit risk exposure or on
the derivative hedging in place. The derivative positions will require
carefully designed analysis, as these are the most likely to be affected
in cases of financial crisis; liquidity needs to be assessed.

We should also consider within the stress analysis the possible
effect on perceived market reputation, with a focus on risks from off-
balance-sheet vehicles, and we should carefully assess specifically
the risks associated with commitments to structured credit securities,
including the case that assets will need to be taken on the balance
sheet for reputational reasons. Both for funding liquidity and other
risk types, there are important stress testing activities that need to
be performed to ensure the validity of stress analysis through time,
such as regularly assessing assumptions and striving for forward-
looking adjustments that consider the evolution of market conditions
or might anticipate it. For new financial products or new activities and
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markets, the assessment needs to be granular and the stress testing
regularly performed before these are authorized and undertaken.
Another important element, as seen before, and a weakness in much
stress testing, was the expected time period for shock and impact in
the simulation: we need to consider several different time periods in
the analysis.

3.3.3 Improving controls

So far the rationale to perform stress testing has been to forecast or
identify risk exposure that hasn’t emerged from standard analysis
and to prepare the banks to manage the unforeseen impact of a crisis
or problems. Another important purpose of such stress analysis is
to help the identification or the ongoing improvement of control
process design. The results of granular testing, if well set up and
performed regularly, will present indications for better controls in
the product pricing and modelling, in the distribution process, or in
the contingency liquidity planning or in the execution processes, and
so on. From this feedback is likely to flow data for developing newer
and better types of analysis: a kind of learning process where the
organization can grow and enhance performance from within, and
this will need to be articulated for the various businesses in the bank,
in particular the more operational ones.

3.3.4 Stress test ing methodology

The impact of stress tests is usually evaluated against one or more
models. The particular measures used will depend on the specific
purpose of the stress test, the risks and portfolios being analysed
and the particular issue under examination. A range of measures
may be needed to determine an adequate valuation of the impact.
Typical measures that can be used to carry out the liquidity stress
test assessment are high-quality liquid asset values, profit and loss,
available capital or risk-weighted assets, liquidity and funding gaps.
In order to effectively challenge the business model and support the
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decision-making process, the analysis has to assess the nature of
linked risks across portfolios and across time. A relevant aspect in
this regard is the role played by liquidity conditions for determining
the ultimate impact of a stress test.

Stress testing should cover a range of outcomes, especially
forward-looking ones, and aim to take into account system-wide
interactions and feedback effects. An effective stress test should
comprise a spectrum of different events, internal and external, and
have a range of severity levels, so as to understand possible vul-
nerabilities and the effect of nonlinear risks. These forward-looking
outcomes should include changes in portfolio risk exposures that are
not already part of the historical risk dataset: these can be obtained
from the contribution and expert analysts.

It can be helpful to conduct a stress programme including several
factors at the same time, because simply testing factors individually
may not reveal their potential interaction, particularly if that interac-
tion is complex and not intuitively understandable. Sensitivity and
event analysis has additional benefits in helping to reveal whether
quantitative approaches are working as imagined. For example, one
can check the assumption that a relationship continues to be linear
when extreme inputs are used. If the analysis results show that a
certain model is unstable or does not work as originally foreseen
with extreme inputs, then we should rethink the model or change
certain parameters or weights.

3.3.5 Reverse stress test ing

A stress test should also determine what events could challenge the
survival of the bank and possibly spot hidden risks and interactions
amongst these. In line with individual bank characteristics, such
stress tests should span the relevant business areas and include the
events that are considered very damaging. As part of the overall
stress testing assessment, it is important to include some extreme
scenarios that would cause the firm to become insolvent. We can
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also perform a stress test starting from the result of another stress
analysis and then try to identify and list what events could possibly
have produced such an outcome. As part of an overall stress test,
a bank should aim to take account of simultaneous pressures in
funding and asset markets, and the impact of a reduction in market
liquidity on exposure valuation. Funding and asset markets may be
strongly interrelated, particularly during periods of stress. We can
enrich stress testing analysis by considering interrelations between
many factors.

The effectiveness of risk mitigation techniques should be regu-
larly challenged and stress testing should facilitate the development
of risk mitigation or contingency plans for different cases. Banks can
enhance their stress analysis by considering highly leveraged coun-
terparties and their implicit vulnerability to specific asset classes or
market movements, assessing also the wrong-way risk for collateral
and underlying related assets. We may have large gross exposures
to leveraged counterparties like hedge funds or investment banks
that may be particularly exposed to specific asset types or market
movements. Typically these exposures are completely secured by
posted collateral and margining agreements: these exposures may
increase at once and have potential cross-correlation of credit risk
and negative correlation.

According to Basel 3, stress scenarios can use a minimum of
four time horizons including an overnight, a 30-day, a 90-day and
a one-year time horizon and one may be required to use more time
horizons where necessary to reflect capital structure, risk profile,
complexity, activities, size and other risk factors.

3.3.6 Scenario analys is

Scenario analysis and stress testing are often used and understood
as being synonymous. It can also be the case that stress testing com-
bines scenario analysis and therefore the two terms are indeed the
same exercise. I think that the correct difference between the two
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relates to the building logic behind each. The stress test covers an
extreme shock to a relevant variable, to some extent this could even
be uncorrelated to the historical level: the indications so far have
been to be carefully assessing risk factors’ time series, relevance
and duration, considering shocks that might not necessarily have
occurred in the past – in magnitude or perseverance – and analysing
the credibility and indications of results. Reverse stress was also a
suggestion, identifying the possible conditions (of markets or con-
trols) that could have produced such results.

Scenarios are a more qualitative exercise, not necessarily search-
ing for extreme events or radical shocks that are considered applica-
ble or, to some extent, could occur in reality. In short, while stress
testing is meant to assess the banks in cases of plausible but still rare
events, we shall consider instead the scenario as more of a more likely
event review that considers or might include some peculiar or infre-
quent situations but it might well occur in the ordinary future of the
organization. Stress testing might never occur, instead a combined
analysis of scenario and stress testing may enhance the capacity of an
organization to predict and manage unforeseen situations. As said,
most bank stress tests were not designed to capture the extreme mar-
ket events that were experienced, some factors in the stress tests did
not follow real cases as these developed. Stress programmes tended
to reflect milder shocks and assume shorter durations; it was clear
that there were correlations in portfolio positions, risk factors and
markets in cases of systemic crisis.

Banks have many techniques to build scenarios, usually these
first result from feedback and the indications of experienced analysts
and management. The inputs are then put to work starting from some
event, internal or external, and from there tuned to the specific factors
or processes we want to assess. For funding liquidity, the cash flow
projections, broken down by product and customer, should be struc-
tured in the scenario and stress testing combined analysis: specific
changes to customers and groups of clients’ behaviour, simultane-
ous and partially aligned negative impact on collateral posting on
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derivative obligations and variations of credit rating of some coun-
terparties. Listing these factors, the complexity behind a credible and
sound exercise emerges at once:

� We need timely and complete datasets, validated and recognized
by involved functions (this might not be taken for granted, as
accounting and managerial data often differ significantly, as does
risk and business information).

� Multiple factor relations cannot be calculated and implemented
immediately, especially if we do not have sufficient historical
information available.

� Extreme shocks or wide ones do not follow a recipe, we need to
understand what is the credible and logical threshold/level, this
needs discussion and above all good understanding of markets
and their complexity.

� The perimeter is also an important element to identify, checking
the whole bank/group or single country or legal entity might
give a very different result and validity in terms of decision-
making.

A good approach is to combine many scenarios together with
stress testing of some key market parameters; also, it is worth group-
ing differently business lines or subsidiaries or portions of risk fac-
tors. The wider the scope and the variety of scenarios and parameters,
the more interesting and likely useful the results, but also the com-
plexity in calculation and feedback gathering.

A way to approach funding liquidity scenario analysis is to
use liquidity at risk models (see Chapter 4) and combine results
qualitatively into the structured stress testing after feedback from
experienced analysts on the results.

We should look at liquidity in the money markets and vary-
ing conditions with scenario analysis, assuming a variety of cases
and hypotheses, ideally reviewing these regularly with the bank’s
treasury.
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3.3.7 Internal capita l and stress test ing

In order to ensure financial stability, supervisors pay attention not
only to the single bank level of liquidity risk, but also the risks that
any large single institution poses to the financial markets, particularly
relevant for companies are larger international organizations that
have a large share in terms of volumes, transactions and participation
to payments and settlement systems.

It follows, then, that stress testing will be an integral component
in the internal capital adequacy assessment process (ICAAP) for
bank self-assessment of risk exposure and capital requirement, to
ensure sustainability. Stress tests should also be used in regulatory
discussions on capital adequacy assessments. Bank risk managers
nowadays are aware of both the importance for regulators of stress
testing and also of the ICAAP process: the two must be a live process
and cannot be limited to a summary document or reporting to senior
management and the board of directors. The ICAAP should include
a stress testing indication and the corrective measures resulting must
be indicated. The disclosure on stress testing results will then be
an increasing part of the process: I expect rating agencies and the
market to also require disclosure.



CHAPTER 4
Liquidity Value At Risk

This fourth chapter deals with a matter requiring a dedicated
book, separate from funding liquidity risk, and it is for this rea-
son the shortest. For completion, a brief insight on the separate
topic of liquidity risk, the value of risk modelling considering
liquidity effects in the prices of securities, has been included.
The first section introduces models and estimations for secu-
rity liquidation timelines in market risk measures. The second
presents the market liquidity adjusted risk modelling approach
to adjust for various securities’ different levels of liquidity.

4.1 MARKET L IQUID ITY EFFECTS

In the context of market risk, liquidity is the risk resulting from
being unable to dispose of securities and positions at a reasonable
cost and in due length of time, these being the trade-off costs of
the immediate disposal and the risk of keeping the position. The
costs will largely depend on the size of the position compared to
the normal market size of the transaction and security type, these
varying from extremely liquid to the opposite extreme.

123
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4.1.1 Market volat i l i ty

The price volatility measured from the opening time to the closing
is typically significantly higher than the volatility taken from one
closing to the next.

Infrequently traded stocks are characterized by large bid-ask
spreads, conversely extremely liquid bonds, such as US Treasuries,
are traded in small size and thin bid-ask ranges. The breadth of the
spread depends on market supply and demand size for any specific
security at a precise time: it varies depending on the securities, on
the demand and supply at the time of quotation and on the markets’
appetite for specific types of security. The type of order and its
execution will drive the bid-ask spread. We can list different types
of market orders:

� A market order that can be filled at market or prevailing price.
� A limited order when one sets a limit to sell or buy securities at

a given level or better.
� A day order is applicable for a specified trading day then is

cancelled.
� A fill or kill must be executed immediately and in its entirety or

not at all.
� A stop order that applies when the security passes a certain price

level.

The bid-ask spread is essentially a negotiation in progress and, to be
successful, traders must be willing to take a stand and walk away in
the bid-ask process through limit orders.

4.2 MARKET L IQUID ITY VALUE AT RISK

The financial market developments described above have reinforced
the interaction between funding liquidity risk and market liquidity
risk. This has consequences for the management of liquidity risk.
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The strong link between funding liquidity risk and market liq-
uidity risk is closely related to the move towards the originate-to-
distribute model of banking. This is a sophisticated mechanism that
relies on complex products, liquid markets and a large number of
operators to allocate risk efficiently. The shift to such a model places
greater importance on the interaction of funding and market liquid-
ity, particularly in stressed market conditions. The difficulty with
this model is that products may be opaque, market liquidity may
dry up, and some operators may have opposing incentives. Thus
this model leads to a number of risks intrinsic to its mechanism or
linked more generally to the greater interdependence of the financial
system.

Banks’ treasuries keep asset stocks available for repo or actual
disposal for normal financing needs and additional stocks in case of
strained funding conditions. The liquidity of the various assets kept
for financing will vary depending on the type of asset, and these
will also change over time. While some assets will maintain high
liquidity in complex market conditions, others will prove to be far
more difficult to use in times of market stress. The quantity also
affects the asset’s liquidity, as trying to dispose of large quantities
of less liquid assets may trigger additional market illiquidity and
further increase the difficulties in disposing of the assets and getting
the funds needed. Indeed, in most market conditions, the sale of
the assets may not even be feasible at all if not through a private
transaction rather than through the market. Funding difficulties may
also relate to credit market conditions, and then a bank cannot ensure
a loan nor securitize loan portfolios.

If liquidity funding is hampered, we might be forced to sell at
once securities or more valuable assets, thus experiencing losses
and so weakening results and the capital base. Often, the effects are
exponential and can result in a spiral loop where the attempts to
sell assets can further limit market liquidity and so also affect other
banks’ liquidity facilities. This could lead to an overall decrease in
prices caused by such a large disposal all at once and thus reduce the
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funding capacity for all the owners of such securities. In turn, this
might affect the prices of similar or related securities and will put
pressure across the financial market as a whole. As a result, the banks
might seek secured interbank lending so as not to have to dispose
of the assets, but this might be hampered by credit risk concern:
usually market difficulties will reduce credit line availability. Hence
the domino effect: market and funding liquidity conditions can be
amplifying, leading to liquidity bottlenecks and, as we know when
analysing the effects of reputation on depositors’ stability, confidence
plays an important role in trust in a bank and this is of even greater
relevance in the wholesale financial markets.

So market and funding liquidity variations are fundamental to
predicting looming financial crises, as these two risks are linked
and the potential systemic consequences of liquidity shortages are
inevitably affected by asset valuations. Globalization of financial
markets has also increased the risk of contagion across countries.
The set of these time series shows that funding and market liquidity
correlation becomes stronger as financial markets worsen. An impor-
tant element to consider is the hypothesis of asset prices in normal
market conditions and in particular those regarding the correlations
among assets and securities: these can alter during a financial crisis,
leading to a very different correlation structure. Avalanche effects
and fear of contagion can lead to correlation anomalies (if compared
to normal market conditions). Quite interestingly, there is evidence
that funding liquidity will also modify liquidity of prices for largely
volume traded assets like government bonds.

We can identify three distinct relations of funding and market
liquidity. One occurs when the reduced market liquidity is also reduc-
ing the funding capacity of the bank through these assets. Another
is related to the volatility of prices as a result of higher haircuts
and margin calls applied in repos and associated refinancing transac-
tions. In addition, higher volatility for derivatives trades will affect
the collateral requirements: banks will have to increase posting and
this will affect their overall available resources for refinancing.
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Market risk arises from the changes in level or volatility of
asset/security prices. Typically, mid-prices of bid/offer are used for
the Value at Risk (VaR) evaluation, though this needs to be adjusted
at the time of sale (liquidation) as it will be carried out not at the
mid but at the lower bid price. In addition, size and time affect the
bid price level itself. The actual price at which the transaction will
be executed varies as the size and speed of the transaction affects
the bid-ask spread. It also will vary depending on the width of the
spread. These elements indicate that VaR needs to reflect these liq-
uidation factors in order to provide for liquidity risk measurement.
It is therefore necessary to take into account liquidity risk in the VaR
measurement as in circumstances such as those described so far,
standard VaR models will lead to inaccurate or inadequate results,
including likely underestimation of exposure: the appropriate mea-
surement will lead to severe limit breaches and escalation being
triggered.

VaR adjusted for liquidity risk has been studied extensively – the
bibliography lists some works, the literature being vast and evolving
rapidly. There are a number of studies that are devoted to incorpo-
ration of liquidity risk into market risk VaR measurements; once a
model is estimated then we have to verify its accuracy and validity,
performing back-testing analysis and therefore comparing the results
for standard VaR measures and VaR inclusive of liquidity risk.

In order to measure the market liquidity cost or price for any
security, the actual executed traded price of an asset could be com-
pared to the middle of the bid-ask spread at the time of execution,
the liquidity costs can be measured as a percentage of the mid-price
for a quantity q at time t, Lt(q) function of trading fees F(q), the price
impact costs PI and the delay costs D in the executions:

Lt(q) = F(q) + PIt(q) + Dt(q)

F(q) are transaction fees and commissions, PIt(q) are price impact
costs for a q size transaction calculated as the difference between
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transaction price and the middle of the bid-ask spread. The Dt(q) are
costs incurred if a position cannot be immediately duly closed out.
The direct trading costs are normally of limited relevance for most
investors, especially in the wholesale market and for professional
investors, while the delay costs are normally also limited for large
securities markets, they are more relevant for thinner traded securities
and assets. We can then concentrate on the price impact costs related
to the bid-ask spread: these will vary according to the size of the
transactions and will be limited for small positions but can increase
with larger positions, thus affecting the bid-ask spread if the size is
significantly larger than the standard market-makers’ quoted size.

We can then proceed with the calculation of liquidity risk, this
being the increase in costs (L(q)) changing through time, market con-
ditions and frequency and sizes of trades: some common approaches
to compute these liquidity costs are briefly presented so as to pro-
vide some elements for a complete liquidity risk valuation. Further
reading is listed in the bibliography and is beyond the scope of this
text.

Banks are required to calculate a standard, daily, relative Value-
at-Risk and we maintain this in the presented cases. A first simple
liquidity adjustment of a VaR measure can be factored in using
the bid-ask spread. One approach is to determine liquidity risk as
the worst possible transaction price and therefore the worst bid-ask
spread is added to the worst mid-price. The liquidity-adjusted total
risk could then be computed as:

L − VaR = exp(z𝜎r) + (𝜇s + ẑs𝜎s)

where 𝜎r represents the variance of the continuous mid-price return
over the appropriate time horizon while 𝜇s and 𝜎s are respectively
the mean and variance of the bid-ask spread. z is the percentile of the
normal distribution for the given confidence, factor ẑs is the empirical
percentile of the spread distribution in order to account for non-
normality in the bid-ask spreads. Applying this approach implies that
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bid-ask spreads can increase over time, which is particularly valid
during crises, but does not take into account the fact that liquidity
costs also augment with order size beyond quoted market-maker
size, so it could underestimate the liquidity impact. Though pretty
simple, this is a model that is easy to implement, relying on data that
are mostly available.

An alternative way to account for liquidity in VaR modelling is
considering future time variation of prices and spreads and rather
than assuming a normal distribution for future prices and taking
the historical distribution for future spreads, applying non-normal
distributions for prices and spreads, in order to consider skewness and
kurtosis. This alternative parametric specification defines relative,
liquidity-adjusted total risk as:

L − VaR = 1 − exp(𝜇r + ẑr𝜎r) ×
(

1 − 1
2

(𝜇s + ẑs𝜎s)
)

where 𝜇r, 𝜇s and 𝜎r, 𝜎s are the mean and variance of the mid-
price return and spread respectively. ẑr, ẑs represent the non-normal
distribution percentile adjusted for skewness and kurtosis, according
to the Cornish–Fisher expansion:

ẑ = z + 1
6

(z2 − 1) ∗ 𝛾 + 1
24

(z3 − 3z) ∗ k − 1
36

(2z3 − 5z) ∗ 𝛾2

where z is the appropriate percentile of the normal distribution, 𝛾
is the skewness and k the excess kurtosis of the respective distribu-
tion. This approach yields more precise risk forecasts than the first
approach described.

Another approach is to identify the liquidity price effect from a
regression of past trades while controlling for other risk factors. From
this point of view, future price is driven by risk factor changes and
the liquidity impact of trading Nt number of securities as follows:

Pmid,t+1−Pmid,t = C + 𝜃Nt + xt+1 + 𝜀t
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where 𝜃 is the regression coefficient, x is the effect of risk factor
changes on the mid-price, C is a constant and 𝜀t the error term
of the regression. 𝜃 can be explained as the absolute liquidity cost
per security traded. Although based on transactional data, one can
approximate the transaction price with Pmid,t+1, so the market risk
effects are:

xt+1 = 𝛽 × rM, t × Pmid, t

where 𝛽 = Cov(r, rM)∕𝜎rmarket
is the beta factor for each individual

security return on a set portfolio, with a value-weighted portfolio
return rM over a set period. This can vary significantly depending
on standard deviation, minimum and maximum. The average liquid-
ity costs per individual security are very small. One can calculate
continuous, liquidity-adjusted net return as:

rnett(q) = ln
(

1 +
[
𝛽 × rM,t − 𝜃 ×

Nt + n

Pmid,t

])

for each standard-volume number of security n = q/Pmid, t to allow
for later comparison with other liquidity risk models. We can assume
the full position will be liquidated at once and then define relative,
liquidity-adjusted total risk as:

L − VaR(q) = 1 − exp
(
𝜇rnet(q) + z𝜎rnet(q)

)

where 𝜇rnet(q) is the 20-day rolling net return mean and 𝜎rnet(q)
is the

estimated net return variance (EWMA). z is the empirical percentile
of the net return distribution. While this liquidity measure seems
to be quite noisy, the approach has the general advantage of being
based on transaction data only and therefore it is a valid alternative
in those markets where liquidity cost data are not available.

There are models that consider the fact that liquidity cost
increases with order size by using limit order book data. Then one
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can use the liquidity cost measure weighted spread, which calculates
the liquidity costs compared with the fair price when liquidating a
position quantity q against the limit order book. Weighted spread WS
can be calculated as follows:

WSt(q) =
at(v) − bt(v)

Pmid,t

𝛼t(v) is the volume-weighted ask price of trading v shares calculated
as 𝛼t(v) =

∑
i ai,tvi,t∕v with ai,t being the ask price and vi,t the ask

volume of individual limit orders. An order of size q is executed
against several limit orders until individual limit order sizes add up
to q. The weighted spread is similar to the bid-ask spread and is the
cost of a round-trip for position q.

Mid prices present the average values between bid and ask prices,
and can be used for VaR calculation. This approach is not appropri-
ate in reality, as the price of the transaction differs from the mid-
price (note that the sale is implemented applying the bid price while
the purchase will take the ask price). In addition, if the volume of
the position exceeds the normal market size, then bid and ask prices
move in an adverse direction to the one desired, so that if the trader
is liquidating a large position then the bid price will be going down
once the traded quantity exceeds the normal market size. Thus, the
market liquidity risk can be divided into exogenous liquidity risk,
associated with the observed bid-ask spread, and endogenous liquid-
ity risk, connected to the influence of the liquidated quantity on the
price of the asset. One way to deal with market liquidity risk is to set
limits on positions in the portfolio, as it can enable the avoidance of
sufficient losses when one wants to liquidate the position.

The market can be characterized as a deep market or thin market
according to the level of impact of sales on price (if the influence of
a traded quantity on price is not significant and the realized spread
does not differ much from the observed one, then the market can be
referred to as a deep market; if the effect on price is large enough, then
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the market is thin). As an example of deep markets, the markets of
highly-liquid securities (such as treasury securities, main currencies)
can be considered; the depth itself reflects the activity of participants
in the market and volume of trading. Another two characteristics of
liquidity of the market are tightness and resilience. Tightness shows
how far the price of the transaction deviates from the mid-price,
resilience reflects the time necessary for the price to return to its
levels after the transaction is conducted. As in certain models that
will be considered below, spread is used in order to account for the
liquidity component in VaR; it will therefore be useful to look at the
concept of spread in more detail.

Some researchers point out that spread reflects three types of
costs: order processing costs (these costs are associated, for example,
with the state of technology, cost of trading), asymmetric informa-
tion costs (these refer to orders coming from informed traders) and
inventory-carrying costs (present the costs of maintaining open posi-
tions). Models, associated with spread can be used for incorporating
exogenous and endogenous liquidity risk in the VaR framework.

This research can be divided into two broad classes. First there are
models that consider the problem of accounting for the endogenous
liquidity risk by searching for optimal liquidation strategies of a
position. This is important as immediate liquidation of a position
results in high costs, but in the case of slow liquidation the position
is exposed to price risk, so there is a trade-off between execution
costs and price risk and the problem of finding the optimal trading
strategy appears. The latter can be done by minimizing transaction
cost or maximizing expected revenue from trading, then, based on
the received optimal strategy, liquidity-adjusted value at risk can
be derived. The second class of models is devoted to modelling
exogenous liquidity risk through studying the distribution of spread.
In addition, certain modifications allow the inclusion of endogenous
liquidity risk in this class of models. But before we start with models
presenting the approaches of the first group, we should mention the
ad hoc method of adjustment.
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4.3 VAR LIQUIDATION-ADJUSTED

One of the easiest ways of adding liquidity risk in VaR models is to
adjust the time horizon of VaR according to the inherent liquidity of
the portfolio. In spite of adjusting the time horizon to the inherent
liquidity of the portfolio, the calculation of value at risk assumes
that the liquidation of all positions is taken at the end of the holding
period rather than taken in orderly fashion during the given period; if
the liquidation of the portfolio is taken as orderly throughout the set
horizon period, the liquidation-adjusted value at risk is then obtained.
We begin with the model for one asset and one risk factor. The main
idea is to calculate the mean and variance of the portfolio value
defined when the liquidation is over, but the important point here is
that the portfolio is liquidated by parts during the holding period. The
initial position is assumed to be uniformly liquidated over the period
T. The liquidation schedule is characterized by the sequence of trade
dates and volumes executed. The logarithm of the ratio of the risk
factor’s levels is assumed to be normally distributed, portfolio value
at time T can be computed as the sum of products of the sold number
of units of asset and the price of sale. After certain transformations,
the variance of portfolio value is obtained and on this basis the
liquidation-adjusted value at risk can be found (it is computed as
the usual value at risk, but due to the fact that liquidation is taken
throughout the holding period, the variance differs from the ordinary
case, thus the obtained value at risk also differs from standard VaR
measures).

The difference between the two measures represents the liqui-
dation factor and it depends on the number of trading dates. If the
number of trading dates tends to infinity, then the liquidation fac-
tor approaches one third. We also extend this model to the case of
a portfolio of multiple assets that are influenced by multiple risk
factors. More complex derivations lead to the same result in the rela-
tion between liquidation-adjusted value at risk and the usual one.
We then introduce exogenous and endogenous liquidity costs by
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constructing the liquidation price of the asset (endogenous liquidity
cost presents the sensitivity of liquidation price to trade size). This
liquidation price is used to calculate the portfolio value at time T,
thus, liquidation-adjusted and liquidity-cost adjusted value at risk
(LA-VaR) is obtained. The holding period can then be considered
as an endogenous variable and found as an output of the model.
The liquidation schedule defines the level of VaR and I propose that
we consider the minimum of these values to be LA-VaR: for some
given trading frequency the number of trading dates that minimizes
the derived VaR can be calculated. The liquidation period T is com-
puted as the product of trading frequency and the optimal number of
trading dates.

In contrast to permanent market impact, temporary market imp-
act exists only in the period when liquidation of the certain block
of shares takes place: selling of n securities in the interval between
t−n and t influences the price only in this time interval and does
not influence the price in consequent time intervals. In order that the
temporary market impact disappears in the next period, the price of
stock has to increase by the value of the temporary market impact in
order that only the permanent market impact remains at the beginning
of the next period. The temporary market impact function can also
be assumed to be a linear function of the average rate of trading,
having an additional term that represents fixed costs of selling.

There is the problem of finding the optimal execution strategy
but in the case of an endogenous holding period with the assumption
of sales at constant speed. A possibility is to assume permanent and
temporary market impact functions are included in the model of
price movement (however, the sales price at time k is determined
by the deduction of the temporary market impact function from
the price of that period). On the basis of a given model of price
movement, transaction costs are found as the difference between
the initial value of the position and the liquidation value. Then,
mathematical expectation and variance of transaction costs can be
derived. A function has to be minimized in order to obtain the optimal
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execution strategy, this being the sum of mathematical expectation
of transaction costs and the product of multiplication of standard
deviation of transaction costs, cost of capital r and a certain percentile
of standard normal distribution, determined by the investor’s risk
aversion. While the first term of the sum presents the average change
in the value of the position, the second term reflects the influence
of market risk. Minimization of the described function under the
condition of sales at constant speed with respect to the number
of sales enables us to find the optimal number of sales and the
optimal holding period. Then the liquidation-adjusted VaR can be
defined as the relative VaR and equals the product of a percentile
of standard normal distribution for a given confidence level and
standard deviation of transaction costs which occur in the case of the
optimal trading strategy.

Another possibility is to account for liquidity risk in the usual
VaR framework considering the influence of the amount of sold
assets on prices, and on the basis of these prices estimate portfolio
value. The value of the portfolio is supposed to be determined by
positions in assets and the pricing function which defines the effect
of risk factors on the portfolio value. The changes in asset price are
connected to those of the volume of the position in this asset. A neg-
ative slope observed can be explained on the basis of the theory of
asymmetric information: selling large amounts of asset can be read
as a signal and therefore the effect on asset valuation will be included
in the price. The effect will be linear and the total impact will be a
negative effect resulting as a set multiplier of the amount executed.
The trader faces the problem of maximizing expected revenue from
trading over the whole holding period subject to the condition that
the sum of traded shares has to be equal to a given number of shares.
The price of the following period equals the price of the previous
period adjusted to the market-wide change in the price of the share
and the term presenting the influence of the amount of sold shares
on the price. The optimal number of trading securities is found from
the maximization problem. Then, the solution is plugged into the
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equation which defines the process of price movement, and conse-
quently the portfolio value can be obtained. The latter appears to
consist of two terms: one is responsible for the market risk com-
ponent and corresponds to the price of the previous period and the
market-wide change in price, the other term reflects the reaction of
the price on the amount of asset sold, the effect of influence of the
liquidating position on the price. The mathematical expectation and
variance of the portfolio value can be calculated (the market-wide
change in price and number of shares sold are assumed to be indepen-
dent, this leads to an additional term in the expression for variance).
The parameter in the equation for price movement is obtained as
the estimation from regression, where the dependent variable is the
difference in prices between two periods. Thus, the calculation of
value at risk is based on the rebuilding of portfolio values, which
accounts for the decrease in price from optimal investor’s sales.

The distribution of portfolio values can be estimated by numer-
ical methods. It is possible to pay attention not only to the market
impact of sales on the price of an asset, but also to the existence
of execution lag, so that the sale is not executed immediately after
the order arrives. These two points are considered as features of
liquidity, the case of absence of execution lag and market impact is
the case of absence of liquidity risk. If the price of stock follows
geometric Brownian motion, the impact of sales on price is included
with the help of a price discount function that has certain properties
(one of the properties is that the function is non increasing in sales)
and existence of the execution lag is defined by the sales function
dynamics (the latter means that the larger the sale is, the more time it
will take to execute this order). The aim of the trader, who has some
number of shares, is to find such a strategy of liquidation that will
maximize the expected revenue from the sale. If the trader is a price
taker (the case of no liquidity risk), then the optimal trading strategy
for him is block liquidation of assets. Depending on whether the drift
in the price process is positive or negative, the block liquidation has
to be taken, respectively, at a terminal date or immediately. In the
case of liquidity risk, the optimal execution strategy will be the same
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as in the previous case only if the condition of economies of scale
in trading holds. This condition provides that the cumulative price
discount in the case of selling all shares in two parts is less than or
equal to the price discount in the case of selling all the shares at once.
The liquidity discount is computed then as the difference between
the market price of the share and its liquidation value. The calcula-
tion of liquidity-adjusted value at risk, based on this model, requires
knowledge of average and standard deviation of price discount for
the number of shares sold and of the execution period.

These models deal with endogenous liquidity risk, however, it
is not so easy to apply these methods in practice due to the limited
data available and difficulties in determining some of the parameters
of the models (for example, the coefficient of proportionality of the
temporary market impact function).

One can make a strong distinction between exogenous liquid-
ity risk, which is similar for all market participants and cannot be
influenced by the actions of one player and presents the market char-
acteristics, and the endogenous liquidity risk, which is special for
each player according to the volume of trading position, as after
the volume exceeds the level of quote depth, the traded size has
an influence on bid and ask prices. The possibility of including the
exogenous liquidity risk in the VaR model is that in the case of not
perfectly liquid markets, the liquidation of the position is not exe-
cuted at mid-price, as this price has to be adjusted for the value of the
existing spread. Thus, because in order to compute the usual VaR the
worst price of the asset for some confidence level is considered, then
in order to account for the effect of spread on the price of transaction
in the VaR calculation, the worst value of the spread for a certain
confidence level has to be considered.

4.3.1 Exogenous and endogenous l iqu id i ty r isk in the
VaR model

Some extend such analysis to account for endogenous risk, substi-
tuting the bid-ask spread used for the value at risk calculation for the
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Weighted Average Spread (WAS). WAS is connected to the market,
where the sale and purchase of large blocks of assets are allowed
to be performed in one transaction and its price has to be in the
interval defined by WAS for a block of standard size. The WAS
presents the difference between weighted bids and asks: bids and
asks are weighted according to the quantities indicated in the buy-
and sell-orders (orders are added up in order to reach a standard size
of block) and these weighted sums are then divided by the quantity,
corresponding to the block’s standard size. Thus, transactions with
a number of shares in the block equal to or greater than the standard
size will be taken at some price from the described interval. This
means that now the second term in the formula for LA-VaR also
incorporates the influence of traded size on the price of stock, and
accounts for endogenous risk. Empirical estimation of the part of
LA-VaR related to liquidity risk changes in the case of incorporation
of endogenous liquidity risk in comparison with the case when only
exogenous risk was included in LA-VaR. The component responsible
for liquidity risk has increased after calculations with WAS.

4.3.2 L iqu id i ty r isk horizons

The Basel Committee for Banking Supervision has recently issued a
revised proposed framework to measure and control market risk, in
fact the first thorough revision since the first accord was published
some fifteen years ago. The new framework explicitly considers mar-
ket risk calculation in the factoring of liquidity impact as banks could
be hampered from closing the positions or hedging without a nega-
tive impact on market prices, an important element to be included in
the VaR. In addition, large increases or changes in the compensation
required by investors to hold illiquid instruments can produce sub-
stantial mark-to-market losses on fair-valued instruments as liquidity
conditions deteriorate.

The new approach for factoring in market liquidity risk is through
the incorporation of varying liquidity horizons in the market risk
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metric. This seeks to account for the fact that firms might be unable
to promptly hedge or exit certain risk positions without materially
affecting market prices. This is broadly in line with the direction
taken under Basel 2.5, which introduced varying liquidity horizons
as part of the Incremental Risk Charge and the Comprehensive Risk
Measure.

A liquidity horizon is defined as the time required to execute
transactions that extinguish an exposure to a risk factor, without
moving the price of the hedging instruments, in stressed market
conditions. This implies that liquidity horizons will be assigned to
risk factors rather than to instruments. This is in recognition of
the fact that some risk factors driving the valuation of a financial
instrument might be easier to hedge than others in periods of financial
market stress.

In the new proposal the risk factors will be assigned to five
generic liquidity horizon categories, ranging from a minimum of
10 days to one year. The shortest liquidity horizon, being the most
liquid one, is in line with the current 10-day VaR treatment in the
trading book. The longest liquidity and least liquid horizon matches
the banking book horizon at one year. This will deliver a more
graduated treatment of risks across the balance sheet and should
also serve to reduce arbitrage opportunities between the banking and
trading books.

In making this framework operational, a regulatory grouping of
risk factors into broad categories has been devised, each of which
is associated with one of five liquidity horizons. Risk factors are
grouped into separate categories; the definition of the buckets is
relatively broad, entailing some risk sensitivity costs. From an oper-
ational perspective, the banks will be required to map their own risk
factors to this regulatory grouping and assign the relevant liquidity
horizon for the purposes of market risk modelling. Each of the main
risk types, namely interest rate risk, credit risk, foreign exchange risk
and equities and commodities risk, is included. This is meant to cap-
ture all risk factors that would not fall under any of the other buckets.
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A key operational consideration in the context of incorporating
varying liquidity horizons in the regulatory market risk metric is
how to apply risk factor shocks over longer and varying horizons.
It is recognized that for firms using historical simulation modelling
techniques, non-overlapping returns would be impracticable in the
case of risk factors with relatively long liquidity horizons. For exam-
ple, a sample of 100 returns would require more than eight years
of historical data if the liquidity horizon were set at one month; it
has been agreed that overlapping returns could be used to tackle this
issue.

The varying liquidity horizons will be incorporated in the market
risk metric under the assumption that banks are able to shed their risk
at the end of the liquidity horizon. Accordingly, a liquidity horizon
of three months would mean that the calculation of the regulatory
capital charge would assume that the bank could hedge or exit its
risk positions after three months and not require any rebalancing
assumptions. This differs from the current requirements under the
IRC, which require banks to calculate capital using a constant level
of risk over a one-year capital horizon. This proposed liquidation
approach recognizes the dynamic nature of banks’ trading portfolios
but, at the same time, it also recognizes that not all risks can be
unwound over a short time period, which was a major flaw of the
1996 framework.

Market liquidity is a dynamic concept and, as such, it is to be
expected that it will periodically revisit its assignment of liquidity
horizons to reflect changes in market structures.

4.4 CASH FLOWS AT RISK

We have presented in brief in the previous section liquidity-adjusted
VaR model literature, a wide area of research and analysis that looks
at embedding the different degree of securities liquidity into their
pricing and risk measurement.
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Here we present a different aspect of liquidity risk, cash flow
at risk, intended as the possibility that projected cash flows and
securities’ value available to refinance the bank’s liquidity needs
will vary and the result will be different from that expected. This can
be defined as cash flows at risk and starts from the cash flow static
ladder (see Chapter 2), introducing elements of probability to it.

General cash flow at risk modelling considers the inflows and
outflows, as in the maturity ladder. These are divided into flows
that do not have elements of uncertainty and therefore are static.
Then there are flows that are not precisely predictable, as discussed
previously, making here a distinction between the stressed hypoth-
esis and actual ex-post cash inflow/outflow volatility intended as
the difference between ladder ex-ante posting flows and registered
ones.

Determining Cash Flow at Risk requires first cash flow mod-
elling, distinguishing flows that vary according to market parame-
ters (CFv), unexpected cash flows (related to structural changes in the
businesses, like disposing of certain activities) (CFu), stable flows
(CFs) and flows adjusted for prediction errors (CFe), so that the total
flows to calculate LaR are:

CFt =
∑

i
CFv,i + CFu,i + CFs,i + CFe,i

Cash flow at risk can then be calculated from historical or simulated
times series of CFt, at a certain confidence level (q), assuming for
example that the cash flow is normally distributed. Such assumptions
will need statistical testing verification.





CHAPTER 5
Control Framework

This chapter looks at the processes banks should set forth in con-
trolling funding liquidity risks and it summarizes the analysis
so far. The Basel Committee issued some guidance principles
on liquidity that are discussed in the first section. The second
section looks into the specific control processes for liquidity
that banks are expected to develop or have in place, taking into
account lessons learnt from the recent crisis. The third section
more specifically looks at monitoring and reporting, an increas-
ingly relevant element for auditors and regulators. The fourth
section presents options and indications for liquidity risk limit
setting and the fifth the contingency liquidity plan process, this
also being an important element of the control framework.

5.1 GOVERNANCE PRINCIPLES

The Basel Committee for Banking Supervision published a list of
sound practice principles for banks’ adequate liquidity management.
These are a set of guidance rules for banks to apply in liquidity
risk management and control, rather than being compulsory rules,
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the principles outline the behaviours and process shape one should
have in assessing and managing liquidity risk. One can find many
aspects and principles in common with other risk types and the
same prudential approach is applied, aiming at greater managerial
awareness and involvement in regular risk assessment.

There are many relevant elements and valid indications in these
principles and it is worth going through some; these are indeed good
rules for risk management that we should consider and strive to
follow and are valuable for liquidity too. In this section the principles
are presented and most are commented upon (for the full list, see the
bibliography).

One principle introduces the concept of sound management of
liquidity risk, namely that a bank should establish a robust liquid-
ity risk management framework that ensures it maintains sufficient
liquidity, including a cushion of unencumbered, high quality liquid
assets, to withstand a range of stress events, including those involv-
ing the loss or impairment of both unsecured and secured funding
sources (abstract from Basel 3 capital accord). As presented and dis-
cussed at length, these are the pillars of a bank’s liquidity, the LCR
with counterbalancing capacity, the stress testing analysis to ascer-
tain the impact of drained funding sources and the capacity on the
one side to replace such sources and on the other – specifically for
regulators – the potential impact of an individual bank’s failure to the
entire financial system. These principles are meant to support banks’
management and banking regulators in defining and implementing
a reliable and strong liquidity management and control framework,
capable of withstanding crisis and evolving, learning from mistakes
and promptly addressing weaknesses.

One of the governance principles introduces the concept of liq-
uidity risk tolerance, indicating banks should assess and set liquid-
ity risk appetite and then articulate the liquidity risk management
and control accordingly. As part of a review process started with
the Basel 2 framework and then resulting in the Internal Capital
Adequacy Assessment Process, banks’ senior management and risk
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control functions are to quantify and set the liquidity internal risk
limits and coherent capital. Articulated from the total onto the var-
ious types of risk exposures, we shall include liquidity risk in the
types we need to encompass in the ICAAP framework.

Once the liquidity risk appetite is set, rules and a process for
its management and control shall be defined accordingly and con-
sistently. This principle, as for other risk types, assumes we set
forth internal rules for liquidity risk that need to be assessed and
approved by the company’s board of directors. Such rules describe
the framework and support both the strategic and operational liq-
uidity risk management: such rules will be updated regularly and
whenever it becomes necessary (e.g. changing organization or legal
requirements). Though the sound practice principles provide just
generic indications on how policies and strategies should be articu-
lated, banks are expected to interpret and articulate it so as to ensure
an operational indication and clear rules for strategic and contin-
gency liquidity management. The following are some hints based on
experience in internal policy drafting: (1) it is pretty important to
differentiate the parts or sections that need constant annual updating
from those that are more likely to remain unchanged for longer; (2)
list the core goals or targets to be achieved by such policies; (3)
be cautious when listing systems and specific procedures, as these
might change and could still be work in progress.

Pricing of liquidity is another cornerstone explicitly indicated
in a dedicated sound practice principle. We are expected to include
or take clearly into account liquidity costs, the benefits and risk
exposure in the internal pricing modes/rules, the staff performance
assessment and the new product assessment process. This should
be done for all relevant activities that are somehow exposed to liq-
uidity risk or could impact liquidity exposure. We shall look at the
consistency between staff reward incentives and the impact on the
bank’s liquidity exposures, making sure that this does not lead to or
potentially cause an unwanted or greater liquidity risk. An element of
great relevance both for regulatory and reputational reasons is setting
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internal rules and methods to quantify the liquidity cost associated
with individual transactions and disclosing such cost to external and
internal customers (business lines, functions). The performance and
incentive remuneration systems should be taking such cost clearly
into account: this will be a key component of the bank’s liquid-
ity management framework. This aspect of liquidity management
hasn’t been much addressed in previous chapters: the cost of liq-
uidity and its allocation constitutes a very important element. Given
all the matter linked to products or services, pricing is a very sensi-
tive issue, we need adequate measuring systems and available data.
Reaching an internal agreement on allocation across the different
functions and business involved isn’t often a simple process, espe-
cially when it is based on estimates or model gauging analysis. On
the one side it is important that the customers/functions realize and
accept that liquidity has a cost, and the bank itself ultimately bears
it, on the other side the mechanism deriving from any allocation
ought to be consistent with the set risk appetite and the behaviours
expected.

A different and specific principle on liquidity quantification and
control is the one requiring that the bank should have a sound pro-
cess for identifying, measuring, monitoring and controlling liquidity
risk. As discussed at length in previous chapters, the measurement
framework should span cash flows, available funding sources and
securities stocks capacity.

A recurrent constraint for banking groups is the actual possibility
of transferring funds between legal entities, often assuming this is
promptly available when needed. We need to be aware and regularly
monitor the risk exposures and funding needs within and across
legal entities, business lines and currencies, taking into account
legal, regulatory and operational limitations to the transferability of
liquidity. This is an assessment that ought to be backed by a legal
and regulatory analysis that is foremost necessary to ensure that
liquidity can be transferred. We might find it hard and complex and
often some assumptions are laid out, but using some simple rules
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for this assessment can prove an acceptable proxy (for example, set
percentage of the equity capital).

The funding risk, intended here as the diversification of financing
sources and counterparties, is another relevant element that is specif-
ically listed by another sound practice principle. We must assess and
strive to ensure the company keeps diversified and balanced sources
of funding; it is also necessary to guarantee a solid presence in the
money markets. The bank’s reputation and perceived solidity is of
paramount importance, especially in times of financial stress: a neg-
ative press and news may ultimately affect its funding sources and
can hamper liquidity capacity.

Intraday liquidity risk is increasingly a monitoring necessity, as
amply discussed in Chapter 2. It is important that we outline internal
processes and rules to monitor intraday liquidity risk and specific
indicators and warning levels. It is important to have it as part of the
risk appetite framework and it should be part of regular monitoring
mechanisms.

Further principles cover collateral posting, stress testing and
contingency management. The increased attention paid to collateral
posting, its quality and valuation, has a major role in counterparty
credit risk assessment and likewise for liquidity risk management.
The bank’s treasury and risk control function are responsible for
managing and monitoring collateral posting: trends, securities value
and credit quality, both at closing and intraday, including the possi-
bility of its intercompany and cross-country analysis transferability,
should be analysed.

As addressed at length, stress testing valuations are another fun-
damental liquidity analysis to be performed: the bank should carry
out stress tests on a regular basis encompassing several types of
parameters and the results and indications derived from such anal-
ysis should also be included in liquidity management and control,
both for the end of day and intraday processes.

Linked to the stress testing analysis is the contingency fund-
ing plan and related processes. The structure of such a plan should
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consider concrete actions to be taken and listed in the annual con-
tingency plan update, that must be formally presented to the senior
management committees and the board. The bank’s funding liquidity
counterbalancing capacity (see previous chapters) is meant to pro-
vide a cushion of unencumbered, high quality liquid assets to be held
as insurance against a range of liquidity stress scenarios, including
those that involve the loss or impairment of unsecured and normally
accessible funding sources. It is expected that this will also be an
integral part of the bank’s liquidity contingency plan assessment.

5.2 CONTROL PROCESSES

We will now discuss and focus on the liquidity risk management
control process that firms should have in order to control and react
properly – and promptly – to a liquidity crisis. Banks should define
the different forms of liquidity risk to which they are exposed (includ-
ing relevant subsets within each form defined); identify where they
fit in their enterprise risk universe; and communicate these defini-
tions across their groups so that a common understanding is applied
when identifying and evaluating liquidity risk related to existing busi-
nesses, business reviews, new businesses, products or initiatives, and
acquisitions and alliances.

We distinguish between funding liquidity risk and market liq-
uidity risk. Within funding liquidity risk, we should look at control
processes for the contingency and structural long-term period, the
shorter term and the intraday. The risk control processes should
provide accurate and detailed references on the governance mecha-
nism (relevant information, delegation of powers, escalation), a set
of rules for risk quantification, including scenario analysis, regular
monitoring and contingency planning. These control processes will
need to be maintained and be up to date, reflecting organizational or
regulatory changes. Liquidity risk functions should regularly update
the control process and the documentation.
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The company’s liquidity documentary framework should encom-
pass both strategies and policies. The strategies should indicate the
specific risk appetite in terms of liquidity risk and its portfolio and
funding set-up, firstly for the coming year and then longer term as
well: as the equilibrium between long- and short-term funding deter-
mines the company’s liquidity risk, we should have such an analysis
as a core part of the annual liquidity strategy.

Policies are intended as guidelines on liquidity management and
control standards that apply throughout the organization. They serve
as a reference rule set, and as such we need these to be valid and
functioning for longer cycles and supporting periods of market uncer-
tainty. The company’s board of directors should review and approve
the liquidity strategy and preferably the relevant policies, as it is the
board that is ultimately responsible for a company’s adequate risk
management systems and therefore needs a clear understanding of
funding liquidity risks. We also need to update the board whenever
there are relevant changes in the liquidity exposure, its measurement
systems or regulatory requirements, in addition to regular updates on
liquidity risks. It is also the board’s responsibility to ensure that the
company’s management sets and updates internal liquidity risk man-
agement and control processes – organizational structures to ensure
approved strategies and policies can be applied.

While aware that liquidity risk management remains a cost and
liquidity management can also generate a conflict of interest if we
try to exploit it for profit generation rather than ensuring best man-
agement, we need to indicate and separate within the company the
profit from the service centres: the company’s liquidity management
ensures best interests if its goals are not profit related but rather
the long-term balance of funding and lending and maintaining a
sound asset buffer in cases of market stress. We need to correctly
identify and allocate liquidity costs to the different business lines,
so that it is correctly within the performance measurement and risk
incentives. Another potential conflict of interest related to liquidity
is the role played by the market functions and the treasury functions,
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the latter being the one that manages the overall liquidity of the
company and disposes of the deposits and collateral. It is therefore
key that we define an internal model or rule – as part of the liquid-
ity strategy and rules set – ensuring there are transparent and valid
incentive mechanisms in place: liquidity is vital for the long-term
survival of the company and incentives must be designed to guaran-
tee long-term balance is preserved. Such mechanisms should also be
extended to off-balance-sheet products. In the strategic part of liq-
uidity risk management, we should measure the different liquidity
related costs and have a price related to liquidity risk for the different
instruments/exposures. We also need an allocation mechanism for
such costs so that conflicts of interest and dangerous incentives are
addressed: the treasury’s function is best kept as a non-profit centre,
while profit-generating functions should have a short-term as well
as long-term liquidity cost charge.

5.2.1 Funct ions in charge of l iqu id i ty r isk management
and control

There are no specific regulatory indications in terms of organiza-
tional set-up for the liquidity risk management and control func-
tions. Basic requirements applying to all risk management are also
valid for liquidity. Here we should take into account the fact that
the first level responsibility for the liquidity balance needs to be
correctly positioned in the organization so that its primary goal is to
ensure funding is never at risk and the overall assets and liabilities
are matched. Whether we have a liquidity risk management func-
tion with revenues setting primary goals could affect the liquidity
risk profile and expose the company to funding risks. When design-
ing and reviewing the organizational structure we should make sure
there is independent managerial formal hierarchical reporting for
risk-taking functions and the functions responsible for monitoring.
Both regulators and empirical evidence therefore suggest maintain-
ing it as a neutral service approach function, without profit targets,
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but rather with quality service or targets linked to liquidity ratios and
funding equilibrium. A further element to consider is the appropri-
ate level of power delegation in the funding liquidity responsibility
assigned to the company’s functions, in particular when it comes to
an overall group responsibility and individual legal entity control:
we need to carefully design the organization so that the overall liq-
uidity management and control is assigned to dedicated functions,
whose responsibility must also include the individual legal entity
liquidity risk, with a defined steering role over all the controlled
legal entities that are exposed to funding liquidity risks. In many
companies, the liquidity risk control activities, such as policies and
procedures drafting, risk measurement and monitoring, are central-
ized, while the day-to-day liquidity risk control is more frequently
decentralized, especially for large, international banks.

5.2.2 Risk committees

It is common to give liquidity risk oversight responsibility to dedi-
cated committees: in many cases these are asset and liability com-
mittees or risk committees. The powers and control roles formally
assigned to such committees and the representing members are very
important; we should pay attention to the following:

� There must be a committee that is the first and ultimate body in
charge of the liquidity risk of the company and for the group.

� Members must include all the relevant functions that are in charge
of the various elements determining liquidity exposures.

� Formal powers must be consistent with management and super-
visory roles on liquidity.

� Overlap with other committees should also be assessed and ver-
ified to avoid inconsistency.

� Liquidity exposures and analysis must be timely and regularly
presented to this committee, including individual legal entities
and the overall group.
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� Liquidity exposures in the intraday, short term and balance sheet
structure must all be presented and included in the formal com-
mittee’s responsibilities.

The possibility of a dedicated Liquidity Risk Committee might also
be a valid one, ensuring the key points listed above apply. Experience
suggests that it is preferable to rely on a limited set of management
committees and that it is also preferable to include liquidity as part
of one of the main risk committees in order to receive the correct
focus from senior management, and also to combine it with other
risk assessment, as often liquidity exposures are affected by market
conditions.

5.2.3 Coordinat ing l iqu id i ty management

The rationale for centralizing and having one company dealing with
the market for the whole group is the cost advantages of having one
entry point and interface to the financial markets. In addition, cen-
tralizing the liquidity management also provides for optimization
within the legal entities in the same group, as it allows for com-
pensating opposing liquidity requirements within a financial group,
from a company that might experience surplus to an entity that
requires funding. There can be business cases where some compa-
nies are structurally in liquidity excess or structurally in funding
need, a centralized liquidity management will support and optimize
such imbalances. One element to keep under control is the legal and
regulatory requirements that might hamper fund transfer within the
same group of companies.

Another important element in favour of centralized liquidity
management is a contingency set-up that might encounter regula-
tory approval: contingency funding in the case of market difficulties
could be arranged to cross legal entities belonging to the same group.
In stressed conditions, if there are carefully validated legal rules in
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place, we might shift liquidity from one legal entity to another in the
same group, potentially also across countries, avoiding market fund-
ing constraints and costs. For this to be feasible, legal entities must
be able and authorized to transfer funds to companies in the group.
Centralizing liquidity management might be severed due to formal
or political constraints on liquidity flows: we must map and assess
these and monitor the actual funds available for contingency intra-
group funding. Such constraints may be operational, for example
access to common settlement systems, or curbed by internal credit
limits, legal or regulatory constraints.

5.2.4 L iqu id i ty r isk monitor ing funct ion

We need to have a dedicated function in charge of funding liquid-
ity risk control, independent from both the business functions and
that responsible for the liquidity management. It is quite common
in companies that such a liquidity risk control function is part of
the risk control area, typically in charge of all the different risk
types – market, operational, credit, counterparty – as liquidity risk
is indeed very much related to other risk types that can also trigger
liquidity exposures (see collateral management, asset prices avail-
able for refinancing, operational and reputational risks in terms of
market perception of a company’s credit standing). The liquidity risk
oversight function should then be articulated to ensure a presence
in the controlled legal entities where there is a relevant liquidity
management need and exposure, at the same time providing for
group-wide coordination and oversight. As indicated earlier, coor-
dination and oversight are necessary for regulatory and managerial
purposes, to ensure limit compliance and rebalancing within the
same group of companies. Such a set-up must be supported by artic-
ulated governance and monitoring rules. In addition, common report-
ing, limit sets and information technology systems strengthen such
coordination.
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5.2.5 Addressing documentat ion-related l iqu id i ty
r isks

Liquidity risk can also derive from transactions’ contractual obliga-
tions, the collateral requirements (e.g. CSA standards, early termina-
tion clauses), securitization-related optionality and special liquidity
requirements in the case of credit downgrades or other events trig-
gering additional asset posting. The liquidity monitoring process
should encompass these types of assets and exposures, including
stress testing analysis to ascertain additional requirements. Liquidity
exposure monitoring should involve the receipt of regular infor-
mation on such clauses and any relevant changes to covenants, in
particular for large, structural, long-term and complex transactions.
Likewise for collateral requirements and posting, the contractual
elements in a trading arrangement, especially for over-the-counter
derivatives between financial counterparties rather than through
an exchange, require adequate systems to permit a daily liquid-
ity assessment and reciprocal posting of collateral requirements on
large derivative portfolios, combined with repos and tri-party repos;
this is of fundamental importance for appropriate representation and
quantification of the liquidity exposure and possible requirements.
Stress testing analysis is necessary to ascertain possible net outflows
and unexpected liquidity claims, through varying time horizons: as
collateral – cash or bonds or equities or other liquid securities –
is a source of funding, the contractual types and termination
clauses or replacement features need to be included in the scenario
assessment.

Summarizing, the relevance of collateral in liquidity risk control
is in the form of trades, especially derivatives and intraday netting and
a bank’s collateral management complexity needs to be appropriately
taken into account for sound liquidity control. In order to master that
complexity, we need to rely on a set of specific information, as
listed below.
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� Cash flow dynamics: we need a comprehensive set of data on col-
lateral contractual inflows/outflows, and this needs to be updated
daily.

� Collateral posting: where we have to know collateral needs pre-
cisely at adequate time intervals, considering current positions
and possible future changes/evolution of portfolios as well as
scenarios.

� Stock available for posting: we ought to know the required col-
lateral amounts, and the types accepted by the different counter-
parties for various transaction types.

� Monitoring of legal and operational constraints in place: under-
standing and monitoring the various contracts binding the trans-
actions in place in terms of required documentation, legal and
operational issues is paramount in collateral and liquidity risk
management. Indeed, this is probably the most complex issue to
keep under control and render in the risk system databases.

In summary, collateral management should aim at optimizing
the allocation of collateral available for different needs, across con-
trolled legal entities and product types, ensuring a standard control.
We need to measure the associated cost and in particular deter-
mine a specific liquidity charge by transaction type and collateral
posted. We need detailed internal rules for collateral management
and its control. For the latter, regular reporting needs should include
the daily amounts of collateral, by asset and transaction type and
by individual counterparty, with contractual clauses and maturity
scheduled.

5.3 MONITORING LIQUID ITY EXPOSURE

Monitoring liquidity risk translates into regular reporting for the dif-
ferent elements that drive it and can influence exposure. We need
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to consider that reporting isn’t simply a representation exercise, it
is a core regulatory and managerial necessity; preparing and reg-
ularly producing reports is therefore a fundamental requirement
and shouldn’t be considered an administrative task and underesti-
mated. In this section we’ll look at the different regulatory reporting
requirements, assessing the complexity of implementation. Whether
those listed are the sole and best reporting data set will very much
depend on available data, the market conditions in which the com-
pany mainly operates, the driving business lines and the risk man-
agement experience in controlling liquidity.

5.3.1 Avai lab le assets for ref inancing

We need to set up daily and intraday reporting on immediate
resources available for refinancing. This monitoring should be per-
formed both by the function in charge of liquidity management and
the function responsible for independent monitoring. Reporting of
liquidity needs available should consider the assets under repo pledge
and the prudential haircuts applicable. Information to senior man-
agement should also include stress testing additional analysis, thus
also providing indications for deteriorating market conditions. It is
also necessary to consider an adequate, prudential valuation of close
out costs and the concentration of positions for such available assets,
so that a fair valuation is computed and takes into account the bid-ask
spreads and other market conditions in the valuation of reserves. We
also need to keep under control both the customer collateral received
that can be reused and the collateral reused maturing contractual
schedule, with separate and dedicated monitoring. Reporting and
regular monitoring is important and also includes the central bank
facilities for the different asset classes available, presenting the facil-
ities in place, utilization, the costs related and the haircuts applied.
For a group operating in several countries, the central bank analysis
will need to be extended to each country where such resources are
available.
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The monitoring needs to be carried out in the main reporting
currency but we should have a separate analysis for all relevant
currencies. Indeed the reporting of assets available for refinancing
should consider the various liquidity needs for all the main currencies
where we have operations and contractual obligations. Such moni-
toring is of paramount importance as often unexpected refinancing
arises that went unnoticed in currencies where availability is limited
(for either market or structural conditions) and the associated cost
might be very high. Reporting on asset availability can be further
enhanced and of managerial validity if combined with the maturity
schedule of the various contractual obligations, in the different con-
trolled legal entities and currencies (see the chapters on LCR and
NSFR).

5.3.2 Funding concentrat ion

As part of the core, standard regular monitoring of liquidity expo-
sure, we need information on funding sources and concentration (see
Chapter 2). We ought to verify that we are solely relying on limited
and concentrated funding sources. Particular attention should also be
paid to the breakdown control of concentration by currencies and by
funding maturity. As part of the aggregate monitoring on liquidity
funding sources concentration, it is also valuable to include infor-
mation on the main controlled legal entities’ individual positions,
focusing on dependency from holding or central funding.

5.3.3 L iqu id i ty coverage rat io and NSFR in the various
currencies

Regulatory LCR and NSFR standards must be ensured in the main
reporting currency; still, it is important to ensure monitoring of the
LCRs and NSFRs in the core currencies and in the relevant legal enti-
ties. The consolidation exercise needs to be decoupled when it comes
to monitoring both, as supervisors may be required to comply with
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minimum standards in relevant legal entities and because imbalances
in one currency might affect the overall ratios’ compliance.

5.3.4 Market-re lated monitor ing tools

We introduced and discussed the liquidity indicators earlier in
the book; supervisors also specifically require that some forward-
looking monitoring is in place. Those set out and discussed hereafter
are intended to anticipate as much as possible future liquidity crises
or financial market deterioration:

� Market-wide information.
� Information on the financial sector.
� Company-specific information.

The combined monitoring of these indicators and information should
support liquidity management and possibly allow for some anticipa-
tion of future market difficulties.

5.3.5 Overal l market informat ion

Regulators are asking banks to combine liquidity-specific informa-
tion with that on the general condition of financial markets. There
is no list of indicators to be considered here, suggestions are to
include equity prices such as the country’s overall stock markets
and sector indices, debt markets and mainly money market levels,
medium-term notes, long-term debts, derivative prices, government
bond markets and credit default spread indices; foreign exchange
markets for core currencies, commodities markets like oil or gold
and indices related to specific products, such as for certain asset-
backed securities. Such information is regularly monitored within a
bank in managerial reporting and other various analyses. The rec-
ommendation is to have a tailored selection of variables that are
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TABLE 5.1 Market-wide information.

Type Liquidity forecasting power

Equity major index limited predicting signals
Commodity prices limited forecasting power, valuable in crisis
Banking equity sector limited but higher than generic
Bond indexes medium, more related to liquidity
Swap yield curves medium–high, reflecting expectations
FX rates spot & forward medium–high, varying market expectations

Source: The author.

particularly relevant for liquidity risk and longer term funding con-
ditions. Those that might be additional valuable elements are listed in
Table 5.1.

5.3.6 Informat ion on the f inancia l sector

Liquidity conditions and risk are very much linked to financial sec-
tor performance (banks, insurance, investment funds) and are surely
more powerful for forecasting and monitoring information. We can
use equity-specific indexes or other selective information from the
credit rating to credit spread changes. Analysing the debt markets,
in particular assessing the conditions of financial market access by
banks and corporates, is of key importance, as well as monitoring the
currencies, maturities and sizes of issuances. An important element
will be the unsecured or non-asset-backed market access, as it has
proved to be the first affected by liquidity risk. Credit spread over the
highest rating curves is another important element to verify, as well
as the funding capacity in different currencies. This might prove a
very useful indicator of what we can measure as the market liquid-
ity risk appetite, meaning the interest in acquiring securities issued
by lower credit financial institutions and the spread paid in such
placements.
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5.3.7 Company-speci f ic informat ion

Liquidity management and control functions need to monitor the
stability of their own organization, the elements of credit rating and
spreads in the markets as well as the financial results and consensus
on equity prices: if the market perceives weakness or has identified
risks in the company then this will have an immediate impact on
liquidity cost and funding capacity. Other banks will indeed likely
reduce credit lines, investment and pension funds will be less likely
to underwrite new securities issued, credit spreads and funding costs
will jump: it might then be meaningful to monitor credit spreads,
money-market levels and longer term funding conditions. Financial
results must also be regularly combined with the information, in
particular data on credit coverage and quality measurements.

5.3.8 Recommendat ions on the monitor ing process

We’ve stressed the importance of providing boards, committees, liq-
uidity management and control functions with regular – daily, quar-
terly, intraday – information sets on liquidity conditions or other
possible indicators of financial market stability, combined with own
company soundness and risk exposures. We need to pay even greater
attention to the appropriate, professional and experienced interpreta-
tion and use of such numbers. Likewise for limit setting and breaches,
the management and control functions must correctly interpret the
changes in conditions and the relevance of various indicators, as
some will be more critical and require intervention.

5.3.9 Report ing frequency and distr ibut ion

Regulators and sound practice principles indicate that reporting
should reflect the company and organization set-up and be promptly
changed. The reporting should be ensured throughout the year
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through a daily, monthly and quarterly update – also intraday for the
relevant payments and collateral netting. Regulators expect that the
LCR should report at least monthly, with the operational capacity
to increase frequency to weekly or even daily in stressed situations,
while the NSFR should be calculated and reported at least quar-
terly, with a contained time lag that should remain within 15 days
for the LCR or the NSFR. For these, regulatory reporting applies
on a consolidated basis; as indicated before, we may well have it
for the relevant controlled legal entities or consistently within the
organizational set-up.

5.4 SETTING LIQUID ITY RISK L IMITS

Liquidity risk, be it credit or market and operational, affects the
desire and willingness of a firm to tolerate losses. Liquidity is a risk
that can be thought of as binary, being more likely to lead to a bank’s
liquidation or default than mere losses, even huge ones. So one can
imagine that limits and risk appetite setting for liquidity funding risk
differ from those for credit or market risk in the fact that the ultimate
result of missing payments is the firm defaulting. In setting limits,
then, one must make sure that the risk tolerance here is survival of
the organization.

Limits are prescribed by regulators and are therefore core statu-
tory requirements. They are also necessary for risk appetite and
risk-adjusted return. We can also distinguish between different limit
types:

� Regulatory limits on liquidity coverage ratio and net stable fund-
ing ratio (see Chapters 3 and 4).

� Main managerial limits, either operational ones and/or linked to
the institution’s own risk appetite.

� Operational limits, for the restricted part of the organization or
individual activities.
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� Warning levels, monitoring measures activating pre-assessment
mechanisms or analysis.

The 100% minima for LCR and NSFR were presented and dis-
cussed earlier in the book, banks should then assess and understand
the cascade and individual unit or sub entity limits, whether these
also should comply with the limits or whether the consolidated limits
will be binding. Likewise, timeframes for individual business lines
or legal entities must be set to appropriate levels and presented and
justified to the board and regulators.

Managerial limits can differ in terms of levels and most can take
different forms; in short, there could be a full set of completely
different ratios that the risk committee and board are looking to
assign, in addition to the regulatory ones.

Often, rather than formal limit sets, banks prefer warning levels,
as these allow a more flexible discussion and prevent excessive reac-
tions to hedge and intervene in order to comply with the limits set.
Warning levels may prove useful or preferable for subsets or curren-
cies or business units where a managerial action needs gauging.

5.4.1 L imit sett ing and review

The limits for liquidity risk are set to span the overall risk at bank
or group level, and limits will be set for the individual legal entities
controlled that are similar to the ones identified at the overall level.
Limits should be envisaged for countries too. Then, further break-
down at business-line level will require an assessment of practical
meaning and action that could be possibly undertaken. Here, the
possibility of granular breakdowns and articulation must be a mean-
ingful valuation of possible action to be taken. An annual review,
together with ICAAP and risk tolerance process updates, should
also include liquidity risk limits. Policies, internal procedures and
communication should follow. The utilization level experienced,
the business and the interested entities’ feedback all need to be
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considered, a limit framework being a gauge in time rather than an
absolute meter.

5.4.2 Report ing and escalat ion procedures

We need to distinguish an escalation process when different types
of liquidity limits or warning levels are breached. It is important
to ensure consistency between limits or warning relevance and the
escalation procedure: we should not apply the same level of attention
to breaches that have a substantially different impact on the com-
pany’s liquidity exposure. The rules of thumb for escalation that we
recommend are:

� Core limit breaches should be brought to the attention of and
approved by the highest level risk committee (e.g. main currency
short-term liquidity limit breaches).

� Lower, operational limits and warning levels are best managed
without the committees’ involvement.

� Multiple operational limit breaches should be presented to the
relevant risk committee.

� Enduring over-limit exposures, even at operational limit level,
must be addressed and presented to the risk committee for reso-
lution.

� The warning level should have a dedicated escalation process in
place.

On a regular basis a liquidity limits map, including warning levels,
should be updated and presented to the relevant committee. The limit
map should have all the limits in place, in each controlled legal entity
and for each time horizon and currency.

Statistics on limits and warning level utilization and numbers of
breaches are a helpful and recommended set of information for risk
committees and the board. The liquidity risk control function should
present such reporting at least quarterly and discuss the map and
limit set alongside the risk appetite and budget review yearly.
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5.4.3 Internal ru les on l imit sett ing and management

It is required and also necessary that we articulate the limit setting,
review and breach management in an official company document.
This will serve as a reference rule set. It should be the risk control
function’s responsibility to issue and update it, presenting it also to
a relevant committee for validation.

5.5 CONTINGENCY LIQUID ITY PLAN

We have mentioned many times before the importance of contin-
gency funding plans, these are essential in ensuring that emergency
actions are outlined and should be different, in the procedures and the
proposed actions, to routine liquidity management. We can ideally
divide the contingency plans into market and balance sheet inter-
vention and internal emergency procedures (we can refer to these as
internal policies). We look at both here, however the market levers,
as presented in the liquidity buffer chapter, are greatly driven by
the risk tolerance and profitability targets of the bank, where higher
quality securities, usually less remunerative, or cash are hoarded
to face liquidity crises. The total amount and quality of these will
result in a trade-off between the contingency safety net and revenues.
Additionally, in addressing the level of security buffer, an important
element to consider is the link between stress testing and contingency
funding planning. Triggering events for contingency plans should be
aligned to stress testing results. Conversely, experience from stress
tests can be incorporated in contingency guidelines.

We can define a contingency funding plan (CFP) as a set
of internal procedures for managing cash flow shortfalls in emer-
gency situations. It incorporates assumptions about liquidity values
of assets and buffers and the behaviour of liabilities, clients and
regulators. The contingency plan encompasses a set of policies,
procedures and action plans for managing liquidity stress events.
The objectives of such a plan are to provide prompt and articulated
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instructions for responding to a liquidity crisis, to identify alternative
liquidity sources that a covered company can access during liquidity
stress events, and to describe steps that should be taken to ensure
that the covered company’s sources of liquidity are sufficient to
fund its operating costs and meet its commitments while minimizing
additional costs and disruption.

Although contingency plans are a more recent stringent regula-
tory requirement, many large banking groups have one established
and rely on several years’ experience. However, there appears to be
a wide range of practices, from relatively simple operational proce-
dures that set out the responsibilities of and reporting lines to the
crisis management committee. The plans are designed to make it
possible to make decisions rapidly and buy time in which to iden-
tify and think through the range of possible actions. Communication
with markets and the public is essential, especially in name-specific
events.

A contingency plan involves striking a balance between the need
to have pre-existing procedures in order to be prepared when a
crisis occurs, and the need for flexibility as the crisis develops. The
contingency plan is usually formulated at the group level, and is
supplemented by local ones. It is usually tailored to circumstances
that can affect the individual liquidity position, such as idiosyncratic
shocks or market disruptions.

While contingency actions can be tailored and be contingent
scenario-specific, they typically share some objectives, namely
reducing cash-consuming activities or maintaining franchise value,
signalling to the market that the institution is in a financially good
and stable condition.

Guidelines and industry standards indicate some common ele-
ments of a contingency plan:

� A list and description of the events triggering the plan.
� A list of the potential sources of funding on both the asset and

liability sides (e.g. slowing loan growth, sale or repo of liq-
uid assets, securitization, subsidiary sales, increasing deposit
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growth, lengthening the maturities of liabilities as they mature,
draw-down of committed facilities, raising capital and stopping
dividends to parents).

� An escalation procedure detailing how additional funds can be
identified and then provided.

� A procedure for the smooth management of the contingency,
which should include a description of the delineation of respon-
sibilities (including the responsibilities of the management body)
and a process for ensuring timely information flows (for exam-
ple, through contact lists).

� A procedure governing contacts with external parties, such as
important counterparties, auditors, market analysts, press and
media, and regulatory authorities.

It is of paramount importance for banks to perform regular test-
ing of their contingency funding plans – and in particular the sources
of funding listed in the plans – not only to prevent operational dif-
ficulties in times of crisis when the need to activate those sources
arises, but also to reduce reputation risk and avoid sending the wrong
signals to the market if those contingent sources are to be activated
only in times of stress.

The contingency plan’s adequacy must somehow be tested to
make sure it indeed provides some safety nets. Its adequacy and
effectiveness, both for preparing and dealing with possible liquidity
crisis, should be regularly verified and a specific analysis performed
and results presented to the board of directors at least annually.
As we shall set up and maintain these contingencies, indicating
the strategies for addressing liquidity needs during liquidity stress
events, plans need to be commensurate with the company’s business
structure, its set risk profile and liquidity risk tolerance. The analysis
should address the full range of aspects, including legal terms, funds
transferability, stress testing in fire sales in terms of price impacts,
reputational impacts and modified market conditions. An additional
test will be to implement a contingency plan in full in one of the
controlled legal entities and see whether it works as expected.
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5.5.1 Out l in ing the cont ingency funding plans

The CFP is the follow-on step from the stress test and the means by
which the organization mitigates the risks identified in the stress tests
so as to reduce them to fit within its risk appetite. We are expected
to include in the contingency funding plan:

� Policies and procedures to effectively manage a range of stresses,
including structured decision-making processes and a detailed
description of roles and responsibilities in dedicated internal
rules.

� An articulated description of different, and as uncorrelated as
possible, sets of viable, readily available and flexible additional
funding measures to obtain liquidity and offset sudden cash out-
falls.

� Quantification of funds one can obtain from these contingency
funding sources, and the maximum time required to get these.

� Estimation of the economic and business impacts of the contin-
gency plan implementation.

� Appropriate communication procedures addressing the internal
and press information in case of contingency triggering.

� The necessary steps to meet critical payments, also intraday when
liquidity resources become limited or there could be payment and
settlement difficulties.

� Rules to ensure timely and clear information reporting to the
company’s board and senior management on the plan imple-
mentation and its results.

In ensuring the contingency funding plan is sound, we need to
apply set assumptions and possible outcomes:

� The impact of stressed market conditions on its ability to sell or
dispose of assets.

� The extensive or complete loss of normally available funding
sources.
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� Business and reputational consequences of the execution of such
a contingency plan.

� The capacity to transfer liquidity within the controlled legal
entities, given legal, regulatory or operational limitations.

� Central bank liquidity facility access.

5.5.2 Internal procedures for CFP

The two components of the contingency plan are first the risk toler-
ance set and the degree of securities buffer resulting, and second – and
as important – are the internal procedures triggered by the plan. We
would envisage that the bank CFP relied on a contingency funding
plan policy articulated by a dedicated CFP committee, responsible
for those circumstances when funding emergencies are triggered.

The CFP emergency committee will be convened in specific
market conditions; it will include limited key managers at the highest
managerial level and be called weekly, at least. The agenda and
minutes should be part of the CFP policy, while market intervention
will depend on the conditions and specific circumstances.



CHAPTER 6
Conclusions

The idea of this book came from a discussion with the publishers
on what might be relevant topics, and then, as now, liquidity
risk is a particularly interesting one. I took the proposal a bit
further, coming from a period of extremely difficult markets
and refinancing conditions, and decided it was preferable and
surely more interesting to focus on the funding side of the
liquidity risk. I do not know whether in a few years this will be
as immediate as it is now, markets and economic conditions are
changing and the European Union, where I have direct working
experience and can present some insights, is undergoing the
most severe recession since the second world war, likely since
the 1929 crisis: industrial growth is declining in most of the
EU members and so is employment. Mario Draghi, currently
chairing the European Central Bank, has further curbed official
rates, thus bringing them to extremely low levels, with one
side hoping to boost investment and recovery, and the other
increasingly presenting the EU with the challenge of boosting
the economy and controlling inflation levels.

6.1 FUNDING LIQUID ITY

There has been substantial work within the industry and by super-
visors. The first Basel liquidity frameworks, following extensive
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quantitative impact studies, have been reviewed and substantially
improved: the two ratio components and their weights are now differ-
ent, monitoring requirements and intraday are also now in a revised
form. In the meantime, central banks have taken several initiatives to
improve market liquidity, hoping to re-launch economies and ensur-
ing there are the conditions necessary to boost banks’ lending and
thus ensure economic growth. In many countries, market liquidity
conditions have returned to their normal, pre-crisis, levels. Some
structural changes have also occurred:

� The central bank’s role in providing systemic facilities (namely,
US federal reserve quantitative easing and the ECB’s long-term
refinancing operation).

� Collateralized or asset-backed securities have substantially
replaced uncollateralized interbank lending.

� Financial institution building of large buffers of high-quality
liquid assets, mainly bonds.

� Liquidity risk monitoring as a daily, regular routine, including
stress testing.

6.2 PROFITABIL ITY IMPACT OF LARGER
COUNTERBALANCING ASSET STOCKS

The regulatory response to funding liquidity risk has been a focus
on the larger, higher credit quality stock of securities held for coun-
terbalancing and liquidity needs, together with a strict balance of
cash inflows and outflows to the longer maturity and main curren-
cies. This, irrespective of interest rate changes and curve shapes, will
have an impact on banks’ long-term revenue capacity. It might refuel
merger sprees or the spawning of smaller, regional, cooperative types
of lenders. Whether this is a positive effect remains to be seen once
the rate levels and shapes, together with inflation, shift upwards.
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6.3 PRIC ING AND LIQUID ITY

The effect of liquidity on financial instrument prices is regain-
ing attention, following increased requirements from regulators and
accounting standards (e.g. IFRS and EBA). The effect of holding a
large quantity of specific assets or the impact of illiquid instruments
needs to be better assessed and valued. The industry is therefore mov-
ing into adjustments for such elements, in addition to others such as
market price uncertainties, resulting in fair value or additional value
adjustments. Risk control and accounting functions will then have
to determine such liquidity adjustments for individual positions and
provide evidence of changes on a monthly basis.

6.4 LESSONS LEARNT

Whether funding for banks will again be a key risk factor is unclear;
all the analysis and indications presented might soon become obso-
lete or just a bad historical memory. The lessons learnt will remain
valid though: the way banks suddenly found the unsecured money
market draining and very rapidly disappearing, the relaxed attitude
towards asset growth and the pyramid mechanisms relying on self-
securitization are likely never to be repeated, and in any case their
history has been traced and is available for future risk valuation.
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